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'Minutes of the PANYC

eneral Membership Meeting, CUNY Graduate Canter,

Room 1126, January 22,

1986.

Geismar called the meeting to order at 7:15.
Secretary's Report:
The minutes of the November 20, 1985 Meeting were
corrected to read:
"President's Report: 2. . ..
Ellis Island and the
regional office examined ..
"Action Committee: 3. Salwen also
mentioned that the Department of the Interior will begin ...
"Research
and Planning Committee: 3. Saiwen said that he has received a small
grant from NYU part of which will be used to begin an archive...".
With these corrections the minutes were accepted.
Treasurer's Report:
Winter reported a balance of $1086.21.
PANYC members and 7 Newsletter subscribers.

There are 41

President's Report:
1. Responses to Geismar's letters regarding the
movement of Museum of the American Indian are reproduced in the
newsletter. 2. Van Cordtlandt Park held a public meeting but PANYC was
not represented.
Geismar has conta *cted Donald Reynolds, who is now
handling Historic Properties for the Parks Department.
Mr. Reynolds is
sympathetic to PANYC's concerns and told Geismar that the firm of Louis
Berger Associates had been retained for archaeological consultanting.
3. The Society for American Archaeology has requested our membership
list.
The board has recommended that we do not comply as there was no
explanation as to why SAA wanted the list.
4.
Geismar has written to
the Advisory Council indicating that the proposed revisions to 36 CFR
Part 800 tend to muddy their intent.
5.
Geismar and Saiwen will write
to the Department of the Interior regarding 36 CF'R 79 (standards for the
curation of Federaly owned collections).
6. Geismar will write to
Gracie Mansion regarding the report.
7. Geismar will also write to
Philip Lord regarding the Hussar.
Orgel w-kk
tu,..-~Atc'ko- the
status oftuussa2r
at the Army Corps of Engineers.
Newsletter Committee: Wall thanks the anonymous xeroxer of the November
issue of the Newsletter.
54 copies of the Newsletter were made, to be

distributed at the meeting and the remainder mailed.

Lillian Naar

volunteered to xerox a portion of the next issue. Perazio will also
help. Thanks are extended to 'all contributors and especially Winter.
Action Committee:

No report.I

Research and Planning Committee:
1. Geismar reported that the letter,
drafted to accompany the Park Department's property list which PANYC was
asked to review, was sent to Don Reynolds.
It stressed the preliminary
nature of PANYC's review and the need for further evalutation on a
project specific basis.
2. Baugher, reporting for r. Klein, said that
the committee wants to continue the PANYC symposium series.
The
symposium could be jointly sponsered by the Landmarks Preservation
Commission CLPC) and PANYC, tentatively on a Wednesday or Friday in
April.
The committee suggests the symposium focus on landfill sites.

Interested individuals should contact T. Klein.
3.
Salwen reported f or
T. Klein on the SH-A Urban Archaeology workshop.
The workshop covered
a)reports on current work and b) how to begin to give better protection
to urban resources.
Klein and Salwen felt that the NY participants
I

contributed a great deal to the workshop without gaining much in return.
Western urban archaeologists tended to be very concerned over the
weakening of historic conservation programs, while in the east things
seemed to be more secure, and theoretical development was occurring.
There is a packet available (.$25.) which includes abstracts, papers, the
results of the North American City Archaeological Survey Results,
bibliographies, city overviews, and legislation and urban guidelines.
Guidelines Committee:
Pickman reported that a draft set of guidelines
will be reviewed by the committee and then circulated to the members.
Special Publication Committee:
Wall reported that the committee has
met and is working on the publication.
Public Meeting Committee:
Wall reported that the program is being
developed. There has been a change in the management of the Museum of
the City of New York.
Their public relations office has requested a
document stating our precedent for free use of their hall.
We may have
to seek a new hall or pay to use their space.
The program date is May
3.
Discussion of many alternative locations followed, which were noted
by Wall.
Legislative Committee:
Salwen discussed the problems which have been
holding up the passage of legislation protecting shipwrecks.
Membership:
membership.

Henn reported that there were no new applications for

Old Business:
1. Geismar discussed extending the length officer's
term
of service, from one to two years.
She reported that the board had
discussed this issue and recommended that it be tried for the position
of treasurer.
This would require a change in the By-Laws.
After
discussion, a motion was made by Saiwen to extend the term o+ treasurer
to two years.
The motion was seconded by Wall.
A vote by the members
presented passed the motion with one abstention.
2.
Geismar announced
that there will not be a joint meeting between PANYC and NYAC as the
latter
felt
that not enough PANYC members attended to warrant NYAC's
meeting in the city. Salwen added that NYAC is now alternating between
Binghamton and Albany as meet-ing locations.
Marshall suggested putting
a NYAC membership form in the PANYC Newsletter.
Kearns asked if
a NYSAA
form could also be reprinted.
It was agreed to do this.
35.
Nurkin
mentioned that the proposed state law which would affect museums, was
discussed in Albany last week. As it was not signed by Goy. Cuomo, it
is probably dead.
4. Nurkin asked whether D.. Miner (LPC) had commented
on the revisions to the city legislation proposed by PANYC.
Geismar
said there had been no response as yet.
5. Pickman announced that a
nomination form would be circulated requesting nominations for the slate
for the election.
6. Baugher asked whether the George Miller ceramic
workshop had been arranged.
Saiwen responded that a form prepared and
approved by Geismar will be mailed soon.
The workshop will be held on
Feb. 27 and 28 at NYU.
As attendance must be limited to 45 people,
participants will be accepted on a 'first come, first serve'
basis.
PANYC members and NYU students will have priority until Feb. 15,
then enrollment will open to all interested.
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New Business: 1. Saiwen (reporting for Cantwell) presented the Board's
recommendation that there be a permanent repository for PANYC papers at
NYU, which has offered to house the archive.
After a general discussion
Wall so moved and Pickman seconded.
The motion was passed by a vote of
the members present.
2. Saiwen reported that the Board has discussed
how PANYC could encourage the use of archaeological data from the
compliance process for scholarly research.
The Board has suggested that
the PANYC offer a prize of S5O.to $100. f or the best undergraduate or
non-MA paper (je., no PANYC members).
The paper could be judged by a
PANYC committee, published in the Special Publication and presented at
the Public Meeting. There was a general discussion of this suggestion.
Saiwen moved that PANYC establish
an annual award for a scholarly paper
based on NYC archaeological data generated by the compliance process,
written by an undergraduate or masters' level student, the details to be
determined by a committee appointed by the president and presented to
and approved by the membership.
Marshall seconded this motion, and it
was passed by a vote of the general membership.
Geismar appointed
Saiwen as chair of the Award Committee; Naar and Winter will
also serve.
3.
Baugher reported that there have been problems with gaining SOPA
certification for Historical Archaeologists.
LPC will send a list of
generally certified archaeologists to City Planning.
Salwen added that
SOPA will certify individuals on a case by case basis.
4.
Geismar has
received a notice from
NYS announcing job openings.
A written test
must be taken by March 15.
Salwen mentioned that there are other jobs:
a) Valley Forge, Parks Service - contact David Orr b) City
Archaeologist, Philadelphia c) Illinois State and d) NJ DEP - an
environmental specialist to do archaeology as well as ecological review
-contact Tony Pinella. Baugher noted that NYC Urban Corps will employ
undergraduates with archaeological training, typing skills
and who meet
certain financial requirements.
5.
Saiwen announced that the Brooklyn
Historical Society will have an opening on Feb. 12 of an exhibit on 17th
Century Indians in Brooklyn.
The exhibit was organized by R. Grumet (a
PANYC member),- will
include documents and artifacts, and will
run 2 to
3 months.
6.
The next meeting will be March 19.
Henn will check with
the Graduate Center to reserve a room.
7.
Naar asked if there was any
information on the Snug Harbor predictive model.
Baugher offered to
contact&t .
After a review of NYAC's history, Salwen urged PANYC
members to participate as it is the only professional organization which
represents the entire state.
Respectfully

submitted,

Roselle Henn, PANYC Secretary

PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTS OF NEw YORK

CITY

January 22, 1986
Executive Director
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Room 809
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20004
Re:

Proposed revision of regulations 36CFR Part 800

Dear Sir:
The members of PANYC feel stongly that in 'Its attempt to
simplify the regulations governing the protection of
historic properties, the Advisory Council has created a
much less efficient and viable set of rules. As proposed
(Federal Register, Vol. 50, No. 199, Tuesday, October 15,
19851,'they are so ambiguous as to lead to misinterpretation
and possible law suits and court actions. In fact, the ambiguity may cause some agencies to reduce their level of,
involvement.
We urge you to reconsider and revamp the proposal to ensure
that the protection of historic properties will not be
undermined.
sincerely,

Joan H. Geismar, Ph.D.
PANYC President
40 East 83 Street
New York, New York 10028
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PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTS OF NEW YORK CITY'

February 18, 1986
Dr. Bennie C. Keel
Departmental Consulting Archeologist
National Park Service
Department of the Interior
P.O. Box 37127
Washington, D.C. 20013-7127
Dear Dr. Keel:,
As you may know, the curation of archeological collections
from New York City sites is a current and recurring
problem. members of PANYC (Professional Archaeologist of
New York City) are deeply concerned with the preservation
and curation of assemblages from these urban excavations.
Mainly, this comprises material from the historic past, but
occasionally it also includes prehistoric artifacts--all of
which are components of our National heritage.
We fully support the Department of the Interior's current
efforts to develop regulations (36 CFR Part 66, 36 CFR Part
79) for the curation of Federally owned archeological col.lections and the preservation of historical and archeologiIf PANYC can provide any assistance, we would be
cal data.
happy to do so. Please do not hesitate to call on us
should you feel it appropriate.
Sincerely,

Joan H. Geismar, Ph.D.
PANYC President
40 East 83 Street
New York, New York 10028
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PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOG ISTS OF NEw YORK CITY

March 14, 1986
Ms. Susan Dubois
Administrative Law Judge
DEC Officer of Hearings
Room 612
50 Wolf Road
Albany, New York 12233.0001
Re:

Proposed Revisions to 6 NYCRR Part 617

Dear Ms. Dubois:
On behalf of PANYC (Professional Archaeologists of New York
City), I would like to comment on the proposed revisions cited
above as they affect cultural resources management. Unquestionably, these revisions make a major contribution to strengthening
the regulations in this regard, and DEC is to be commended for
its efforts. However, there are two issues that perhaps need
clarification.
The list of Type 1 Actions, a primary determinant in how a site
will be handled, is incomplete and could cause complications to
DEC, the developer, and the resource. As proposed (Draft
Generic EIS, p. 14; Regulation Part 617.12 (b] [9]), this list
does not include sites deemed eligible for listing in the State/
National Register of Historic Places and to the Statewide
Inventory. While such sites are considered elsewhere (617.20,
Appendix A, Part 1, Question 7), their exclusion from the list
of Type 1 Actions creates ambiguity. A similar problem pertains
to those sites that may not yet have been identified and
evaluated but should be considered by law. This'situation is
addressed in Part 2 of the Full Environmental Assessment Form
(617.20, Appendix A, Part 2, Question 12), but not in the body
For the sake of clarity, we suggest
of the Draft Generic EIS.
rectified.
that these ambiguities be
Again, we commend the Division of Regulatory Affairs, and I personally would like to thank Jerry Jensen for his very enlightening and interesting presentation at the February 24th Public
Meeting.
Sincerely,

Joan H. Geismar, Ph.D.
PANCY President
40 East 83 Street
New York, New York 10028
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PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTS OF NEW YORK CITY'

March 14, 1986
Mr. William Butler
Gracie Mansion Conservancy
88th Street and East End Avenue
New York, New York 10128
Dear Mr. Butler:
Several months ago, at our request, you were good enough to
send a copy of the artifact inventory from the Gracie Mansion
archaeological investigations. At that time, I believe that
you said a full report would be produced in the near future.
I would like to request that a copy of this report be sent to
us upon its completion.
We thank you for your cooperation, and look forward to
receiving the report.
Sincerely,

Joan H. Geismar, Ph.D.
PANYC President
40 East 83 Street
New York, New York 10028
cc. the Honorable Edward I. Koch
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PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTS OF NEw YORK

CITY

March 14, 1986
Philip Lord
Senior Scientist
Cultural Resources Survey Program
Room 3118
Empire State Plaza
Albany, NY 12230
Dear Phil:
Several months ago, we spoke about the proposed archaeological exploration of the Hussar, a ship believed to be
preserved in the Hellgate section of the East River. At
that time, you asked how the membership of PANYC would feel
about the State and the excavator sharing artifacts in a
situation where scientific value may be nil but market
value high. The membership indicated they would like it on
record that it felt, while the salver could be paid, the
State should maintain ownership of recovered artifacts.
Since nothing further has been heard, we assume that things
remain quiet. However, it was reassuring to learn that the
system, and your agency in particular, has the situation
under control. If PANYC can be of any assistance in this
or any other regard, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,

Joan H. Geismar, Ph.D.
PANYC President
40 East 83 Street
New York, New York 10028
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Archaeological Site Contamination- Garden Variety.
Ralph S. Solecki
Columbia University
One of the many problems in urban archaeology is that of landfill, and its effect on the local landscape, or urban geomorphology.
It goes on everywhere around us, and in New York City, we need not
go far. Both east and west sides of Manhattan and a big stretch on
the East River in Brooklyn are built on landf ill. Even Governor's
Island (formerly Nut Island) in New York Harbor was built up with
the tonnage extracted from the ThT construction around World War I.
In another category are the great man-made mounds, - garbage dumps,
in polite society called "sanitary landfills" (1), which abound on
southern Staten Island and in other handy marshy places like the
Pelham Bay Park area. Never mind the methane gas and the noxious
effluents from these heaps. There is still a third variety of land
fill, more gentle and subtle, of the garden type sometimes called
"ibeutification" and "landscaping". It is the third variety which I
have never seen discussed in my reading of local New York archaeology. This was brought home to me years ago when I was still in
high school in the mid-1930's. Using my Bolton, Parker and Skinner
archaeological guides, I often took the subway and street car (at a
fraction of today's fare) to check the 8ites mentioned by these
gentlemen. One of my trips took me to Canarsie, the end of a long
BMT ride, where I recall taking a street car to where there had been
the amusement park area. A large Indian site was reportedly situated
in the area of the Paerdegat Canal, which was no lie (Parker,1922,
Part 2, p. 582;Bolton,1922 p. 1~49-150). This was the "Canarsee Planting Ground." There were many open lots in this area at the time, the
soil was loose and sandy, and everything showed up quite plainly on
the surface. The ground was whitened with both oyster and clam shells,
tell tale signs of Indian occupation. Indeed, the local streolswere
not paved, and the sidewalks were just hard packed lanes paralleling
the nascent streets. There were even some shell pockets tightly packed
right in the middle of the sidewalk areas. Small bits of quartz flakes
and an occasional potsherd were enough to tell me that I was not wasting my time. An occasional f Lllow garden (the truck garden type, where
the owners seemed to specialize mainly in tomatoes for some reason)
afforded more upturned earth for surface hunting. The finds were not
many, but the rewards in potsherds and chipped stone specimens were
enough to keep the search going. According to my notes, my surveys,
some half dozen trips over a space of six years, took me from Flatlands Avenue to Ralph Avenue down to the docks, Canarsie Avenue, Avenues K,L, M to Avenue T. There was a site at E 107th Street and Flatlands Avenue.
In Seaview Avenue, I chanced across a vest pocket sized park which
construction. There were a number of men plying the
undergoing
was
earth in small groups. They frequently took time off to stand and gossip around a scrap wood fire burning in an iron drum for warmth (it
was February). This was during the Depression era, and these men were
employed by the Works Progress Administration (WPA). The man were dressed in street clothes,- street shoes and shabby blue overcoats looking
lost in this environment. There were pinched faces,-none of the men
looked happy, and some not quite sure how to work with their tools.
They were spreading a thick, black dirt over the park area. A spread
of oyster and clam shell fragments told the story. I was afraid to
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Solecki
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to walk over the freshly laid earth especially after the men had
just laboriously raked it over several times, levelling it. I noted
that the rakings were picked up in a wheel barrow and carted outside
the park to an empty lot and duimped. This proved to be a treasure
trove of finds, including quartz and chert flakes and bits of pottery.
While T was poring through the little heap of discards, a truck pulled
into the park and unloaded yet another dump load of the rich black
earth. The men, directed by an overseer, attacked this heap with
shovels and wheelbarrows, scattering the earth around in designated
areas. I finally got the courage to ask the supervisor where the dump
loads of earth came from. He said that they came from somewhere on
Long Island (Brooklynites do not consider themselves Long Islanders
as everyone knows), from Great Neck. The realization of this fact did
not come to me until later. Who would ever guess that a little park
sitting in the midst of an important Canarsie archaeological site
would be contaminated with a veneer of foreign soil containing nonlocal Indian artifacts. Worse, this covering with this putative Great
Ne~ck earth lay over native Canarsie soil, giving a stratigraphy in
cultural material that was misleading.
The Canarsie incident opened my eyes to the operations of Long
Island developers. Since top soil is a valuable commodity (it sells
for $ 10 a cubic yard (unscreened) at the garden shops by the truck
load in northern New Jersey today), and is not to be wasted, the first
thing the land developer does after the property is cleared of brush,
trees, etc., is to have the bulldozer scoop the topsoil off. it is
taken down about a foot in depth, or just down to the sterile soil
line or about plow zone level. In scooping up this earth, the bull
dozer may lay bare shell pockets, hearths, etc. on Indian sites. Such
was the condition of the Graham Court site in College Point, Queens,
where a number of shell pits, including a burial pit wereuncovered
(Solecki, ins. ) . According to my College Point colleague, Matt
Schreiner, the top soil from Graham Court was trucked out to the 1939
World's ?air in Flushing which-was being built at the time. I have
ooserved the technique of the bulldozers. Using the limitations of
this vehicle, the earth is heaped into rectangular mounds which could
be ca. 50 feet long oy 20 feet wide and 8 feet high, the number and
size of the mounds of course depending on the area of the ground to
be stripped. This stripped earth policy accounted for the many barren stretches of ground found in suburban lots. The mounds are spotted around the acreage, and may stay for several weeks. Then as suddenly as they appeared, they disappear. And with tbein goes the cultural heritage of the area, even the grass roots. True, the subsurface soil remains exposed, at least for a while, but one cannot say
that it is the same. Who ever heard of a farmer crumbling raw clay
in his hand and saying that this was his land? Returning to the mounds
of top soil, while they are still in place, they are good sources for
artifacts especially after hard rains have washed the heaps down. Heedless to say, there is no doubt that they are out of context.
In the wake of the huge parkway construction and sewer projects
around the city before and after W4W II, I have observed a number of
areas which have been cleared of top soil prepatot-y to construction.
I-do not know when the habit of clearing off the top soil became a
custom, but it certainly took hold with the introduction of the high
powered bull dozers some time before WWII. Horse drawn scoops could
10
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do the job, but not as quickly and efficiently. I had noted many
top soil mounds heaped during the construction of La Guardia airport. I measured one at Powell's Cove, Tallman's Island in northern
Queens. It measured about 75 feet across the length of the top, at
least 15 feet wide and about 9 feet high, with sloping sides measuring about 15 feet and 10 feet long at either end. Calculating a
volume off this heap at about 375 cubic yards, at-today!6.-pribes- (in
New-Jersey) this would bring about $ 3,750, a nice modest heap with
little cost involved, just like strip mining. An acre of land with
a foot of top soil will yield about 163 cubic yards of top soil.
Translated into today's prices this comes to about $ 1,630 (including
cartage to a nominal distance.. This means that the big heap I saw
on Tallman's Island must have come from a stripped area covering at
least something over two acres, which was about right--actually it
may have oeen about three acres, because there was a smaller heap of
top soil next to the big one.
In the little Canarsie Park I recovered something like a hundred potsherds, several columaella of whelk shells (possibly wampum
blanks), a white quartz arrowhead, some white clay trade pipestens,
a grey chert Levanna projectile point, a spearhead, a celt or wedge,
and white quartz and chert debitage. The ceramics were predominantly
grit tempered and exterior cord marked. At least one was plain sur'faced and dentate stamped in three rows across the sherd. It resembled
the Abbot Zoned Dentate illustrated by Lopez and Wisniewski(1972,
Plate 3, Fig. 2 ) from the Ryders Pond Site, a Canarsie Indian site
nearby at Sheepshead Bay, now part of the Brooklyn Marine Park. I
would like to have reported that these patently non-local artifacts
from the Seaview Avenue park stood out like beacons among the CanarUnfortunately, they all look the
sie artiffacts, but cannot do so.
same, although it is possible that analysis of the pottery paste that
makes up the ceramics may show a difference. The two areas, Canarsie
and Great Neck, are close enough to have been occupied by Indians bearing the same cultural traditions.
The lesson we learn hera of course, is not to take everything
It pays to ask some questions
at face value in urban surface surveys.
regarding any surfacial treatment of property, such as possible landsoaping, etc., and whether or not any fill was brought in. There is
certainly something to be said for researching the integrity of a site.
References:
Bolton, Reginald Pelham
1922 Indian Paths in the Grea t Metropolis. Indian Notes and Monographs.
Museum of the American Indfin,!Heye Foundation. New York.
Lopez, Julius and Stanley Wisniewaki
1972 The Ryders Pond Site II. New York State Archeological Association
Bulletin, No. 55, pp. 6 -2O.
Parker, Arthur 0.
ork. 2 Parts. New York State
1922 The Archeological HistOry of Ne
Museum Bulletins Nos. 237,233. Albany.
Solecki, Ralph S.
Manuscript, unpublished. A stratified pit burial at Graham Court,
MS.
College Point, New York.
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New York University

public service
j___
A private university in !hbd

Faculty of Arts and Science
02;pnrtment of Anthropology
100 Rufus D. Smith Hall
25 WVaverly Place
New York, N.Y. 100)03
Telephone, (212) 598-3257

workshop/Seminar on Historic Ceramics
conducted by George Miller (Colonial Williamsburg)
New York University's Program in History and Historical
Archaeology and the Professional Archaeologists of New York
City (PANYC) co-sponsored a workshop in historic ceramics by
George Miller, on February 27 and 28, 1986.
On the first day, Miller provided an introduction to the common
types of Staffordshire ceramics from the last half of the 18th
through the 19th centuries.
Problems of classification and
typology were discussed, along with chronological relationships
based on changes in technology and style.
Participants entered into a lively discussion of the role of
ceramic analysis in historical archaeology and social history,
and debated some of the methodological questions raised by
Miller's work. The presentation included an excellent slide series.
On the second day of the workshop, more specific problems relating to some of the ceramic types commonly dealt with by
archaeologists were discussed.
Miller reviewed the history of
shell edged wares and provided a useful chronology of types as
well as information on the relative pricing of the wares. He then
proceeded to transfer-printed ceramics, discussing manufacturing
and design techniques, stylistic variation, and marketing practices.
Approximately forty people attended the workshop, including
NYU faculty and students, members of PANYC, and others involved
in archaeology in the metropolitan area. Miller has conducted
the workshop several times for groups of archaeologists and
students, and continually incorporates new information and
insights gained from his valuable research. The two-day event
held at NYU proved highly informative and useful for participants.
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It was with these goals in mind that
Customs issued interim regulations to
carry out the policies of the Act. The
interim regulations were published in
the Federal Register as T.D. 85-107 on
June 25, 1985 (50 FR 26193], and took
effect immediately, However, comments
on the interim regulations were invited
for consideration before final
regulations were issued.
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Customs Regulations Amendments
Concerning Convention on Cultural
Property Implementation Act
-
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'
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Customs Service, Treasury.
rle.There
ACTIN:.Finl
nlethe
ACTONFinl
document amends the
This
SUMMARY'
Customs Regulations by adding
provisions to implement the Conventi on
on Cultural Property lmplementation
Act The Convention addressed the
problem of illicit importing and
eprigof items of cultural property,
exporingiesofipranefi
archaeology, prehistory, history,
literature, art, or science. These
regulations are designed to prohibit
illicit traffic in cultural property while
allowing the exchange of natural
treasures for legitimate scientific,
educational, and cultural purposes. The
regultionsare
ffectve fo
allillegal
reuaiosaeefetv
fralinternational
impotatonsof
ultralproert, ad
archaeological and ethnological
material, subject to the Convention,
EFFECTIVE DATE March 31, 1986.

AGENCY:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Legal Aspects: Samuel Orandle. Entr
Proodues
nd enatie Diisint(02
566-5765); Operational Aspects: Louis
Alfano, Duty Assessment Division (202566-8551]; U.S. Customs Service. 1301
Constitution Avenue. NW., Washington.
D.C. 20229.

Background
Beginning in the late 1960's, the U.S.
bega
in
bega pariciatin
pariciatin
in egoiatins,
egoiatins,
by the United Nations
Scientific and Cultural
(UNESCO), addressing the
problem of illicit international trade in
property. Cultural property was
dcf.rned as property which, on religious
or secular grounds, Is specifically
Analysis of Comments
by a country as being
One commnenter conveyed strong
in the archaeology, prehistory,
support for the Intent of the regulations
history, literature, art, or science of that
while expressing a general concern for
country.
what he termed "weaknesses and
The value of cultural property,
ambiguities". However, the commenter
whether archaeological or ethnological
stated the weakness was the result of
in nature, is immeasurable. Such items
the Convention and the implementing
often constitute the very etsence of a
Act, and therefore, could not be
soiy
cove7mprtn
information concerning a people's origincretdi h egltos utm
not believe the regulations are
'does
history, and traditional setting. The
importance and popularity of such items weak. However, we cannot address
specifics since the commenter did not
regrettably makes them targets of theft,
raise any specific points.
clandestine excavation of
'The remaining 4 commnenters were
sites and accompanying
more detailed in their submissions.
illegal importing and exporting.
they raised and Customs
has been growing concern in
replies are as follows.
U.S. regarding the need for
Comment The definition of "museum"
protecting endangered cultural property.
in § 12.104(e) should be attributed to its
The appearance in the U.S. of stolen or
source, the Museum Services Act (Nub.
illegally exported artifacts from other
L 94-402. 20 U.S.C. 968J.
countries where there has been recent
Reply: Customs agrees and has added
pillaging has, on occasion, strained our
reference. Also, Customs is adopting
foreign and cultural relations. This
that
situation. combined with thb concerns of "a comment that clarifies the point
the museum, archaeological, and .* :', "recognized museum" under the Act is'
synonymous with "museum".'
scholarly communities, was recognized
Comiment The regulations should
by the President and Congress. Codes of how the Secretary of the .,,,
ethics and professional standards were <~clarify
Treasury will select a museum or"othil'
formally deviloped by these..-,; - ,
institution to temporarily hold a seized'
coximunities. It becamq apparent that it
was in the national interest for the U.S:%.' article of archaeological or ethnological
or article of seized cultural
to join with other countries to'control
trafficking 'Of such articles in
property. Also, the regulations should'!
commerce:
rvde for reimbursement to a museum
U.S. joined international efforts
institution holding such an article or:
and actively participated in negotiations
piece of property if the object requires
resulting in the 1970 UNESCO
. I.special care or more securit than-;
,
normal.!y
Convention on the Means of Prohibiting
Reply. A8 written, 1112.104f contains"
and Preventing the Il~ii Import, Export
and 'Transfer of Ownership of Cultural-,- reference t6 the two basic criteria then. '
Property (823 U.N.T,S. 231 (1972]]. U.S,,
S~cretixj' will use in determining which
or institution, if any. will bey4
acceptance of th612970 UNESCO
Convention ivas codified into U.S. law . given An article or material seized uixdei,
as the "Cnenln nCituial Property: 4 these regulations, for temporary display.'
These factors are: the safety that will b&P.lmplementatioii Act! (Pub. L 97-446, 98
' provided the article or material, and the
Stat. 2329 at 2350). The spirit of the .
Convention was enacted into law to
museum or institution~s assurances; -,
by a sufficient bond. that.the' "'i
promote U.S. leadership in achieving
greater international cooperation;"P,- 0 article or material will be returned to the"towards preservinig'cultural treasures .'--2 Secretary upon request This decision is"
that are of implortanee not only to the s' t' left to the Secretary's discretion and,'-~
nations whence thek originate, but ihlso 'S these regulations are not the'prope?'AS ;V
to greater interniational understanding of' forum for a listing of specificationsfi .;
mankind's common heritage. In 1983 the' concerning museums or institutions. The'
U.S. became the first major art importing Secretary will consider such requests by
country to implement the 1970
or institutions on a case'byConvention.
ase basis.
-
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manuscripts. incunabula, or other items
of cultural property.
After consideration of all of the
received In response to
publication of the interim regulations,
and further review of the matter, it has
determined to adopt the
.
regulations in final form with the
.
-..-i..
previously discussed.
to(2] In § 12.104a~a]. reference is made
utv Order =2
of cultural property stolen
toarticles
from "such institution". The corrected
document does not meet the
This
phrase in the final regulationis is "such
for a "major rule" as specified in
museum, monument, or institution".
section 1(b) of E.O. 12291. Accordingly, a
(3] In § 12.104a(b) in the interim>"-.
regulatory impact analysis is not .
regulations, a phrase was omtitted. The
-proper wording of I 12.104a(b) as it
.:~.-7.
in the final regulations is as ~":Regulatory Flexibility Act
follows: No archaeological or
Pursuant to section 3 of the Regulatory
ethnological material designated
Flexibility Act (Pub. L 96-353, 5 U.S.C.
pursuant to 19 u.s.c. 2604 and listed in
et seq.). it is hereby certified that the
§ 1.14g, that is exported (whether or
regulations set forth in this document
not such exportation is to the U.S.) from
not have a significant economic
the State Party after the designation~ of >will
impact on a substantial number of small
such material under 19 U.S.C. 2604 may
entities. Accordingly, it is not subject to
be imported into the U.S. unless the
the regulatory analysis or other.
State Party Issues a certificate or other
requirements of 5 U.S.C. 603 and 604.
documentation which certifies that such
of Subjects
of
the
in
violation
not
exportation was
laws of the State Party....
.9 CPA Part12
(4) In § 12.104b, the introductory
Customns duties and inspections,
paragraph is changed to read, "The
Imports, Exports.
following is a list of State Parties and
the date of entry into force for each
19 CER Part178
Party:". Also. Zambia is added in
Reporting and recordlkeeping
proper alphabetical order with a date of
requirements, Paperwork requirements,
entry into force bf September 21, 1985.
of information.
Collections
(5) In § 12.104c(a). the phrase. "is filed
the district director," is moved from
Amendments to the Rewilations
theend of the paragraph to immediately
Parts 12 and 178, Customs Regulations
after the word "Secretary".
(19 CFR Parts 12, 178]. were amended on
(6) In I 12.104d, reference is made to
an interim basis by the publication of
the, "certificate or evidence". The
T.D. 85'-107, in the Federal Register on
final
regulations
phrase in the
June 25, 198 (50 FR 28193). These parts
is "certificate, documentation, or
are now amended in final in the
evidence". .
following manner.
(7] In § 12.10g, the word
"Convention" is changed to "Convention
PART 12-SPECIAL CLASSES OF
on Cultural Property Implementation
to properly reflect the source of the MERCHANDISE
1. The authority citation for Part 12
protections provided items and
continues to read as follows:
categories of protected materials.
Auhrt:5USC30;1 .C 6,22
Comment One commenter requested
Tariff
S.cue of1the
(Gen
Authot: U11,C
clarification of whether the
United States), 1624. ' § 12.104 et seq.
documentation accompanying an
as sududr1 ... 21
importation of designated
aloiseunr19USC262
archaeological or ethnological material
2. Part 12 is further-amended by
might also apply to importations of
cultural property. The commenter,adiganwutttl."Ctrl
Property", designated J § 12.104-12.1041
representing research libraries, was
to read as follows.
concerned over the burden a broad
Cultural Property
would
regulations
these
interpretation of
impose on research libraries obtaining
1204Diiins
raremaucitanicnalafo
Importations prohibited.
sorcs2utie1heU..a
lIlo4i, State Parties to the Convention.
required
documentation
The
Reply:12.104c Importations permitted.
for importations of designated
archaeological and ethn~logical material 1.o4d Detention of articles: time in which
pl oiprttoso
aet
opy
dosntapyoim rainsfrreocmly
changes have been made to the final
regulations,
(1) In I 12.104(a)(1), the word, "and" is
being added after paragraph (a)(1J(ii),.
and the phrase, "*or in addition to
paragraphs (a)(1) (i) and (Hi)of this
section" is being added after paragraph

As to the comment requesting a
regulation providing financial assistance
to a museum or institution seeking to
temporarily house a seized article or
material. customs is aware of no
statutory authority requiring that such
o te cntrry.
aidbe adeavalabe.
Customs believes such a provision is
contraindicated by the Secretary's
requirement of selecting a museumt or
tht s fnacialyabl
insituio
instiutio tht ims sfnauncilyabet

-comments

...

-

.been

-a()(i)

,modifications

.~Exectv

.

-criteria

Comment. Customs failure to prepare
a regulatory impact statement is
improper. The regulations will have the
kindwhic
o impat
requres aappears
regulatory impact statement. .
Reply. Customs disagrees. These
regulations will only have a minor
impact on the general public. Persons
who trade in archaeological and
ethnological material, or in cultural
property, will be more effected. Certain
documentation or evidence will be
required upon importation of articles or
materials designated by agreements or
emergency actions as coming under the
protection of the Act. Customs would
characterize this as a minor impact.
Customs does not believe that these
regulations will result in any significant
economic costs, and no comments to the
were submitted. 'State
Comment Customs Background
staemnt
n heintri rgultinswas
stamenteindhnimregulationsh
te
extof reulatonswith
theiteri
whteic prohbitions
thtxtofth
correctly specifies whc rhbtos
pertain to which types of propprty,
Customs Background statement may
to unnecessary confusion>I ,corrected
I
Reply: Cust6mns grees that the term,
..cultural property", may have been used
broadly in the Background section of the
interim regulations. We regret if any .
made may have appeared.too strongly worded..:
The intent of the Background section
was to convey the urgency of the
problem the interim regulations were
designe to address. We do not believe
-the wording was misleading or
confusing to a degree requiring that
these regulations be reissued with ; ,
anoheropprtnit tocom enIn fact,
the comumenter raising these points also,
states the interim regulations - %- '
themselves correctly set out the :prohibitions pertaining to different types
of articles or materials.
~'
Comment Portions of the interim
regulations are inconsistent with the
Act...,
Reply: Customs agrees that there are
some instances where the interimdeRo
regulations diverged slightly from the
Act. To correct this, the following
.

-contrary

-lead

-statements
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Sezr an .
12.104e Siueadforfeiture.
I2.104f Temporary disposition of materials
and articles.
o~aeo Ie
l2A104g Specific items ocaerisobjects
designated by agreements or emergency
laonEeptmtrfl.nda de.12-104h Enfemnt.aerisndrll
Sea.

--

--

* 12.104 Definitions. :
For purposes of
1.104 through
12.104k

~

~,.

*:r:

archaeological or.
e)Thlogical
mateialof
he SatePary'
toloia190tNSCaCn
the
aeilo
ento Party
tote 197
y UNSC Covnto

basis (Museum Services Act: Pub. L. 94-462; 20 U.S.C. 968). For the purposes of

Party for the purposes of Article 1.
Article 1 lists the following categories:

(1) Rare collections and specimens of

these regulations, the term "recognized

fauna, flora, minerals and anatomy, and
of palaciontological interest:
(23 Property relating to history,
including the history of science and
technology and military and social
history, to the life of national leaders,
thinkers, scientists and artists and to
events of national importance:
(3] Products of archaeological
excavations (including regular and
landestine) or of archaeological
discoveries;
(4) Elements of artistic or historical
monuments or archaeological sites
which have been dismembered:
(53 Antiquities more than 100 years
old, such as inscriptions, coins and
seals;
Objects of ethnological interest;
(7] Property of artistic interest, such
as:
Pictuies, paintings and drawings
produced entirely by hand on any
support and in any material (excluding'
industrial designs and manufactured
articles decorated by hand]; sculpture in any miaterial;
(iii) Original engravings, prints and
lithographs;
I - I.
(iv) Original artistic assemblages and
montages in any material:
old Rb emaucrpsonkscnaua
bos documents and publications
of special interest (historical, artistic,
scientific, literary, etc.] singly or in
.
-imported
-Postage, revenue and similar
stamps, singly or in collections;
.(10) Archives, including sound.,,

museum" under the Cultural Property
Implementation Act shall be
synonymous with "museum".
(f) The term "Secretary" means the
Secretary of the Treasury or his
delegate, the Commissioner of Customs.
(g) The term "State Party" means any
nation which has ratified, accepted, or
acceded to the 1970 UNESCO
Convention.
(h] The term "United States" or
"U.S." includes the customs territory of
the United States, the U.S. Virgin
Islands and any territory or area the
foreign relations for which the U.S. is
responsible.

(1] n beto raooia
interest. No object may he considered to
be an object of archaeological interest
unless such subject- ,'
,engraved
(i) Is of cultural significance;
(ii) Is at least 250i years old; anrd
(iii) Was normally discovered as a
result of scientific excavation.
clandestine or accidental digini, or
exploration on land or under water or in
addition to paragraphs (a)(1) (i] and (ii)
of this section;
- ....
"
generally acceptable as archaeological
such as. but not limited to, artifacts,
buildings, parts of buildings, or
decorative elements, without regard to
whether the particular objects are
discovered by exploration or
excavation:*l
(2] Any oibject of ethnological interest,
No object may be considered to be an
obec f tnoogcl
nerstulescollections;.
such objectfi) is the product of a tribal or
nonindustrial society, andphtgaicndiemorp
(ii) Is important to the cultural
heritage of a people because of its
distinctive characteristics, comparative
rarity, or its contribution to the
knowledge of the origins, development
or history of that people;
(3] Any fragment or part of any object
referred to in paragraph (a) (1) or (2) of
this section which was first discovered
within, and is subject to export control
by the tate Paty.
(b) The term "Convention"' means the
Convention on the Means of Prohibiting
and Preventing the Illicit Import. Export.
and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural
Property adopted by the General
Conference of the United States Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization at its sixteenth session
(823 U.N.T.S. 231 (1972)).
(c) The term "cultural property"
includes articles described in Article 1
(a) through (kc)of the Convention,
whether or not any such article is

archives;
an iemaorpi,
aso
h tt
atu.&
(11)]Articles offix'iture more thsn...
1.. 10bSaeP
rties
to th 66i
100 years old and old musical.
.
(a) The following isalIft of State I
instruments.
~Pr
forties, and the date of entry into force-kwdested'
(d] The ter
or et~oogical material"
ecStePat
.CiWsa..';
means any archaeological or.
Sims
ethnolqgical material of the State PartySh
t
.
which-...
t
U
11]
1973.A~
(i)Covered bX an areeient under 19
4o197X
may16s, t97t.Baltl.
U.S.C. 2602 that eiiters into force with
24, I97t'Aprl.
respect to the U..s, or--S
J" 2& 19711._____
canada...
(ii) Subject t6 emiergency action iiei'
May t, 1972.YAftca Repftt
19 U.S.C. 2603 anclQ
iw. s.
a
(2) Is listed by reguliation under 19.'cpu..
1419M.
G~IO~k'-may
U.S.C. 2604. ~T.&.i
Dvc. 2l 1972.
Itaua........
* , -~ro~
Aug. 13. OWN4V
Dwrrnat PeciWe RWpttc01kcs.
(e) The term "ugehn" means a:'-kmt 7.197a.
public or private nonprofit agency or~': Dom rca Rpu"
tA.24. 1972.?
institution organized on apermanent ..
WAYo2. '1
El saoo
basis for essentially educational or,
Rwtt1
etsthetic purposes, which, utilizn 21'::, Grn.Do.AP
Apr 14, 1Les
________
&swnmaa
professional staff, owns or utilizes
IslB109.
Guts
tangible objects, cares for them, and

specifically designated by any State

exhibits them to the public on a regular

-(6]

,(i]

.(9)

.archaeological

§ 12.104a Importations prohibited.
(a] No article of cultural property
documented as appertaining to the
inventory of a museumn or religious or
secular public monument or similar
institution in any State Party which was
stolen from such museum, monument. or
institution after April 12. 1983. or after
the date of entry into force of the
whichever date is later, may be
imported into the U.S&
(b) No archaeological or ethnological
material designated pursuant to 19
U.S.C. 2604 and listed in § 12-104g, that
is exported (whether or not such
exportation is to the U.S.) from the State
Party after the designation of such
material under 19 U.S.C. 2604 may beinto the U.S. unless the State'
Party issues a certificate or other ', documentation which certifies that such
xotto
a o nvoaino h
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Ara RpW
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UMBCIeSlaes of areea___

Uruguaya..
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___________Dc

Zanba.............................

May 1.19113.

8. 1976.
.Dec.
Mar. 9 a.

Soah Peopls LtsOMAra nahsnya_

(A) The material was exported from
the State Party not less than 10 years
before the date of entry into the U.S.. ,
s.
and
s c
(B) Neither suhimporter or person
(or any related person) contracted for or
an interest, directly or
aqiepeetdwti
indirectly, In such material more than I
year before the date of entry of the
material andd,

held at the risk and expense of thesi
i-.
consignee until the certificate,

documentation, or evidence is presented

-

1981.

to such officer. The certificate.
documentation, or evidence must b

.

*,pentdwhi90ayafrtedae

Apr 10
May 21. 1975.
10, 197&.

.

(ii) A statement provided by the
conigor or person who sold the
material to the importer, which states

-4§

the date, or. if not known, his belief, that

the material was exported from the
-State Party not less than 10 years before
the date of entry into the U.S. and the

. NW Z 97-

.

Dec 2.1983.

Nw 9.197

-

fe

-

4~
-$
archaeological or ethnological material
is imported ini the U.S. in violation of.1 U.S.C. 2606. and the importer states In
12.104a Seizure mid forfeiture.

-

(a] Whenever any designated

writing that he will not attempt to secure
certificate, documentation. qr

reasons on which the statement is
.the
based: and

23.1974
SeSn. 21.1985.

0dy

on which the material is taken into
ogrpropro
rsc
Csoscsoy
lne
rsc
as may be allowed by the district
.
director for good cause shown.

maera; n

pr. 9: 1973.

.

director shall take the designated .r
archaeological or ethnological material,
Into Customs custody and send it to a
bonded warehouse or public store to Ili

..

13, 1971
NOV
,L
Jan. 24, 1980.
Apr 30acquired
Mr9. 1986.
Julyi
20. 1977

____

_____

S"u

27. 1977

Jury 30.

time of making entry, the district

whose account the material is imported,
.
stating that, to the best of his
.
knowledge-'

Apr. 24, 1972.
Sept, Z 1978.

Onion

-or

oath by the importer, or the person for

2.197&.
22. 1972.
SePt.

Jan,18 1978

Pak..........

the certificate, documentation.
evidence required in I 12.104c at the,

.produce

4.1973.
Sept 23. 1976.
July 19, 1977.

....

--

Nepal
Nnmagoa

which to comply.
.In the event an importer cannot

(i) One or more declarations under

12, 197.1

I!Q...,..............---..-.May

§ 12tlO4d Detention of articles; time In

(di) The term "satisfactory evidence"
meansFor purposes of paragraph (b) of
9~sectionti (1]

~

DaI

stneto

(2] For purposes of paragraph (4.-of
I
this section(i] One or more declarations unider"
oath by the importer or the person for
whose account the material is to be.
imported, statinig that to the be) of hi
knowledge, the material was exported
from the State Party on or before the
§ 12.104c Importations permitted.
such material was designated
Designaed
arcaeologcal ordate
udr1 ... 20.ad.
ry s
maeilfrhc
e natacaological
or o
the.C
]A ttmn ytecin
~
~ ~ ~ int une
sought
U.S4,
~~ wilbaemte
eny ia
t e ri o a i entry
peso whoj
s oldemeth maerlt
the gn ro
or if not
mtraws
which states the date,
importer
knwn hsbletat
the
try
or othner
(a]r
or
on
Party
State
the
from
exported
documentation, issued by the
before the date such material was .
Government of the country of origin of
designated under 19 U.S.C. 26G4, and the
such material in a form acceptable to
reasons on which the statement Is
the Secretary is filed with the district
based..
director, such korm being, but not limited
(e) Related persons. For purposes of
to, an affidavit,license, or permit from
paragraphs (b) and (di) of this section, a
an appropriate, authorized State Party
person shall be treated as a related
official under seal, certifying that such
person to an importer, or to a person for
exportation was not mn violation of the
whose account material is imported, if
laws of that country, or
such person(b] Satisfactory evidence is presented
(i) Is a member of the same family as
to the district director that such
the importer or person of account,
designated material was exported from
including, but not limited to.
the State Party not less than 10 years
membership as a brother or sister
before the date of such entry and that
(whether by whole or half blood],
neither the person for whose account the
spouse, ancestor, or lineal descendant:
material is imported for any related
(2] Is a partner or associate with the
person) contracted for or acquired an
importer or person of account in any
interest directly or indirectly, in such
partnership, association, or other
material more thanlIyear before that
venture; or
-I.date of entry. or.,
(3) Is a corporation or other legal
(c) Satisfactory revidence ls pr~sented
in which the importer or person of
entity
to the district director that such
account directly or indirectly owns.
designated material was exported from
controls, or holds power to vote 20
the State Party on or before the date an
percent or more of the outstanding
which such material was designated
stock or shares in the entity,
under 19 U.S.C. 2604.

required by i 12.104C. or such
certificate, documentation, or evidence
is not presented to thli district director
before the expiration of the time
in § 12.104d, the material shall
.
rided
ge seized and summarily forfeited to the
U.S. in accordance with Part 162 of thiscatr
catr
(1) Any designated archaeological or
'ethnological material which is forfeited
to the U.S. shall, in accordance with the
of Title III of Pub. L. 97-446,
'9USC.60b:cetimae
provisions
(i] First b fee o eunt h
State Partk;
[ii) If not returned to the State Party
be returned to a claimant with respect to
whom the designated material was
.forfeited if that claimant establishes-(Ak) Valid title to the material;
(B) That the claimant is a bona fide
purchaser for value of the material; or
(iii) If not returned to the State Party
under paragraph (a)(1)(i) of this section
or to a claimant under paragraph
Ea)(l)ii] of this section, be disposed of
inmthe manner prescribed by law for
articles forfeited for violation of the
customs laws. No return of material may
be made under paragraph (a)(1) (i) or (ii)
of this section unless the State Party or
claimant , as the case may be, bears the
expenses incurred incident to the return
and delivery, and complies with such
other requirements relating to the return
as the Secretary shall prescribe.
(b) Whenever any stolen article of
cultural property is imported into the
U.S. in violation of 19 U.S.C. 2607, such
cultural propeity shall be seized and

-evidence

* (b) Additions to and deletions from
the list of State Parties will be
accomplished by Federal Register
notice, from time to time, as the
necessity arises.

'
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.voting
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*forfeited to the U.S. in accordance with
Part 162 of this chapter.
(1) Any stolen article of cultural
property which is forfeited to the U,S.
shall, in accordance with the provisions
of Title III of Pub. L 9-446,28o9(gc):
.(i) First be offered for return to the
State Party in whose territory is situated
the institution referred to in 19 U.S.C.
2607 and shall be returned If that State
bears the expenses incident to
such return and delivery/and complies
with such other requirements relating to
the return as the Secretary prescribes; or
V (ii) If not returned to such State Party,
be disposed of In the manmner prescribed
'by law for articles forfeited for violation
h4"L
of the customs laws. k'
.

enforced by such persons as may be
(b] Any designated archaeological or
designated by the President.
material or any article of
Part 178. Customs Regulations (19 CFR
cultural property imported into the U.S.
Part 178), was also amended by the
if such material or articleinterim regulations issued as T.D. 85(1) Has been held in the U.S. for a
107. The Office of Management and
period of not less than 3 consecutive
Budget control number issued to these
years by a recognized museum or
religious or secular monument or similar regulations remains the same is retained
institution, and was purchased by that
in §178.2.
institution for value, in good faith, and
PART 178-APPROVAL OF
without notice that such material or
INFORM6ATION COLLECTION
article was imported in violation of
REQUIREMENTS
these regulations, but only if(i) The acquisition of such material or
1 h uhrt iainfrPr
7
article has been reported in a
1.nthnesatoriad cati forlPatw17
publication of such institution, anycotnetoraasflw:
Authority: 5 U.S.C. 301, 19 U.s.c. 1624. 44
regularly published newspaper or
U.S.C. 3501 et seq.
periodical with a circulation of at least
50,000, or a periodical or exhibition
§ 178.2 [Amended]
catalog which is concerned withth
2. Section 178.2 is amended by
type of article or materials sougt to be'
inserting. in proper numerical order, the
exempted from these regulations,
following entry.
(H)Such material or article has been
exhibited to the public for a period or
Me9Cflsco
periods aggregating at least 1 year
during such 3-year period, or
(iii) Such article or material has been
12 I04C, 12 104
C
afld O
1615-0147
dow,,clsc r'hr
cataloged and the catalog material made
i0
WYWvv
available upon request to the public for
of aftw
at least 2 years during such 3-year
perid,-tey
If paragraph (b)(l) of this section
Alfred R. De Angelus,
does not apply, has been within the U.S.
Acting Comnmissionerof Customs.
for aperiod of not less than 10
Approved February 3; 1988.
consecutive years and has been
Francis A. Keating, IL
exhibited for not less than 5 years AssistantSecretayof the fltasuy
during such period in a recognized,
m
F Do.8-05 ie -6-684
1
museum or religious or secular
SIWUNGODE 4044-02-M"
monument or similar institution in the
U.S. open to the public:;
If paragraph (bfll) and (2] of this
section do nodt apply, has been within'
the U.S. for a period'of not less than 10''
consecutive years and the State Party "
concerned has received or should have:
received during such period fair notice.',
(through iuch adequate and accessible':

-ethnological
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-Party
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Temporary disposition of*

.

materials anld aticles. ,*!I-

Pending a final determn6ioni as-t
any archaeological 6ir'- <.-.
etnoogcal material, or anj brticle'of
cultual proerty, has been imported
into the U.S. in violation of 19 U.S.c. .
2606 or 19 U.S.C. 2607, the Secretary
may permit such material or article to be
retained at a museum or other cultural
or scientific institution in the U.S. if he
'finds that sufficient safeguards will be
taken by the museum or institution for
the protection of such material or article;
and sufficient bond is posted by the
museum or institution to ensure its
return to the Secretary.
§ 12-104g Specific Items or Categories
mrec
greet.r
designatdbs
aionsered
(a) (eservd]
(b) A list of specific items or
categories designated by agreements or
emergency actions as coming under the
protection of the Convention on Cultural
Property implementation Act will from
time to time, as the necessity arises, be
published in the Federal Register by
means of a general notice,
materials and articles.
J12.104h Exempt
*and
The provisions of these regulations
shall not apply to(a) Any archaeological or ethnological
matenial or any article of cultural
property which is imported into the U.S.
for temporary exhibition or display, if
such material or article is rendered
immune from seizure under judicial
process by the U.S. Information Agency.
Office of the General Counsel and
Congressional' Liaison, pursuant to the
Act entitled "An Act to render immune
from seizure under judicial process
certain objects of cultural significance
Imported Into the United States for
temporary display or exhibition, and for
other purposes", approved October 19,
1985 (22 U.S.C. 24591: or

-whether

9C~ I

or~~~_

______

.

es~t-
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41N
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.(2)
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-

.

-
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.(3)

-

.

publication, or other'means, as the;
Secretary or hid designee shall
prescribe) of its.location within the U.S.;
-' ..
' ,
(4) IffAdrie of the preceding
apply, has been within
the U.S. for aperiodof not less than 20
yeaii and thd claimant
establishes that it purchased the;'"e
material or article fot value witho-ut
knowledge or reason to believe that it
was imported iWviolation of law.
.
-

'subparagraphs

'consective

..

't111 1.'

'be

..

1§ 12.1041" EjiforOcinnt .......
In the cuhstdimi territoiy.of the Unit~d
States, irnd'ihi the U.S. Virgin Islands,
the provisions of these regulations shall
enforced y'*appro priate customs
officers. In any o er terrlto'ry or arcs'
within the U.S., but not within such
customs territory or the U.S. Virgin
Islands. such provisions shall be
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THES$TATE UNVERSIPY Of t JEW JERSEY

RUTGEIRS
Cook College'- Department of Human Ecology
P.O. Box 231'- New Brunswick -New Jersey 08903 -201/932-9183

January 23rd 1986
Dear Colleague,
The Carnit Exe'zut if of the Union Inteniat-nnal des Sciences Prehistoriques
et Protohistorigues (UISPP) met in Paris oni Friday, January 17th, to
discuss the decision of the British Executive Caunmittee to ban South African
and Namiibian scholars frcm attending t-he 11th Congress. The strong
condemnation of this ban by scholars and organisations throughout the
wo~rld was discussed, and your letter on the matter was an essential
part of the materials under review. I am therefore writing to tell you
of their decision.
The UISPP decided that the ban was intolerable and that they would insist
on participation by scholars of all colors, creeds and nationalities.
Since this principle was inccrpatible with current arrangemrents in
Britain, the 11th UISPP Ccngrr~ss has been mroved to Mainz in Germany.
As I understand it, the German Congress will take place at the same
tinre as the British one was to have occurred. Finally, this decision
is due for ratification by the Permanent Council of the UISPP, and they
will presunably contact all present and forer participants at that tine.
On behalf of my colleagues who co-signed the famous (or infamous) letter
to you dated December 2nd, I thank you for your support of a free and
open exchange between scholars. In the words of Phill ip 'Ibbias after
the Paris meeting, "This has been a nnirentous decision for the sciences".
With good wishes,
Yours sincerely,

Prof (

arrr1 Schrire
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The world Archaeological Congress
Southampton and London September 1986

NOTICE TO PARTICIPANITS FROM THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
OF THE WORLD ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONGRESS 1986
You may recall that when the International Union of Prehistoric and
Protohistoric Sciences (IUPPS) accepted the British bid to organise the
11th Congress it did so in the knowledge that the British intended to
attract as wide a range of international support as possible. The British
Executive Committee devised an academic programme with major themes which
would allow full participation by archaeologists and others interested in
For both these reasons the Congress was
the nast from all over the world.
named the "World Archaeological Congress". The response was magnificent
of
and there have been over 3,000 responses from 102 countries, very many
them never having previously sent participants.
Org anisation of the Congress, to be held in Southampton and London, was
well advanced by the summer of 1985 when, as you may have heard, the City
of Southampton, the Association of University Teachers, the University of
Southampton Students' Union and the local and national Anti-Apartheid
groups made it clear to the National Secretary that the attendance of South
African scholars, black or white, was not acceptable. It was made clear to
us that should these scholars attend, then the support and cooperation of
these organisations would be withdrawn. In that event it would be
We were in no doubt that these organisations
impossible for us to proceed.
Ouir National Secretary,. Professor Peter
intentions.
were serious in their
three months, taking the view that
over
for
behalf
Ucko, argued on our
between academics is an essential
interchange
of'
international freedom
and others are not representatives
academics
that
freedom to be prized and
should be immune to the
thus
(and
or delegates of their governments
These arguments did not
nations).
Political differences that exist between
South African and
should
that
us
to
plain
prevail, and it was also made
certainly would
countries
other
from
many
Namibian archaeologists attend
clear that
became
it
deteriorated
Africa
not. As the situation in South
depend on
would
participation
any attempt to maintain a broad international
apartheid.
of
question
the position adopted by the organisers on the

I

I

The British Executive Committee was faced with three alternatives: to
cancel the 'onress; to change the venue; or to ban the South African/
a;
Namibian participants. To change the venue was impracticable; arranging
move
to
attempt
any
large conference- is a complex and costly exercise and
it would, we were advised, run up aginst the same problems. To cancel
would mean that the conference would be lost and the Third World
participation, which had been a major part in the thinking behind this
meeting, would also be lost. There were also moral considerations. The
21

British Executive Committee felt that under normal circumstances the
countries,
principle of' free interchange between bona tide scholars of all
irrespective of nationality, philosophical conviction or religious faith
should be paramount, but that at present the circumstances in South Africa
and Namibia were not normal.
The 27' South African and Namibian scholars were therefore informed by the
British Executive Committee that they could not attend. This decision was
later overwhelmingly supported by the fifty-strong British National
The ban was, of course, controversial, and a number of senior
Committee.
overseas archaeologists resigned; on the other hand many others
and
British
wrote letters in support of the ban. During the autumn of 1985 the debate
continued in the press, both in Britain and abroad, and many organisations
discussed the issue in their Councils, with divided results.
0'- 17 January 1986 a special meeting of the IUIPPS International Executive
Cmittee was called to discuss the ban on South African/Namibian
from Western
y;-.-icipation. The meeting was attended by 15 people, all
or Eastern
World
Third
the
from
No Committee member
Eurone and the USA.
or
written
their
of
allowed
Europe was present and no consideration was
telephoned views on the matters under consideration.
The outcome of that meeting was that the IUPPS International Executive
Committee withdrew its recognition of the World Archaeological Congress and
sought to set up an alternative Congress at Mainz/Frankfurt in 1986 if the
the ban on South At'rican/Namibian participation by 15
Brijtish did not lift
February 1086. It also insisted on written guarantees from the Southampton
zrouns opposing South African participation that they would not interfere
with the Congress. Members of the Permanent Council of the IUPPS were to
.e informed of the decision by letter, with approval or disapproval to be
sent to the Secretary General by 15 February - an almost impossible
condition knowing the usual overseas postal delays to and from remote parts
Absence of any reply would be taken by the International
0! the world.
Executive Committee to indicate approval of their decision. At this time
Professor John Evans resigned as President of IUPPS.
Following a meetin-a of the British Executive Committee, Peter Ucka made
flurther strenuous efforts to find an acceptable compromise that would
,5atisfy all parties and allow the conference to go ahead but unf rtunately
During the period of negotiations Professor Evans
he was unsuccessful.
At the same time many hoped that
also resigned from the British Executive.
cur South African colleagues might voluntarily withdraw to allow harmony to
prevail, but this did not occur.
The British National Committee heard the news of the failure to find a
solution on S February 1036. That meeting was therefore faced with two
alternatives only: one to cancel, the other to go ahead without South
Afr ican/'Namibian participation. The meeting was advisory only and no vote
The
could be taken but opinion proved to be more or less equally divided.
and
meeting,
the
of
feelings
the
noted
Wilson,
David
Sir
Chairman,
actinga
at the Executive Committee which followed it was decided not to cancel the
Three members of the British Executive Committee then resigned
Congress.
because they considered that, with the withdrawal of the ICPPS
affiliation,' the Congress could not be as they had originally anticipated.
Vie other members of the Executive, Mr Derek Hayes (Treasurer) and
Professor Peter t'cko (Secretary), remained in office and have now been
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joined by
Professor
Professor
Professor

Dr Timothy Champion,
Dr Juliet Clutton-Brock,
Michael Day (subsequently elected Chairman), Mr Andrew Fleming,
David Harris,
Dr Ian Hodder,
flr Michael Rowlands,
Thurstan Shaw and Dr Stephen Shennan.

Following a meeting on 13 February 1986 of the new Executive Committee of
the World Archaeological Congress we would like to make clear to you the
following points:1

The World Archaeological Congress will take place in the first week of
September 1986 at Southampton, without South African/Nanibian
participation.-

2

We now expect, therefore, that, as originally intended, there will be a
very wide representation of archaeologists from almost all over the
world, including those from the Third World and from Eastern Europe who
would otherwise have been unable to attend. We would remind you that a
significant proportion of the registration fee is to secure grants for
participants from the Third World and Eastern Europe.

3

Dr Weidemann has informed (20 February 1986) our Secretary, Peter Ucko,
that the 11th IUPPS Congress in Mainz will now be held in
September 1987 (with a programme yet to be determined), in order to
minimise possible conflict between the two Congresses.

4

We envisage that our academic programme will proceed as planned
althoun some changes may be made; however we anticipate that the major
theme meetings will be largely unchanged.
Details of any amendments
will be sent by the end of March. All those who have already completed
Congress Announcement forms will be given a place in the academic
proceedings.

5

We have already begun negotiations with several archaeological
org-anisations, both overseas and in Britain, in the hope and
expectation that the World Archaeological Congress 1986 can be held in
formal association with them. In fact the Pan African Association on
Prehistory and Related Studies has Just announced (19 February 1986)
that it "fully supports and associates itself
with" the World
will fully attend
"members
its
that
and
rchaeological Congress 19'5b,
th Cogess in Southampton".

6

We look forward to welcoming you in Southampton in September 1986.
you have not already done s , please complete and return your
registration forms as soon as possible.

If

21 February 1986
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Moreover, adds Dr.iumet, 'o,
the Indians, Manhtran wa
desirable piece of relestate than.
Brooklyn was." Manhattan's rocky
made for poor tanning. Downtown Manhattan was swampy and Infsted with insects.
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______________________________soils
By ERIK ECKHOLM
buy Brooklyn from the Indians, the early
Dutch settlers paid 200 times as much they
did for Manhattan, a new analyrsis of 17th
century records shows.delscasteaeofMntan
ipart, this is because the native residents had
bcme more savvy about the value of land. But the
pattern of land transfers in Brooklyn, which was sold
bit by bit in 22 different deals, was also emblematic of
thrwing anns with which local Indians
oss co
maeuvrdt odofterieial
ig to scholars who are rewriting the history of Indians, and hence of whites, in the colonial era.
Recent studies are demolishing the stereotype of
naive natives who sold their birthright for a pile of
ew shooiterpetsbetween
of eserches
ven~ts
sc a teland sales, for example, as part of a
evnt
deft, if doomed, struggle by Indians to cling to as
much of their homeland as possible for as long as they
n
anatntrnfre
In contrast to Mnatntrnfreintsn-been
tirety for 60 guilders' worth of trade goods in 1626,

IBrooklyn

jcould.

was sold piecemeal between 1636 and 1684

for an estimated total of 12,000 guilders' worth of
goods , with die sellers often retaining rights to live or
hunt on the ceded land, according to Robert S.
Grurnet, an anthropologist and curator of a new exhibit at the Brooklyn Historical Society.
Although historians debate just what the real
value of the guilder was back then, even the items
to the
bartered for Manhattan were worth a lot more
Idasthan is implied by the often quoted $24, many
scholars now assert. The goods would not have been
mere gewgaws, as lore would have it, but mainly
"valuable, high-tech items the Indian could not
produce themselves." sai4 Charles T. Gehring of the
New York State Library, wondrous and useful things'TeIdaswrntuthpls
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Perrealize how
did not
Indians
the
an alienof property,
the sale
manent
conc~ept, would be.
But reappr~asl of the early colonlial period have sketched a more
positive image of the skill with which
tmrcagl.dottmpnnseran
naie
rsev
i utgunned strgledto
hitu
o
dinty.
tderand ane
teundertanner of etrlyorelation
Indians and whites has been
"eouinzd"said James Axtell,
a historian at the College of William
and Mary in Williamsburg, Va.
In the past, frontier history has
"-essentially a history Of Only One
side of the frontier," said Francis
Jennigs, whose 1975 book "Te bvasion of America" helped Inspire the
new approach. "The Indians Who appear in it arecardboard figures set up
to be knocked down."
Ethnohistorlafls, in contrast, are
using archeological, anthropological
and documentary evidence to reconstruct events through Indian eyes. Indian societies are portrayed as compleugesaatin tha a praitine
rsie
hna
calnerte
fragile societies that quickly toppled
n'
e
befoe whincivliztion.es
victims," Dr. Axtell said. "On the
other hand, we shouldn't make them
out to be more crafty than they were.
or portray the Europeans as the nave
victims.'
I"I'm enlessly impressed with the
sucessthelocal Indians had in the
face of such hostile conditions," said
Grumet. "It' s extraordinary that

they could hang on so well for so

07Limage of a dynamic native cul-

ture, a society confronting difficult
Ian d ultimately impossible dm1llenges, villi be presented in the exhibit opening next month at 'the
Brooklyn Historical Society.
Research for the exhibit turned up
what historians said was the first signit lat MrW IrmrthIAoII i a ctfltrf
on the way of life of the Brooklyn natives.
The findings come from the handwritten journal of Jasper Danckaerts,
a Dutchman who traveled to New
York In 1679. The Society asked Dr.
Gehring to retranslate the journal[which has been a prime sourc of In-
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hurrgy
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to
particular
in
article
msereach
n
sine t asfond
Can17th
the
of
close
the
By
g
n a Amterammemory," Danckaerts continued)'
fondi wa
sine
tury, only a few broken families' Of
a
on
together
bound
were
shells
The
inn1864sbynHenyCue
boosre,
Indians remained In Broolyn, acstring, put in a bag and hung in the
Cngrssmn ad IoMurhya
cording to the Brooklyn Historical
house of the chief.
mater of the Brooklyn Bridge.
Society. The dispirited natives bemust
they
warned
were
young
The
Mr.
by
The original translation,
came nomads in their homeland, pedso
"faithfully
memory
this
preserve
Murphy, was flawed by inaccuracies
treaty-dlnorwkigasevtlvngn
become
not
may
they
that
own,
his
that apparently reflected
back lots or swamps. Many moved
breakers, which is an abomination"
prejudices. Dr. Gehring said. And 15
away to mission settlemnfhts or Into the Indians, Danckaerts observed,
pages that described Indian habits'
dintwseswere in the NorthDescribing the Indian personality,
and religion were omitted entirely,
eat.
Danckaerts wrote: "They do evenyapprenlybecusethy wre eFarmis. factories and tenements
th'ing intensely, penetrating matters
garded as not worth translating.
to cover Brooklyn's former
began
when
only
speaking
and
thoroughly
in
settled
first
Dutch
the
When
grounds. By 1832, when Jim
hunting
necessary."
absolutely
and
Flatlands
at
1636
in
Brooklyn
(Dutch for "wild man"). re-,
Wilt
de
distraits
to
alluding
Apparently
what is now downtown Brooklyn, the
puted to be Brooklyn's last true naplayed by certain white people he had
area was inhabited by Indians speak-'
tive, died, the borough was a busy
encountered, the Dutch traveler
ig Munsee, a dialect of the Delaware
metropolis of 20,000 people.
added: "The Indians hate the precipilanguage. Like other Indians of the
The exhibit, "New World Encoulitancy of comprehenson. and judg-.
region, they lived in multifamily long
Jasper Danckaerts' View Of Inwent, the excited chattering, otntens:
houses covered with bark or mats,
in 17th Century Brooklyn,"
Life
dio
.
said,
being
is
what
knowing
without
deer,
hunted
they
For sustenance
will be at the Brooklyn Historicl
the haste and rashness to do some-,
fished for sturgeon and bass and colSociety from Feb. 13 to May 31.
thing, whereby a mess is often made
lected plants and shellfish; whether
of one's good intentions."
they planted or traded for corn, beans
But even as Danckaerts wrote, the
and squash is disputed. Records are
region's Indians were "melting away
too scanty to permit any estimate of
rapidly," as he put it. The oldest New
how many Indians once lived in what
Netherlanders, he wrote, said that
is now New York City.
"there Is now not one-tenth part of the
The local Indians identified themIndians there once were, indeed, notl
selves by place of residence rather
one-twentieth or one-thirtieth; andi
than tribe. Hence a "Nayack" lived In
now the Europeans are 20 to 30 times'
Nayack village at what is now Fort
as many.'
Hamilton, a "Marechkawieck" lived
Disease, much more than war,
in Brooklyn Heights, and a "IKemassacred the native Americans,
schaechquoreren" lived near what is
historians now agree. Many New
now the intersection of Flatbush AyeYork Indians were slaughtered by the
nue and King's Highway.
Dutch or by an Invading Mahican war
The early New Yorkers were a soparty during the general war of 1640
cial lot, Dr. Grumnet said. "They
to 1645. But repeated epidemics of
friends
and
relatives
visit
to
loved
smallpox, measles and other ailaround
"All
said.
he
and to trade,"
ments to which the Indians had no im-the area there was constant movemunity cut their numbers far more
ment, a stream of travelers and
drastically.
traders walking on footpaths and padBrooklyn's dwindling Indiana mandling their dugout canoes." Someaged, through piecemeal sales and
times, too, they raided the towns of
other holding actions, to keep a footThemes.epesetmso
hold in their homeland for decades
eope pet mstoftheir
Thee
after the initial European invasion,
time out-of-doors, often bare-chested.
the new research shows. "They were
In cold weather, the prime bunting
careful to maintain some rights to the
season, large fur wraps provided a
land as long as they could," said Dr.
drafty sort of warmth. People rubbed
Grumet. "And after that, they squattheir bodies with fish oil, bear grease
ted there a good deal -longer.'
or mud to ward off the chill of winter
aRecent research, Dr. Grumet said,
summer.
of
insects
the
as
well
as
~~
'.
the
saw
Indians
the
that
indicates
Among the striking finds in the
deeds not as simple sales, but rather
newly translated journal is the fir-st
as something like treaties that enaccount of how local Indians, without
tailed mutual obligations on buyers
treaof
contents
the
writing, passed
and sellers. in many of the 22 deeds
the
through
ties and contracts down
by which Brooklyn Was purchased'
generations. During negotiations, an
'
this was made explicit, with Indian
Indian held a different shell in his
transthe
on
hunt
or
live
to
rights
hand as each article was discussed.
ferred properties written into the conWben an agreement was concluded,
tracts. In the years after a sale, Inthe specific meaning of each marker
*;
dians often demanded Periodic gifts
recounted.
was
exchange.
the
of
reaffirmation
a
as
nor
read
neither
can
they
"As
Like the Europeans, Indians some-write, they are gifted with a powerful
times took advantage of ambiguities.
memory," Danckaerts said. "After
in contracts or confusion among the--the conclusion of the matter, all the
opposition. Thus, for example, differchildren who have the ability to un.
ant Indian groups were able to sell
derstand and remember it are called
same
the
in
times
three
Island
tld byStaten
ad
the theyare
togeter,
cenuyc wc oteDthadoc
their fathers, sachems or chiefs how
to the English, who took over Manhat-.
*they-entered ifito such a contract with
tan In 1664.
these parties."
The children "are commanded to
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'~ExpertsFind Evidence,
Of Anciegt LI Village
Hly Sandra Peddle

Archeologists digging in Middle Island have uncovered what they believe
are the remains of a prehistoric Native
American village - the first remains of
an entire village ever discovered on
Long Island.
Although they caution that more excavation and laboratory analysis must
be done before they make conclusive
statements, the archeologists say
the 15,000 to 17,000 artifacts fonttha
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the Middle Island site indicate that an

Indian village existed there 400 to 1,000
years ago.f
"There's a lot more out there than we
ever suspected," said Kent Lightfoot, an
assistant professor of anthropology at
the State University of New York at
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Stony Brook.r4t%\

Lightfoot isone of three archeologists,
-.
overseeing the project, which is sponsored by Stony Brook, Suffolk Commnunity College, Queens College of the City
~
University of New York and the Town of
Brookhaven. In a dig conducted over the
past two summers, they found artifacts
ranging from arrow tips to dlay containers, as well as evidence of house structures - all indications of a prehistoric village. Artifacts that predate
the year 1600, when written records on Long Island
begin; are considered prehistoric.
Gretchen Gwynne, a Stony Brook archeologist not
connected to the project, said the site would be important for regional archeology if its age is confirmed,
In the past, archeologists have concentrated their
studies along the coasts of Long Island. They have
found remains of individual house structures, but never an entire village. That was puzzling, Lightfoot said,
because remains of Native American villages have
been found in New Jersey and Connecticut. If Indians
were fishing on the coasts in the summer, archeologists
wondered, where did they go in the winter?
The Middle Island site may provide the answer to
that question. Because it is in the Long Island interior,
it may indicate a migration from the coast during cold
weather, Lightfoot said.
The site covers four acres in a sheltered hollow near
a freshwater pond, a good location for a winter village,
Lightfoot asked that the location not be revealed, to
prevent "pothunters" from removing artifacts for their
own collections,
The site also may provide evidence that the prehistoric population was much larger than previously believed, said James Moore, an associate professor of anthropology at Queens College who is working on the
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The archeologists began studying the four-acre
site two summers ago after the Brookhaven Environmental Protection Department alerted them to the
area, which is owned by the town, after finding
pieces of artifacts there. Using archeology students
in a suimmer field camp, they did an intensive dig
last summer. In addition to arrow tips and dlay con:tainers, they found pieces of knives,, hide scrapers,
-pestles and ceramics.
Perhaps more important, they found what is called
a "post mold pattern" of three house structures. Because wood decays quickly i~ Lon Island's acidic soil,
archeologists look for stan eft1by the pointed tips of
saplings thrust into the ground as the foundation of the
house. They found three circular patterns. 10,to 15
inches below the ground surface, 'with shards of cookware inside them, at the site, Lightfoot si..
The archeologists are now. cleaning the, remains,
cataloging them and plotting the area where they, were
found on a computerized grid. So far, they have plotted
concentrations of arrow tips in the northwess, and
southeast corners of the site, hide-scrapers in the center and ceramic chips in the south-central portion of the
site.
,
"There's a lot of interesting stuff that can be.done,
but it's got to be done fairly soon because of tie developnwnt thats going on," Lightfo~t said. In 10 years, he
the rapid pace of development in Brookhaven may

,said,

put an end to archeological study in the arem
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Smithsonian
Tales

Bones

Reveal

of Suffering

By MALCOLM W. BROWNE
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looked as if they had been
rroed
aid.Onl
y
frg-syphilis
ments remained of several of the key
bone nea te spnetheir
thebaseof
"This was an Eskimo man in his
early 20's," Dr. Ortner told a visitor,
"He probably died less than 100 years
ago, and it was tuberculosis that
mutilated the bones of his spine. This
young man was probably at least
partly paralyzed and in great pain
during his final months, but it wasn't
the disease that killed him."
From the drawer containing the
victim's other bones Dr. Ortner withdrew the skull, which was pierced by
two small holes. A bullet had entered
the back of the victim's head and
emerged near the temple. Had the
manbees aslinac ofmerydians
"It certainly looks that way," Dr.
Ortner said.
Hints of drama and pathos are visible in many of the human bones at
the Smithsonian Institution's Museum of Naturil History in Washington. But to Dr. Ortner, a physical anthropologist on the museum's staff,
the more than 35,000 skeletons stored
along the corridors leading to his
laboratory offer insights into many
human societies over a period of 5,000
years. Prbbythe largest scientific
assemblage of human bones in the
world, the museum's enormous collection constitutes a historical record
of the diets, infirmities and ways of
life of peoples in many parts of the
world.
Under a three-year grant- from the
National Institute of Arthritis, Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, Dr. Ortner and a colleague are
intensively studying 500 skeletons in
the museum collection that exhibit
features of special interest to pathologists. One object of the study, Dr. on-.
ner said, is to develop the kind of
statistical data that ca be iised in
discerning historical trends,
Dr. Ortner and his principal collaborator, Dr. Walter G. J. Putschar,
a atolgit
t ~ahet
hen
a pahoosta a
cuetsGn
erlHsiaaeparticularly Interested In syphilis, one of the infectious
diseases that occasionally leave their
traces on the bones of victims.

A

.the

Long
epvidemiologists

Ago
and

scholars hae long debated the

of sphllis and the progress of
the disease fro on soit tog
According to one school of
thought, the New World was free ofone
until it was exposed to the
disease by Columbus's crew an
followers. Other investigators

"Take tuberculosis," he said. "The,
produces bone lesions in only'
a very small prorportion of cases, one
in 200 to 500 cases. This means that
needs a very large sample of
!bones to collect enough data for a:
meaningful assessment of the epi2
demiology."dh
"Still," he added, "bnes do hel
determine how long a disease has!
been around. Two of the skeletons V
excavated in 1977 from Bab edh-Dhra
in Jordan near the Dead Sea - thosei
of a 7-year-old child and an 18-yearold man- bare the marks of tuberculosis. Both lived about 5,000 years
-ago, and were therefore two of the
'earliest known cases."
i Pioneer Bone Detectives
The Identification of disease by'
:examinatlon of bones requires special
knowledge and Skills. The pioneering
'work by Dr. Ortner and Dr. Putscharh il led to their book, "Identi*fication of Pathological Conditions in
-Human Skeletal Remains." It is re:garded by anthropologists and pa,thologists as the definitive work on
:the subject.
lesions in bone can occur in
'the formatf pitting, corrosion and general loss of bone tissue. They can also
an abnormal buildup of bone.
the bone lesions caused by vanious diseases may be similar in appearance, they can often be distingonsafedc&ting th
atiua
"Sybone
s ffected.e
,
tndt
.disease

maintained that it was the other way
around: that the "French Pox" that
spread rapidly in Renaissance Europe was an infection that came with
travelers from America.
The current research of Dr. Ortner
and Dr. Putschar has not answered
all the questions raised by the debate,
but one of the Smithsonian skulls has
evidently demolished the notion of a
syphilis-free Western Hemisphere in
pre-Columbian times. The skull, that
of a 50-year-old man, Is flattened at
the back, the mark of the traditional
cradle board Southwest American In-.i
tied to their babies' heads. But
the skull's forehead and several facial bones are far from normal; they
are deeply pocked and eroded by side
effects of a tertiary syphilis infection.
The scientists have determined that
the man certainly died before the
year 1400, at least a century before
the arrival of Columbus.
Another medical controvers i'While
which Dr. Ortner has contributed evi.
dence centers on the origin of
rheumatoid arthritis, a debilitating
virus disease from which some seven
million Americans now suffer. It has
been theonized that rheumatoiacauses loesin
the bonehat lie
thritis became a problem for humanclsttohekihefreaan
of
the skull, as well
parts
some
other
beings only around 1700, as the resul
of a viral mutation. But in studyingastebnsothframadlwr
leg," Dr. Ortner said. "Skeletal
skeleton of an Eskimo woman
tuberculosis, by contrast, generally
who lived around the year 1200, Dr.
attacks warm bones with extensive
Ortner has found symptoms that look
suspiciously like the disease,
networks of blood vessels, the spine,
Epidemic diseases tend to increase
in particular. Smallpox rarely affects
in deadliness for a while, and then
the bones, but when it does, the bones
subside, Dr., Ortner noted. After
most likely to develop abnormalities
European strains of smallpox
or lesions are the elbows."
Warfare and violence have left
reached America, entire Indian
their traces on many of the museum's
tribes were wiped out. But over time,
bones. An Indian skull bears a pattern
the smallpox organism and human
of lesions corresponding to the place
beings gradually adapted to each
where the victim's scalp Was ripped
other, and even before the advento
an effective smallpox vaccine, smallth off.
foe
man
a
y meidnt
surive
,
pox epidemics had become much less
thton
o
aymnhln
severe,
enough for the bare bone of his head
to develop abnormalities that may:
Unfortunately, he said, the study of
have led to his eventual death.
skeletons is *u'rely adequate to trace
tlxt- progress nd ietreat of an epi-dmc
'

'Disease

.involve
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THE FAR SIDE

New Measuring Techniques
Dietary problems can sozffltlmej
be inferred from the inner structuretsi9U.'c'Pntj~al
of bones. Dr. Ortner has diagnosed:'
iin deficiency In human remains, for,
example, by noting the expansion andl

C-he'-E.

increased porosity of marrow in

CO

long bones and in the tiood-formingl
areas of the skull.
collctThe Smithsonianl has been clet
ingaskeletons for more than a century.
and cuzatois have - carefully
logued, measured and stored all of'A
them. Unfortunately, Dr-. used
sas measurement techniques
over the decades have varied --so
pardedywth data o tiduin modgators in the 1920'S Cannot be com-!
ern measurement techniques. . 4
AvriprtanltdImniolll used
!in"classifing human remains,t' he.
said, "is the length of the mandlble,I
the lower jaw. The measurement Is'
made from the point of the chin to the
back of the jaw at the point where the
jaw curves upward. But deciding on
the exact spot from which a measure-.
mentis to bemade to the point of the
chin seems to have been a matter of~
individual taste. Measurements'
made 50 tears ago varied widely
one researcher to the next."
from
Dr. aiihu-i Wbd, "there
Troday,"
are anthropometric instruments that'
always measure the distance between'

a'le. .
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spelling bees
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precisely comparable points, so the.

But we still I.
problem has
togttecmaatv aar-/
tiondisappeared.
our collec-]
of
most
remeasure
have to
quired by a computer program."~.
-Dr. Ortner and tils 10 research.
assistants are Under some pressure to!4,
hasten their work. Among the mu-'
seumn's skeletons are the remains of
about 3,000 American Indians. Indian
activists have mounted a legal and
political campaign to reclaim these
bones and to accord them the traditional rites of Indian burial.
"We

By GARY 'IARSON
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just hope that reason, rather

than politics, will prevail," Dr. Ortner said. "These skeletons can reveal
more about the history of this contineat's peoples than many of the other:
materials scientists have to work'
with. It is in the cultural interest of
the Indian as well as the scientist to
keep priceless bones available for
study."
,"The men, women and children of
past civilizations often had little to
leave posterity that wouldtfell us what
their lives were really like," he said..
"But they did leave us their bones,:
and we should not waste that gift."_:
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Archeologi and Indians Agminst Bldzr
The Pit house that is to be purified
next week is in a place the Anasazi favored: atop a bluff looking toward the
Rio Grande and the Sandia Mountains, which provide a backdrop for a
About 230 petroglyphs are incorpometropolitan area of 450,000 people.
into a state park, while the restadM.Sliaarated
"Getve,
are on land in bath private and piidI
r ulvn
ai
Getve,
dicstaff member of the Museum of Newowesi.Teptglp
it
~
e petrglyps.
huwnsh an nil.
Anhooo
of
Laboratory
Mexico's
gy. But the problem is that modemhuas
But vandals have used the Petroman loves the view as much as the
glyphs for target practice and
Anasazi did, and the pit house Is now
chipped away pieces of the carvings.
squeezed between two mobile home
Marks from a backhoe and sigis of
parks.
dnmt niaeweeloesae
"Albuquerque is probably the old-.yaieidct stOlenpetroglyphs weeloesae
for sale on t"WUeest permanently inhabited major
urban area in North America," saysgaaniutemrk.
Some private efforts are being
a
David Stuart, a consultant who is
made to save Albuquerque's trvhpart-time associate anthopology prological resources. The nonproftS
fessor at the University of New Mexiso~to
querque Conservation
the
co. But he also says 70 percent of 600flies to educate residents about their
estimated 8,000 sites in the
sur-ieAbqeqeBsnaetesrs
treasures.s,1
sare-milgoe. Aluqeru Basi are
ismme
da of oe KAy
n on,
afrdygon.
the ofcyardjioy
dugtan
hqase
1,r3a00
potsherds and Tools Recovered
in the Nback'rd ofley
oee
herlla
Lzast year, after archeologists
excavating part of an Anasazi settlesounded the alarm, city and county
meat that she says may have been
officials appointed a 10-member arhome to 1,000 people. Mrs. Sargent, a
cheological resources group whose
graduate archeologist, says she and
report is to be released this month,
husband have spent $50,000 on the
tfidadpoetheher
Efforts toxindandproectth
area's archeological resources continue. Matthew Schmader of the University of New Mexico's Office of
Contract Archeology has surveyed'
prehistoric rock carvings, or petroglyphs, alonig a 17-mile stretch on the
west bank of the Rio Grande, identify11.000 that date from 1300.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M..l; Fe.6i 8oiand
Next week leaders of th
Pueblo tribes are expected to purify a
750-year-old pit house on Albuquerque's West Side before bulldozers
move in to clear land for a new state
road. Meanwhile, an archeologist is
scraping away at the ancient dwell-_
ing, collecting potsherds and other artifacts.
While the Indians will use the ceremony to reaffirm their ancestry and
religious identity, the archeologist,
Richard Sullivan. and a tea of
volunteers and graduate students
from the University of New Mexico's
deatetOf anthropology are retrieving some of Albuquerque's ancient history.
A House With a View
h aceoo.
Bohth niasan
nd he rceolgBot th Idias
ical team are racing time as subdivisions leap over the Rio Grande to the
city's archeologically rich western
palisades.
Tepthouse is part of the legacy of
the Anasazi, the forebears of the Hopi
and pueblo Indians. From the eighth
century to the end of the 13th the
Anasazi occupied the Rio Grande Valhey, living first in pit houses dug into
the ground but eventually in multistoried cliff houses of stone or adob&. Pit
hoses were retain&d for ceremonial
pupssoweer and a few are
foun evntdy iPubovlages.
The Anasazi culture flourished until
the 14th century, when the area was
fibandoned,jpossibly because of a protraced rouht.ing
.
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Shelves ining a house near the ex- conservation does not mean baiting
cavation hold 150,090 potsherds and construction-.
If archeology becomes a routine
25,000 pieces of stone tools. Animal
process, lie
and human remains from the excava- Part of the development
to recover artidion are at the University of New said, scientific efforts
can be
Mlexico's Maxwell Museum of An- facts and record information
thropology, which will be the curator done before construction starts.
Bruce, the city's chlbf of
act.Cynthia
for ecovredarti
advance planning, said her agency
City Intervention Urged
carrying out a recoinRay Graham. a developer, used his was already
the study group that the
by
mendation
to
archeologist
an
hireaono hi e~city
to
own fundsexted
devise a program permitting the
rojet
- ct to - intervene in development
oe t onohsonp
a
-ertyn
projects to mitigate archeological
reorsin~ghwof
et aA stti
~
Cfe
~
lO5.
sources in a fit-of-way on his land
'tLA
utMr hJmader of the state unddevelopment.
Offie of Contract ArcticMrs. Sergeant calls Mr. Graham an
bureaucratic inerexceptional developer. She and other ology asserted that
to archeology.
threat
another
was
tia
danger
greatest
the
say
archeologists
had been desites
several
said
He
the
is
to Albuquerque's resources
ackof ciy pan hatprVents un- stroyed since last August, when he
the petroglyph- survey.
concerned developers from bulldoz- - completed
"The planning process is slower than
treasures. .
in
/prehistoric
destructive prccess,' he added.Kline,.-a planning con-, -tle
CLawrence
~'
- Mliss Bruce says building g political
sultant for major developers who
takes time.
served on a study group for arcbeo-- consensus for programs
logical resources, says most develop- "In a case like this," she said, "It's a
ers do not realize that archeological shamne the process is so slow."
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Asampling of the more than 5,000 artifacts excavated at the archeological
d
dicl
dig beneath the Petersen House, where President Abraham

of buttons made of bone,
metal, glass and shell. Most of the
including hundreds of
of domestic animals, are at

tlPark Service's research laboratory in Greenbelt.
Mr. Potter said that analysis of the
bones will "reveal the dietary habits
of the average citizen of the day. The
average citizen [of the Civil War era]
isn't that well documented!"

Historic house hides
ctspresented
rtif
a wealhosidt ofriat
foorb
bene
ardsanother 14 to 15 inches deeper over
foorb ardsabout
bene thth
we may not make the
"You and 1,

history books, but we make history.
And a lot of unnamed people are rehere!' Mn Gary said.

Mr. Potter said two archaeologists
and five volunteers have excavated
2Y2 feet of earth and Plan to dig

the next several days.
ds
akSriehpst
m
tars than the house usually gets at
ds
h akSriehpst
this time of year
ByMiimPdsk
parthe
of
development
early
cover
"We are not only concerned with
t-IE.$ASINGTON11MES
tiprart ofeWasington cityPtht
istoric preservation, but also to
Beneath an historic downtown
chanceprdtshePernsMnotr
a
public
the
and
visitors
give
archaeologists
Washington house,
said. "There is a layer of paving
familiar with archaeoare busy searching for objects Civil to becomePotter
stones with oyster shells, which were
for
hard
is
"It
said.
logy," Mr.
War inhabitants threw away.
commonly used for walkways, with
urban
of
people to conceive
IIThe site is the Petersen House a layer of relatively undisturbed soil
better known as the huew re archaeology.'
"Tb me, from the human interest.uneeah"M Ptrsid
President Abraham Lincoln died the microscope slide is
standpoint,
NW,
Street
10th
of
in the 500 block
find. It is over
interesting
most
the
archaeoloService
National Park
to well-known
tied
and
old
125 years
&jtStephen R. Potter hopes the dig
he said. He
period,"
the
of
scientists
life
daily
the
about
more
reveal
will
behind by
left
was
slide
the
believes
beOf.'the average Washingtonian
two entymologists, the Ulke
1865.
tween 1850 andcomon
at the
~'Itwasver orpopl to brothers, who were boarders
r"Itwasver
comon orpopl to house when President Lincoln was
throw trash right out the back door. shot at Forcft Theater across the
With the urban development of street.
In November, restoration workers
Washington, there have not been
many opportunities to study the life removing a ground-level floor discovered a trash heap. Mr. Gary
of the average person;' Mr Potter
said."We feel fortunate that we can halted work after ashes and pieces
of bone were found, and by the midmiake a contribution to underdle of November archaeologists bestanding Washington!'
The dig has been set up so tourists gan their own digging.
Mr. Potter said the ashes helped to
visiting the home can also see archaelogists at work. Site manager preserve most of the artifacts. More
than 5,000 have been found so far.
Joe Gary said about 500 people have
The objects include several
visited the dig this week, more visiMiriam Poduszka
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ASearch forAn cient Clues Links. U S.
and Soviet Experts in Wary'Exchange
By COLIN CAMPBELL
Specil tWThe NMwYaA Tines.

CAMBRIDGE, Mass., Feb. 14 - In a
period of generally cold relations beo-e
tween the United States and the Soviet
Union, academic cooperation in archeology, a potentially controversial field,
has been steadily expanding since 1979.
The contacts have involved only a
handful of scholars, and there has been
some reticence and political tiptoeing
on both sides, according to Dr. C.C.
Lamberg-Karlovsky, an archeologist
at Harvard University who is one of the
organizers of the echanjes.
The Soviet scholars, for example,.
recent archeological work in Afghanistan, where Soviet troops are helping
Afghan Government forces fight
rebels; in the past the Americans,
slightly nervous about being criticized
by other scholars at home, had avoided
publicizing their Soviet work.
Exciting ad Puzzing Ties

Yet the academic link Is regarded by.

a variety of. top American archeologists as important exciting. anomaious anid, at times, jnnziing. 'They cite
the following developments, among
others othmotpeigous arJheologsl o bth msdes v iitdel
low specialists. The Americans include
not only Dr. Lamberg-Icarlovsky, who
is director of Harvard's influential
Peabody museum of Archeology and
Etlmdiogy and is a widely known ex
pert on the early Middle Eastern civilialo buDr Roert cC.
m~on,
Adam, Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution and one of the world's leading authorities on ancient Mesopotamia.
Their Soviet counterparts, Dr. Lamberg-Karlovaky said in a recent interview, include two Soviet archeologists
who have risen to the rank of Academiclan in the powerful Soviet Academy of
Sciences. They are Boris A. Rybakov,
director of the Institute of Archeology
in Moscow, and Boris Plotroysky, director of the Hermitage, the Leningrad
museum.
11A few American archeologsts have
participated in Soviet excavations, a
level of collaboration between the two
countries that Is said to be unheard of.
Moreover, the region the Americans
are Concentrating on, Southr Sve
SpaSa
Central Asia between the C
and the northern borders of Afghanistan, is considered unusually Intrigu-ig. This stea with a fast-growing
population, largely Moslem., Is One Of

spcapoiclseitvyfrth
Uio' Rsia rulers.
0,e the pas two decades, Soviet archnissinte
r hvavbndighf
be dg
anen
" g t s in heasnl
kant signsof urban civilization. Wertem histoias have historically known
this are as "the northeastern frontier
of the ancient Near East," but it may
well have been more than that.
gTo their considerable excitement,
Dr. Lamberg-Krlovsky and Dr. Philip
L. Kohli of Wellesley College, were excavating last summer at a low! mound
A

yalley not far from Samarkand in
Soviet Uzbekistan, when a large tomb
was unearthed. It. was a stone plinth
surouded by a circular stone wall
about 2o yards in dl~meter. The two
Americans happened io be away whenu.0
the
the burial site was -.found withinfound
wall. When they returned they
that the grave had, cotained large
amounts ogldn'f#iyand precious stones along with the skeletons of
the people who had eidently lived in
the early Bronze Age, around 3000
B.C.Such signs of welth and civilizelonIangectmpreoswh
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Ithe Sumerians, the first literate People
in Mesopotamia,. have stimulated great
interest among the few American archeologists who have heard preliminiary accoutofhedsvry
The work at Sarazm Is said to be the
largest and easternmost discovery Of
gold and jewelry from the eariy Bronze
Age in Soviet Central Asia. It helped
spur Dr. Lambeit-Karlovsky to publicize the developing Soviet-American
contact. He and Dr. Kohl have recently
drafted an article on ancient Soviet
Central Asia for Scientific American.
But the Americ-ans-theY have
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been left wondering why their Soviet civillizationin the Middle East, as origijo-author, Abdulla Isakov, an ethul- nally planned.In May, a Soviet archeological dele-t
cally Tadzhlk archeologist in charge of
excavations at Sax-aim, has not sent gatlon will visit Santa Fe and Taos,
them the photographs and drawings of N.M., as well as Washington. The delethe grave and its; jewels needed tq gation will include Dr. Valery Gulyayev. the foremost Soviet scholar on
make their case in the article.
The original protocol establishing the the ancient Maya of Mexico and Gutatearcheological exchanges was signed by niala, and Dr. Vladimir Bashilov, a
the American Council of Learned Soci- leading Soviet authority who has speeties and the Soviet Academy of Set-, cializedin Peruiand the ancientlIncas.
Dr. Lamberg-Karlovsky said the exences. After the Soviet Union moved
into Afghanistan late in 1979. some change would not extend to Soviet exAmerican archeologists suggested that cavations in the Ainericaii Southwest.
the agreement to exchange visits, "For reasons that I don't know," he
which Soviet and AmeRican scholais said. "the Soviets decided that they
had worked out in Cambridge a few didn't want their archeologists to parmnth erier,eshoud be srappd ticipate in American excavations."
Dr. Lamberg-Karlovsky said he extocancl faed.
Hut uggetion
Dr. Laibg-alvk s0aid tahepects the Soviet-American exchaige to
assumed soe Aerican academcs be most useful in allowing Western
would see the exchange as politically scholars to discover more about the
nalve on the Americans' part but that Cenkral Asia of thousands of years ago.
he thought there were useful things to Recent investigations there, he saidi
have tended to push back the age of
be learned on both sides.
in the area, to sugcivilization
~urban
Critc
A
of
A Crticof
Echages
gest that
it was wider than previously
Among critics of such exchanges is believed, and to connect It, through cerDr. Oscar W. Muscarella, an archeolo- tai tell-tale artifacts, with the betterof Mesopotamia
gsoftM ideu EI ta thew Metro- known civilizations
Idu Valley.
or
usumof Art ineNw
poitn
For instance, thousands of tiny shell
who sad by telephoe that he had no
timeatallforheisf Sov'e-Ale- beads that are believed to have come
ican agreements tht sught to xo from the Indus were discovered in the
same burial pit at Sax-am that donmote "world undesadn.
Dr. Muscaiella, wo decrie hIm ' aed many carefully worked orma-self as "anti-Sve. sad, howeve r, "I ments of gold, turquoise, carnelian and

think this excag stuff0work s
a
aboveboard and fre"le add
he had heard no seridus opoito c1s
Soviet-American contacts
rently to thearcheologists,
otherof joint excavations, in addifrom
The
idea
prowas first
to thetheexchanges,
tion
in 1983.
American
posed
at first
aver
arose side
Somebyproblems
the only specific area the Americans
Asia. The Soviet authorities wanted the
Americans to focus instead On the
Caucasus, west of the Caspian Sea. DrLamberg-Karlovsky indicated the
Soviet Union might have been reluctant
to let Americans poke around in Islamic Soviet Central Asia, Close to Afghanistan. No American archeologists
had excavated in the area since the
early years of this century, before the
cane o poer.whose
Commniss
A Switch of Signals
In one move that mystified the
Americans, the Rusin eie after
sinig heag eent thatthir ow
ol ou on the anarchooit
dc ulue othWetern Hierni
sphere rather than on the origixis of
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Silken Clue to Past
Kohl and
Dr. dating
according
Moreover,
as
cloth
of silk to
remains
others,
been
haveand
B.C.
16th century
as the
far
Asia,
Central
Soviet
in
found
Silk Road be-it
the
that
possible
seems
tween China and the West developed
much earlier than usually assumed.
Karlovsky, point toward an unconventional view of the dissemination of civi.
lization, which has been seen as emerging, more or less independently, in the
great river valleys of Mesopotamia,
Egypt, and later India and China. But
regular contacts may have been made
between these centers of civilization
even in the early Bronze Age.
Fo h mtsnaD.Aas
own reputation rests on his work
in Mesopotamia, said: "We think of the
great river valleys and don't look
north. What has gradually 9merged in
Svet Central Asia and Iran over the
past 20 years is that there was indeed a
flourishing civilization that was gcographically somewhat scattered.",
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once In a while couldn't we
just ham some Pasta?'

U.S. Senate Measure Would Lfimit Time to Recover Stolen Art
By Dan Willams
L.A. Tirn .Washinrtn Post
A measure being considered in the U.S.
SSenate to limit the time In which foreign
i~countries could sue U.S. collecIL-is to
recover stolen ant objects is attracting
#~heated cniticism in Mexico.
The proposal raises hackles, in part,
becau~e it follows closely upon a maior
robb-. of valuable antiquities from the
Nat vnal Museum Of Anthropology.
archeological experts and
.~Mexican
government officials say suchalaw would
k~encourage theft by making the market for
artifacts even more attractive
Sancient
*
M than it already is.
for,
difficult
it'
make
certainly
-~it will
ZP , Mexico to recover archeological pieces
kthat are taken to thb 0.S.,7 said Joaquin
Garcia, director of, the, pre-Columibian
T relics department of'Mexico's National
Ix Instituteof Anthropolagyafldlistory.The4
~Inst itute oversees Mexic.o's vast starp of
pr-olumbian and colonial treasures. .,

The Senate bill, sponsored by Ser..
Charles McC. Mathias, a Man land
impose -three
would
Republican,
conditional time limits on legal actions
b~roughit for the purpose of recovering
stolen relics:
-Museums would be protected against
foreign lawsuits after they had displayed
and publicized an a-.quired art piece 'or
two years.
-Pr: te collectors would be protectcd
after fi~eyears if they had pinicized their
acquisition of the item for three years.
- Anyone would be free from lawsuits
after 10 years. regardless of whether the
acquisition had been made public or the
item had been put on display.
Aides in Mathias' Washington office
defended the proposal as a step to
regularize the purchase and ownership of
artwork and archeological relic&-.
- Ann Pinicus, speaking on behalf of the
'senator, said the law "would reduce the
uncertainty inherent in ownership of art
and cultural property."' She noted that\several states have passed conflicting

of~ Mooownsesiia res pwvo rt"Museum
which-thesupports
"Look, this is a law tobprotect thieves," laws dealing with legal onrhipoar
said Pedro Ramirez. the head of a civic from abroad and said this measure would
group called Friends of the Museum, bring order to a chaotic situation.
g:Anthropology. "I don't believe that the be stolen, a country could still claim it
United States wants to l~ptknowi* as a.,.through -the U.S. Customs Service,
4 outary that harboa '.W"' 14,krodliti*- regardless of the statute of limitation.
ti.thati' office seemed surprised by the
.eiw
Ramirrez, an .rcitcW
raised by - Ifts proposal
tffi
.'v', ej FbYCFe
S Muiirmof AihoflS
sgerca
IleMiistry of Frt! g ROI~l1SS, OR PI twnfro Per. lin
.rcbeoogcat
U.S.
several
and
A~
S*Up
e
t
ahf~OI~
~~~~~*
tolsmmam
4
have voiced oppositica lb the b1;
#4-Mr
thegovmmtflr0a ,*64ctS
said.
Pincus
R19e
'and
ion
I'
proposed
with the
"This is about the most controversial
mea sures under considerailof that would
we'vedone ina longtime,"shesaid.
thing
historical
lomthe rules fbr buying'
The bill is being studied by a Senate
- --.
objects.

subcomm:ttee on patents, copyrights and
trade marks. In the view of Mexican
officials. thebill violatesthespirit if not the
letterof a 1970 treaty betweenMexico and
the United States, regardless of the bill's
intent. The treaty commits both countnies
to the recovery of stolen relics,
1.1don't sehwteUidSaescn
keep t iseen hof the UteSatef s bill
ke oisedo h ra i hsbl
becomes law," Garcia said.
Pre-Columbian obiects have been taken
abroad almost co'ntinually since the
Spanish discovery of Mexico. Officials of
the Foreign Ministry say that not only
should recently stolen articles be
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reclaimed but also pieces taken earlier including valuable pieces sent to Austria in
the 19th century by the HapsburgEmperor
Maximilian.
silglt
eia ai
Acrigt
silglt
eia ai
Acrigt
export any item manufactured before the
f ofh
Mxcetrtanieshproucedtio
MexicoCeryti ite troucro thel
fte2t
6hcnu utltetr
century are also barred from export,
except by decree Of the president.
Any pre-Columbian artwork taken outeof
Mexico is considered stolen, even if it is
purchased in Mexico from someone who
legally owns it.
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Historyand the Law,
As Seen by Prof. Shenton
hisl ames P. Shenton, a professor ofhas
a

_u"'

dtory at Columbia University,
way of bringing the past up out of the
grave.

--

On Sunday, he led awalking tour,

sponsored by the 92d Street Y, of 19thcentury Irish New York from City
Hall to Federal Plaza to St. Patrick's
Old Cathedral on Mulberry Street.
At Federal Plaza, he stood at the
base of the flagpole evoking the sights
and smells and mood of the densely
packed Irish neighborhood that occupied that area of Manhattan during
the Civil War, and he described the
draft riots of 1883.
"The Federal Government had to
pull 30,000 troops away from the Battle of Gettysburg to regain control of
the city." he said.
He pointed north, up Lafayette
Street, a wide boulevard by the standards of lower New York. "Imagine
that space filled with tenements, row
upon row of them, and packed with so
many people that the beds Were
rented out in eight-hour shifts so there
would be somewhere for everyone to
sleep."
Lafayette Street did not exist until
after the diots, he said, when the Federal Government demolished the
tenements to thin out the neighborhood and insure that never again
would so many troops be needed to
quell disorder.
.Remnember
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me, Mr. Schneider? Kenya. 1947. If
o'cure going to~shoot at an elephant, Mr. Schneider,
-.)u belter be prepared to finish the job."

THE FAR SIDE

At that point, two security guards

By GARY LAR§0SN

________________

S.

appeared at the back of the crowd,
waving their badges.
"Who do you represent?" demanded one of them.
,,The 92d street Y,11 answered Professor Shenton.
"hnyou'll have to leave. This Is
Federal property."
Said the professor to the audience:
"It has always been my view that in
this country the Government belongs.
to the people. That means these two
guards work for us, and because'we
want to keep our employees happy
let's move to the park across thestreet."

--

a

o-J.

this? I asked for a hammeri Ahammeil
This Is a crescent wrenchi .. Well, maybe irs
a hammer. -. Damn these stone tools."

"So what's
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*2Senate Bills Focus on Stolen Art
4

DOUGLAS C. McGILL
rqcnt utbea
ofartthets
A r~entoutrea
of rt hefs hs
lent urgency to a legislative effort to
fortify American museums and art
collectors ~gainst what some of them
say could become a flood of stolen-art
claims by foreign countries,
In tecent months, two major art
thefts, and an attempted one have occurred on three continents. These
have intensified a Congressional de.
batedover two bills that were proposed
in rea~ction to several Purported thefts
qf foreign art during the past 15
years. The~purported thefts led to
legal actions by Rumania, Peru and
o~tor- countries against American
i~usand collectors for the r~et mthe artworks.
)Atwobills Include one sponsored
SSeater Charles McC. Mathias Jr.,
lcan of Maryland, and one
Patrick
senator Daniel
byDemocrat
= red ,m
of New York.
The' Mathias bill would limit tire
,erioa during which foreign countries
oould, sue museums and private ar
collctors in the United States for the
return' of stolen art. The Moynihan
liit4buld refine the definition of
"aAef" in Federal law to exclude artt~fes that are bought by American
collectors but are said to have been
stolen only because they fall within a
fpreign country's blanket declaration
qf ownership.
- The bill is designed to protect
United States museums and collectors from prosecution by Federal
dourts, wfiich might attempt to apply
I- foreign country's definltlgn of
'"Stolen" against a United States, citiI

zen. In one notable recent case, for
example, United States v. McClain.
Federal lawyers prosecuted AmerIcan collectors by referring to Mexican law, which stated that Mexico
owned all pre-Columbian art within
its borders, and that removing such
Material from the country without
registering It and obtaining an export
license made it "stolen."
During a Senate subcommittee
hearing on the Mathias bill on Jan. 9,
art-museum directors testified that
the bill was necessary to avert the
threat of lawsuits from developing
countries for the return of art acquired in good faith and owned for
many Years.
Yet opponents say the Mathias and
Moynihan bills would have the effect
of encouraging the looting of foreign
archeological sites and museums,

objects that are part of iti patrimony
and that are in danger of pillage.
But Proponents of the Mathias bill
say a number of recent cases show
the need for a jaw to supplement the
Cultural Property Implementation
Act. In one case, the Rumanian Goveniment is suing the Kimbell Art Museum In Fort Worth for the return of
an El Greco painting that the museum says it bought in good faith
from a reputable New York dealer in
1977. Rumania contends that the work,,
was illegally exported from the country by a member of its former royal
family. In another case, the Peruvian
Government is negotiating with a
businessman for the return of a
textile that Peru says was stolen from
its National Museum In the earlyU
1970's. The businessman says he
bought the textile some years later in
good faith from a reputable art dealer.
A third case frequently cited is the
The Background
1977 United States vs. McClain case,
Since the early 1960's, many fore
in which five American citizens were
countries and American arhor.prosecute for the purchase and sale
gists have expressed concern about of Mexican pre-Columbian art to anF
increasing prices for nearly every undercover agent of the Federal Buisort of art. Hligher prices, they say, reau of Investigation. The prosecu.
have stimulated the looting of tion held that, under Mexico's blanket
churches, museums and archeologi- declaration of ownership of all precal Sites for treasures that find their Columbian artifacts, and because of a
way onto the American market,
lack of a proper export license, the
In 1983, the Government enacted a works were stolen. The collectors
law that implemented a 1970 conven- were convicted of violating the Nation of the United Nations Education- tional Stolen Property Act. In 1979,'
al, Scientific and Cultural Organiza- the convictions were reversed, but
tion. Under the law, the Cultural legal scholars say tbqt this decision
Property Implementation Act, a still leaves American citizens open to
country may ask that the United prosecution under a foreign country's
States restrict imports on precisely -definition of stolen art.
defined categories of archeological
The more recent thefts were of nine
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Ashton Hawkins, a vice president which foreign goveinmeats felt they
and chief counsel of the Metropolitan had not received fair treatment under
Museum of Art, says that while the te act.
Most important, the opponents say,
Met has not been subject to any such
claims, a climate now exists in which the provisions of the Mathias bill requiring amuseum or collector to pub- a flood of litigation is possible. '
The bill's proponents say that state licize the acquisition of a work or art
statutes regarding the return of cul- could scarcely be effective because
tural property are not uniform and foreign countries would find it all but
have the effect of encouraging hitiga- imDpossible to scan every museum
publication or catalogue In search of
tion by foegcntl.Udroe
possibly stolen works.
urt stateasthya.aoeg
The Moynihan bill, its opponents
cuntrycnse h euno bet
maintain, would encourage a wllu
tahvebnondslyiUied
about an artworks history
museums for several decades Ignorance
w oud
tw yar.Prvae
among museums and collectors, and
for States
or more.
yerif
after fiv olectrs
bproteced
three
yerh~
Ibect hd
benpbiThe Moynihan bill is also neces- wouid almost certainly siwcrease tracie.Admuseum n collectors
=a, many artmusumsand collec- ficking in stolen property..
who did not publicize their acquisi- tnsy,
bcuse the fer Of unfair Th
tions would be protected after 10 crmnlpoeuinaogrp
T he Outlook
years.
ble ar olcor n elrsi h4
Tha
The Moynihan bill Is aimed at United States has led to avirtual emThsloed
hera
pt~Itssb
eerlpolesI h way
bargo on pre-Columbian artifact imr ,lcon
reversing the effect of the McClain
it wa;rteSent saf Mdes say
case. Alter that decision, the bill's ports into the United States.
In soe cs.tly'l4i.it.;
s
supporters say, an American could be
,unintetionally prpvlde protectijon for
convicted of theft if he had imported Against the Bills
art thieves. Consequently, the bill is
property from a foreign country
to be redrafteit to'close thtloophioles.
Those who oppose the proue
knowing that its Government had doStill, Its main thrrust providing pro.
dlared ownership of all such property legislation includ many reolo.
within its borders and had not issued_ gists and anthruo~logists as well, as tecton for museums and collectors
the State Department, the Justice De- against somit foreign lawsuits will
an export license.
pertinent and some museums. Theyi remain unchanged, the aides said.
say that the bills In effect make IV Wietetobll aebcm h
For the Emls

Impressionist paintings in Paris last
October and of 140 pre-Coluipblan
treasures in Mexico City last December; in addition, the attempted theft
of some Middle Eastern antiquities
was thwarted in Queens last month.
As it is currently written, tihe Mathias bill would impose time limits during which claims could be brought by
foreign countries for the return of art
they believe was stolen. Museums
would be protected against lawsuits
afer they had acquired and opnl
pbiized or dipaye an object for

,

-

Those who favor the Mathius tin,
including many major art museums
adprivate collectors, insist tht he
Cultua Prpet Imlementation
Actdoesitatordprcntlrgat
., 1
Ioreln~awsus.
.
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to purchase am! collect stolen goods.
The Mathias bill, the critics say,
goes against the spirit of the Cultural..
Property lmpleinentatioii Act, in
Which the posolbihlity of a civil suit
was left open to resolve -cases i

and, arhooa
word, neitheri
schduled fo a voY
t the rerf
=athis and
bilma
beensm ak
thrhaundergoante
hearing,
of combinng the twobills before fur,
ther actionIstki
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A R C H A EOLOGI C AL
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

DATE

NAM_______________________
BUSINESS ADDRESS

_

___________

___________
___________________TELEPHONE

PERMANENT ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

________________

INSTITUTIONAL AFFILIATION
RESEARCH INTERESTS

_

_________

_____________________________

_______________________________

NYAC CaAMITTEE INTERESTS
Public Information

'Student Prize

Legislative

Action

Site File

Collections
Inventory

Publications
Burial Policy

State Plan Steering
Committee

Nominations

Membership

I have attached my vita
York
I have attached my statement of interest jfl New
State archaeology
Practice (identical to the combined
I subscribe to the NYAC Code of Ethics andPerformance
adopted by the Society
Code of Ethics and Standards of Research
of Professional Archeologists).
Signed

Please forward tota

___________

Karen Hartgen
27 Jorda~n Road
Troy, N. Y. 1180
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__

QUALIFICATIONS FOR, MEMBERSHIP IN NYAC
An applicant must:
1. have met or be capable of meeting the minimal qualifications as
stated below (based on SOPA's section 2.2 of Qualifications for
Recognition as a Professional Archaeologist).
A. have been awarded a postgraduate degree in archeology.
anthropology, history, classics, or other germane discipline
(or combination of disciplines) with a specialization in
archeology, except-where an equivalency to such a degree can be
documented.
B. have received supervised training in basic archeological field
research, consisting of 2 weeks of field training (including
both survey and excavation) plus 4 weeks of laboratory analysis
*
and/or curating. The field training must be in blocks of at
least 2 weeks duration. Deficiencies in this area may be
remedied-.by substituting two years of field and laboratory
experience under the supervision of a professional archeologist
(to include 12 months of field and 6 months of laboratory
experience with a minimum of 12 months in a supervisory or
other responsible role).
C. have completed successful design and execution of an
archeological study, as evidedced by a report on such a study
equivalent in scope and quality to,an M.A. or M.S. thesis, but
not necessarily consisting of such a thesis. This report will
ordinarily deal with archeological field research. Acceptable
substitutions for the requirements of this will be considered
by the NYAC membership committee and must. be accepted by a
majority of the members voting.
2.

subscribe to the code of ethics and practice
soPA's Code of Ethics and Standards of Performance).

,(based
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NOTE NEW DATE AND DAY FOR HOBLEY'S LECTURE...

Mr. Brian Hobley
Chief Urban Archaeologist at the Museum of London
will give a lecture
on Wednesday, April 30, at 12:30 P.M.
Urban Center of the Municipal Art Society
the
at
457 Madison Avenue (Madison and 51st Street)
ADMISSION FREE
sponsored by PANYC and The Municipal Art Society of New York
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Museumt of Bronx History
Edgar Allan Poe Cottage

Library
County Archives

ResearTch

~'Bronx

CONTACT: (212) 881-8900
Jane overRELEASE:
Coordinator
Education

DATE:

January 7, 1986
immediate

hb

M

NEWS RELEASE
UNIVERSITY
ARCHAEOLOGICAL DIG AT FORDHAM
is pleased to announce its collaboration
The Bronx County Historical Society
Departments of Fordham University
with the History and Soiogy /Anthropology
University.
at the Rose Hill campus of Fordham
investigation
archaeological
in a major
Rose Hill
is studying the remains of the
Project
Archaelogical
Manor
The Rose Hill
period
life in The Bronx during the colonial
everyday
about
learn
to
order
in
Manor
is led
of St. John's College. The project
years
early
the
well
as
and to investigate
in
Gilbert with over 20 students participating
Dr.Allan
and
Wines
Roger
by Dr.
the actual dig.
period
few remaining sites from the colonial
The Rose Hill Manor is one of a
York metrourban development in the New
vast
the
beneath
preserved
that are still
18th century.
by the Corsa family in the late
built
was
Manor
The
area.
politan
(which was built in 1905).
It is now the site of Collins Auditorium
the Manor's
historical archaeology will determine
It is hoped that this project in
details about the nature of certain
specific
provide
and
date
ariaiinal construction
questions regarding
the Manor, including a well. Other
of
east
just
structures
outlying
be explored.
and about early campus life will
Revolution
the
during
role
the Manor's
Museum
founded in 1955, administers the
The Bronx County Historical Society,
and Archives.
Poe Cottage, a Research Library
Allan
Edgar
the
History,
of Bronx
and sponsors
books and articles on Bronx history
The Society publishes numerous
throughout
lectures, conferences, and tours
historical
programs,
school
educational
dig and
information about the archaeological
further
For
region.
the metropolitan
call
County Historical Society, please
Bronx
The
of
activities
the other educational
brochure.
(212) 881-8900 or write for a free
contributions,
is sponsored in part by member
The Bronx County Historical Society
of Parks and
Affairs, the N.Y.C. Department
Cultural
of
Department
the N.Y.C.
N.Y.S.
the H.W. Wilson Foundation, the
Recreation, the Vincent Astor Foundation,
Simon,
of Museum Services, the Hon. Stanley
Institute
the
Trust,
Heritage
Natural
the
Astor and Lampell Funds, and
the
Bronx.
The
of
Borough
President of the
New York State Council on the Arts.
SOCIETY
THE BRONX COUNTY HISTORICAL
Telephone (212) 881-590
a
N. Y. 10467
2266 Bainbridge Avenue, The Bronx, 39
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A
ANNUALY MEETING
APRIL 11-13, 1986
AT MIDDLETOWN

7

The Incorporated Orange County Chapter cordially invites you to
attend the 1986 Annual Meeting of the New York State Archeological
Association. It will be held at the Holiday Inn at Middletown, N. Y-..
Please return the registration form at the bottom of this p age
as soon as your plans become certain. We can plan for you better if
we know you are coming.
A selection of motels is shown on the map.. You must mention the
N.Y.S.A.A. to get the preferred rate at the Holiday Inn. Their toll
free number is 800 238 8000 and rooms will be reserved on a "come
first basis". Reservations must be made with the motels directly, on
their own payment tbrms.
All meetings will be held at the Holiday Inn. You may choose
roast beef or roast turkey for the banquet. The Inn has asked 48
hours notice on banquet attendance, so we must have your pre-registration form.
Reistration for the meeting will cost $8.00 Der nerson
Saturday night Banquet reservations will cost $13.50 ner nerson.
Our plans include a good variety of speakers; the usual coffee
breaks and informal get-togethers; and a trip to the Dutchess Quarry
Cave on Sunday, if weather permits. Other local attractions are the
Orange County Community College and Sugar, the mastodon who went on
to higher education; the Hall of Fame of the Trotter at nearby Goshen
New York; the United States Military Academy at West Point; the Nile
of North America (the Wallkill River, flowing north ); and several
nice shopping malls.
NYSAA ANNUAL MEETING REGISTRATION, APRIL 11, 12, 13, 1986
INCORPORATED ORANGE COUNTY CHAPTER
NAMVE:___________

REGISTRATION

ADDRESS.:________

$8.00 per nerson

TOTAL

NUMBER

CHAPTER:__________
Please choose one of the following:
BANQUET

$13.50

ROAST BEEPF___
ROAST TURKEY

NUMBER

___

Make checks payable to: Inc. Orange County Chapter, NYSIA
Mail to: Harold R. Decker, R.D.#4, Box 345, Yiddletown, N.Y.
40

TOTAL

10940
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MARCH MEETING NOTICE
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MONDAY, MARCH 31

/0/AL i

7:30 PM

N4Ipia

HUNTER COLLEGE

The next meeting of the Metropolitan Chapter of the
New York State Archaeological Association will be
held on Monday, March 31 at 7:30 PM in Room 710 at
Hunter College. The college is located on 69th
Street between Lexington and Park Avenues. The IRT
Lexington Avenue Subway has a local stop on 68th
Street.
Our speaker will be Tom McGovern who will discuss
Norse migrations across the north Atlantic, with
case studies drawn from Greenland and Iceland. Dr.
McGovern received his PhD from Columbia University
and is currently on the faculty of Hunter College.
Anyone wishing to pay his 1986 dues may do so at the
meeting or may send a check to the treasurer:
Bill Rosenberg
4600 9th Ave.
Apt. 405
Brooklyn, N.Y.
11220
I urge all members to attend both to hear what will
certainly be an interesting presentation and to
pick up back issues of the NYSAA BULLETIN which will
be brought to the meeting. Of course, we always
welcome guests at our meetings.
Betsy Kearns
President
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PROFtSSLCNAL ARCHAEOLCOISTS OF NEW YORK CITY
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Membership in PANYC is open to any profrnasional archaoologittthewho
subscribe% to the purpose of the organization and who meets
Activity:
following criteria for Education, Training And Professional such as an
doqree,
a. Appticantc mus-t hAve bee~n awardr~d an advanced
an
M.A., IM.S.,I M.Phil. , Ph,!)., D.Sc., I r oi-,4cial ADD., from
classics
hiutory,
accredited institution in archaqology, anthropology,
archaeology.
or other germane discipline with a specialization in
b. Applicants must have had at least six weeks of profossionally
weeks of
superviged archaeological field training and at leatit four
experience.
* superviried laboratory analyisi% and/or curating
Requirements f or both fieold and laboratory experience will be considered
which
to have been met be attendance at an archaeological field school
meets the guidelines "et forth by the Socioty of Professional
Archaeol ogi sts.
in one or more
c. Applicants. must demonstrate professional experience
and
areas of Arheloia activity, such as: field research
research,
excavation, reqearch on archaeological collection%, archival
oriented
administration of unit% within pualic or private agencies
management
resource
cultural
of
conduct
toward archaeological research,
resource
studie%, revie~w of archaeological propoEsala and/or culturalan emphasis on
with
teaching
or
management ctudiu% for public aganicies,
Applicant% meeting the education and training
grchaeological topics.
to archaeology
critarla and having other profeeuional inttusets related
will bo consi dered on a can~e by case basisQ.
of
d. All pro 4pactive Applicants muut be appro'$vQ.9bYj. at majority
* mcmb@ru present At a regularly rcheduled idtn-fhegeneral
memberuhip. All members receivg the Newslettor and other PANYC
publications.
to the
The 19S6 membeorship duvs are £12. Nonmember subscriptions
membership in
for
Now~letter Are 1;6.00. If you ars intere~to.d in applying
complete
Newsletter,
PANYC or in tsub~cribing as a nonmember to the PANYC
New
#33,
St.,
Ronallo Henn, 129 W. 89
the below form And mail it to:
10024 , ('212) 724-2951.
York, New York,
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Name

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Address (3usineas)----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -r- - - - - Please indicate
Telephone _(....)------------preferred mailing
address.
----------------------------------------------------------------Are you a member of thQ Now York Archaeological Council? ....
---or of the Society of Professional Archaeologists?
Ploaoe attach Curriculum vitae or resume.
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the overall set of preservation goals and
contexts in the geographical area of a
and continuing public participation is
between this set of goals and other land
planning effort.
to the broad acceptance of
use planning goals. It is recommended
The goals for each historic context
preservation planning decisions.
may change snew information
that the process and its products be
Preservation planning can occur at
several levels or scales: in a project
becomes available. The overall set of
described in public do6umen is.
goals and priorities are then altered in
area: in a community: in a State as a
response to the changes in the goals and lmplernenlinglheProcess
whole: or in the scattered or contiguous
landholdings of a Federal agency.
priorities for the individual historic
The planning process is a continuous
Depending on the scale, the planning
contexts.
cycle. To establish and maintain such a
process will involve different segments
Activities undertaken to meet the
prcs.hwvtepoesmutb
prcs.hwvtepoesmutb
goals must be designed to deliver a
of the public and professional
divided into manageable segments that
communities and the resulting plans will usable product within a reasonable
can be performed within a defined
period of time. The scope of the activity
vary In detail. For example, a State
period, such as a fiscal year or budget
must be defined so the work can be
preservation plan will likely have more
cycle. One means of achieving this is to
completed with available budgeted
general recommendations than a plan
define a period of time during which all
program resources.
for a project area or a community. The
preliminary steps in the planning
StnadII h eut fthe
planning process described in these
process will be completed. These
Prsevaio Planin restode
Standards is flexible enough totbeduse
at all levels while providing a common
A voame for Integration Into Broader
prscelnar sepswudtincudvsting
structure which promotes coordination
aeiwadRvso
scedlefrcubeuetscivtis
Pannn rcse
and minimizes duplication of effort. The
Reiwadevso
is
properties
historic
of
Preservation
Guidelines for Preservation Planning
Planning is a dynamic process. It is
one element of larger planning
contain additional information about
expected that the content of the historic
processes. Planning results, including
how to integrate various levels of
contexts described in Standard I and the
goals and priorities, information about
planning.
and priorities described in
goals
planning
any
and
properties,
Plnighistoric
StandardI. Preservation
Plnigdocuments, must be transmitted in a
Standard BIwill be altered based on
EstablishesHistoricContext
usable form to those responsible for
new information obtained as planning
Decisions about the identification,
other planning activities. Federally
proceeds The incorporation of this
evaluation, registration and treatment of mandated historic preservation planning information is essential to improve the
historic properties are most reliably
is most successfully integrated into
content of the plan and to keep it up-tomade when the relationship of
project management planning at an~
date and useful. New information must
individual properties to other similar
early stage. Elsewhere, this integration
be reviewed regularly and
properties is understood. Information
is achieved by making the results of
systematically, and the plan revised
about historic properties representing
preservation planning available to other accordingly.
aspects of history. architecture,
governmental planning bodies and to
Public Participation
private interests whose activities affect
archeology, engineering and culture
must be collected and organized to
historic properties.
The success of the preservation
define these relationships. This
Secretary of the Interior's Guidelines for planning process depends on how well it
organizational framework is called a
solicits and integrates the views of
Preservation Planning
"historic context." The historic context
various groups. The planning process is
Introduction
organizes information based on a
directed first toward resolving conflicts
cultural theme and its geographical and
in goals for historic preservation, and
These Guidelines link the Standards
chronological limits. Contexts describe
second toward resolving conflicts
for Preservation Planning with more
the significant broad patterns of
between historic preservation goals and
specific guidance and technical
development in an area that may be
other land-use planning goals. Public
information. They describe one
represented by historic properties. The
participation is intergral to this
approach to meeting the Standards for
development of historic contexts is the
approach and includes at least the
Preservation Planning. Agencies, ..
foundation for decisions about
following actions:
organizations or individuals proposing
identification. evaluation, registration
rhtcua
1 novn itras
to approach planning differently may
and treatment of historic properties.
wish to review their approaches with
arhitrctal
StandardII, PreservationPlanningUses the National Park Service.hitrasaceogss.itrcl
architects. folklonists and persons from
'The Guidelines are organized as
HistoricContexts To Develop Goals and
related discipline to define, review and
follows:
Prioritiesfor the Identification,
revise the historic contexts, goals and
Evaluation, Registrationand Treatment Mangn h lnigIc~
priorities;
Historic Contexts
aevelop
of HistoricProperties
2. Involving interested individuals.
Developing Goals for a Historic Context
A series of preservation goals is
organizations and communities in the
Idividual Hisoric Cnetsysemaicalydevlopd or achInegrtin
histemtical
ontext opensure ah ragVratnh
Preservation Plan
planning area in identifying the kinds of
ho ropet
i
pesetg the prante
Cordnatig wih Maagemnen Frmwok
historic properties that may exist and
ofofte ehrhsetoig
cotex isprtn
Recomne Souce ofTcnia
suitable protective measures;
aspects oeahhsoicotxisInformation3.Ivligpopcveursfth
identified, evaluated and treated. Then3.Ivligpoecveursfth
preservation plan in defining issues,
Managing the PlanningProcess
priorities are set for all goals identified
goals and priorities:
The preservation planning process
for each historic context. The goals with
4. Providing for coordination with
must include an explicit approach to
assigned priorities established for each
other planning efforts at local, state,
implementation, a provision for review
historic context are integrated to
regional and national levels, as
produce a comprehensive and consistent and revision of all elements, and a
mechanism for resolving conflicts within apropriate: and
set of goals and priorities for all historic
.nlighistoriansooit,
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is a comprehensive summary of ail
aspects of the history of the area.
The historic context is the cornerstone
of the planning process. The goal of
preservation planning is to identify,
evaluate, register and treat the full range
of properties representing each historic
context, rather than only one or two
types of properties. Identification
activities are organized to ensure that
research and survey activities include
properties representing all aspects of the
historic context. Evaluation uses the
historic context as the framework within
which to apply the criteria for evalution
specific properties or property types.
Documents Resulting from the Planning Decisions about treatment of properties
are made with the goal of treating the
Process
Inmsttease,
pannng rocss
range of properties in the context. The
In ostcaesth
plnnig rocss
use of historic contexts in organizing
produces documents that explain how
major preservation activities ensures
the process works and that discuss the
that those activities result in the
historic contexts and related goals and
preservation of the wide variety of
priorities. While the process can operate properties that represent our history,
in the absence of these documents,
rather than only a small, biased sample
planning documents are important
of properties.
because they are the most effective
Historic contexts, as theoretical
means of communicating the process
constructs, are linked to actual historic
and its recommendations to others.
properties through the concept of
Planning documents also record
property type. Property types permit the
development of plans for identification,
decisions about historic properties.
o theplaningboundaries
pars
vriou
As
As
prtsof
anos he laningevaluation
and treatment even in the
process are reviewed and revised to
absence of complete knowledge of
reflect current information, related
individual properties. Like the historic
documents must also be updated.
context, property types are artifical
Planning documents should be created
constructs which may be revised as
in a form that can be easily revised. It is necessary.cotxswlhaeiterltonipo
Historic contexts can be developed at
also recommended that the format,
language and organization of any
a variety of scales appropriate for local
State and regional planning. Given the
documents or other materials (visual
probability of historic contexts
aids, etc.) containing preservation
overlapping in an area, it is important to
planning information meet the needs of
prospective users.
coordinate the development and use of
at all levels. Generally, the
onexscontexts
isorc
Deelpig
Deveopig
Hstoic ontxtsState
Historic Prseraion Office
General Approach
possesses the most complete body. of
information about historic properties
and, in practice, is in the best position to
Available information about historic
perform this function,
properties must be divided into
The development of historic contexts
manageable units before it can be useful
generally results in documents that
for planning purposes. Major decisions
about identifying, evaluating, registering describe the prehistoric processes or
patterns that define the context. Each of
and treating historic properties are most
the contexts selected should be
reliably made in the context of other
developed to the point of identifying
related properties. A historic context is
important property types to be useful in
an organizational format that groups
later preservation decision-making. The
information about related historic
amount of detail included in these
properties. based on a theme,
summaries will vary depending on the
geographic limits and chronological
level (local, state, regional, or national)
period. A single historic context
at which the contexts are developed and
describes one or more aspects of the
on their intended uses. For most
historic development of an area,
planning purposes, a synopsis of the
considering history, architecture,
archeology. engineering andi culture; and written description of the historic
context is sufficient.
identifies the significant patterns that
Creating a HistoricContext
individual historic properties represent.
for example. Coal Mining in
Generally, historic contexts should
Northeastern Pennsylvania between
not be constructed so broadly as to
1850 and 1930. A set of historic contexts

5. Creating mechanisms for identifying
and resolving conflicts about historic'*preservation issues.
The development of historic contexts,
for example, should be based on the
professional input of all disciplines
involved in preservation and not be
limited to a single discipline. For
prehistoric archeology, for example,
data from fields such as geology,
geomnorphology and geography may also
be needed. The individuals and
oraizton obeivovdwill
boe oleeto
organart ton
th os plninresen.o
atn
dneetd, i inteestd
th plnnig
i
aea.to

include all property types under a single

historic context or so narrowly as to
contain only one property type per
historic context. The following
procedures should be followed in
creating a historic context.
oeptmeerdan
i.detfth
cop
tie pestridan
gegapia limthe
coextmhcllmt frtehsoi
cotx
Existing information, concepts.
theories, models and descriptions should
be used as the basis for defining historic
contexts. Biases in primary and
secondary sources should be identified
and accounted for when existing
information is used in defining historic
contexts.
The identification and description of
historic contexts should incorporate
contributions from all disciplines
involved in historic preservation. The
chronological period and geographical
area of each historic context should be
defined after the conceptual basis is
etbihd
oeeteemyb
establioshed Heerll theeimaynb
peeptionesialyri dfiinge
prseisor coexts whregdrinagofen
systie orst sogahic egpinaote
is.Tegorpia
are otie
for historic contexts should
not be based upon contemporary
political, project or other contemporary
boundaries if those boundaries do not
coincide with historical boundaries. For
example, boundaries for prehistoric
cotxswlhaeiterltonipo
coneparyitconysrstt
bonais
2. Assemble the existing information
about the historic context
a olcigifrain
eea
a.ndollct information ; eeralt
kindstroftinformsation anedt
cnostruct abu
reerva
stio
plan.
y
re
Inominabuthhsorofhera
encompassed by the historic context
must be collected, including any
information about historic properties
that have already been identified.
Existing survey or inventory entries are
an important source of information
about historic properties. Other sources
may include literature on prehistory,
history, architecture and the
environment; social and environmental
impact assessments; county and State
land use plans; architectural and folklife
studies and oral histonies; ethnographic
research; State historic inventories and
registers; technical reports prepared for
Section 106 or other assessments of
historic properties: and and direct
consultation with Individuals and
organized groups.
In addition, organizations and groups
that may have important roles in
defining historic contexts and values
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belonging to a particular property type.
d. Intangible cultural values of ethnic
should be identified. In most cases a
Other surveys can also provide a basis
groups and native American peoples.
range of knowlegeable professionals
for suggesting locational patterns if a
drawn from the preservation, planning
diversity of historic properties was
4. Definepropertytypes
and academic communities will be
recorded and a variety of environmental
A property, type is a grouping of
available to assist in defining contexts
zones was inspected. It is likely that the
individual properties based on shared
and in identifying sources of
identificatioli oflocational patterns will
physical or associative characteristics.
information. In other cases, however,
come from a com~ination of these
Property types link the ideas
development of historic contexts may
sources. Expected or predicted
incorporated in the theoretical historic
occur in areas whose history or
locational patterns of property types
context with actual historic properties
prehistory has not been extensively
should be developed with a provision
that illustrate those ideas. Property
studied.-In these situations, broad
made for their verification.
type. defined for each historic context
general histor-'c contexts should be
c. Characterizethe current condition
should be directly related to the
initially Identified using available
of property types: The expected
conceptual basis of the historic context.
literature and expertise, with the
condition of property types should be
Property types defined for the historic
expectation that the contexts will be
evaluated to assist in the development
context "Coal Mining in Northeastern
revised and subdivided in the future as
of identification, evaluation and
Pennsylvania, 1860-1930"might include
primary source research and field
treatment strategies, and to help define
coal extraction and processing
survey are conducted. It is also
physical integrity thresholds for various
complexes; railroad and canal
important to identify such sources of
property types. The following should be
transportation systems: commercial
a
eisingplnnngdata,
infrmtin
whoric is
ediostgaiglfr
districts: mine workers' housing;
assessed for each property type:
(1) Inherent characteristics of a
churches, social clubs and other
identification, evaluation, and
community facilities reflecting the ethnic property type that either contribute to or
treatment, and to identify factors that
detract from its physical preservation.
origins of workers; and residences and
will affect attainment of those goals.
For example, a property type commonly
mine
with
associated
properties
other
obtaining
for
approach
The same
constructed of fragile materials is more
industrialists,
other
and
owners
information is not necessarily desirable
a. Identify property tye:Thelieytbederoadthnappry
for all historic contexts. Information
nartv
likely tosus
beedetrioate thnaorpet
type constructed of durable materials:
nraiesoldscsthknsof
should not be gathered without first
structures whose historic fuinction or
properties expected within the
considering its relative importance to
design limits the potential for alternative
geographical1 limits of the context and
the historic context, the cost and time
uses (water towers] are less likely to be
group them into those property types
involved, and the expertise required to
than structures whose design
eamle
most
useful
In
representing
important
reused
obtinit.Inman
cses
fr
obtan
man i.caesfor
I
xamle.
historic trends.
allows a wider variety of other uses
Gnrlypoetyyeshudbe
published sources may be used in
writng
deiniionsof
iitil
istoicenealafteroheristric coex has
(commercial buildings or warehouses).
writngnital
etosea ofhieldorkic
defined.
Pftrehopr type incomo
t
(2] Aspects of the social and natural
contextsjarchival reerhor fil
ok been eie.Poet
ye ncmo
environment that may affect the
ml
nehue,
sg "ue
may be needed for subsequent activities,.
b. Assessing information:-All
buildings." or "stratified sites"] should
tperervation orovsibi
,
ityftuesoet
information should be reviewed to
not be adapted without first verifying
tyeFoexmlcmuiyvus
placed on certain types of properties
their relevance to the historic contexts
identify bias in historic perspective,
(churches, historic cemeteries) may
being used.
methodological approach. or area of
result in their maintenance while the
b. Chaterizethe locational
coverage. For example, field surveys for
need to reuse valuable materials may
pten fp~',t's
archeological sites may have ignord
siuaetedsperneo
Generalizations about where particular
historic archelolgical sites, or county
types of properties are likely to be found properties like abandoned houses and
land use plans may have emphasized
barns.
can serve as a guide for identification
only development goals.
it may be most efficient to estimate of
treatment. Generalizations about
nfomatonand
yntesie
a.
the condition of property types based on
distribution of archeological
ifomtinthe
3.Sytesz
professional knowledge of existing
poetsarfeqnlyud.Te
The information collection and
properties and fedts hs siae
analysis results in a written narrative Of distribution of other historic properties
using a small sample of properties
often can be estimated based on
the historic context. This narrative
representative of each type.
provides a detailed synthesis of the data recognizable historical, environmental
. identify information needs
that have been collected and analyzed.
or cultural factors that determined their
The narrative covens the history of the
location. Locational patterns of property
Filngasnifomtnisn
area from the chosen perspective and
types should be based upon models that
iotn gapsmint
infotrm
ration
identifies important patterns, events,
have an explicit theoretical or historical
iprant
degemen
fof
tahe pesrvatont
persons or cultural values. In the
basis and can be tested in the field. The
platnt esigne forahitoionext.d
fteifrainnee
Saeet
model may be the product of historical
process of identifying the important
should be as specific as possible.
research and analysis ("Prior to
patterns,_one should consider.
focusing on the information needed, the
widespread use of steam power. mills
a. Trefidls in area settlement and
historic context and property types it
were located on rivers and streams able
development, if relevant;
applies to, and why the information is
t prduc waer owr" or "plantation
an
b.aristc
esteti alus
embodied in architecture, construction
houses in the Mississippi Black Belt
needed to pormidtentificaitn.
ramn ciiis
&autoo
were located on sandy clay knolls"]. or
technology or craftsmanship:
Developing Goals for a Historic Context
it may result from sampling techniques.
c. Research values or problems
Dvlpn ol
Often the results of statistically valid
relevant to the historic context; social
Dvlpn ol
sample surveys can be used to describe
and physical sciences and humanities;
A goal is a statement of preferred
the locational patterns of.a
and cultural interests of local
preservation activities, which is
representative pardion of properties
communities; and
'
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generally stated in terms of property
types.
The purpose of establishing
preservation goals is to set forth a "best
case" version of how properties in the
historic context should be identified,
evaluated, registered and treated.
Preservation goals should be oriented
toward the greatest possible protection
of properties In the historic context and
should be based on the principle that
properties should be preserved in place
if possible, through affirmative
treatments like rehabilitation,
stabilization or restoration. Generally.
goals will be specific to the historic
context and will often be phrased in
terms of property types. Some of these
goals will he related to information
needs previously identified for the
historic context, Collectively, the goals
for a historic context should be a
coherent statement of program direction
covering all aspects of the context.
For each goal, a statement should be
prepared identifying:
1. The goal. including the context and
property types to which the goal applies
and the geographical area in which they
are located:
2. The activities required to achieve
the goal;
3. The most appropriate methods or
strategies for carrying out the activities;
4. A schedule within which the
activities should be completed; and
5. The amount of effort required to
accomplish the goal, as well as a way to
evaluate progress toward its
accomplishment,

evaluation of sites containing material
for which dating techniques are still
being developed),
3. Identification, evaluation,
registration and treatment activities
previously carried out for property types
in the historic context.
If a number of properties representing
one aspect of a historic context have
been recorded or preserved, treatment
of additional members of that property
type may receive lower priority than
treatment of a property type for which
no examples have yet been recorded or
preserved. This approach ensures that
the focus of recording or preserving all
elements of the historic context is
retained, rather than limiting activities
to preserving properties representing
only some aspects of the context.
The result of considering the goals in
light of these concerns will be a list of
refined goals ranked in order of priority,
IntegratingIndividual ContextsCetn-hePsrvioPlnheavily
Creatingiothe PreserfationPlantisn
When historic contexts overlap
geographically, competing goals and
priorities must be integrated for
effective preservation planning. The
ranking of goals for each historic
context must be reconciled to ensure
that recommendations for one context
do not contradict those for another. This
important step results in an overall set
of priorities for several historic contexts
and a list of the activities to be
performed to achieve'the ranked goals.
When applied to a specific geographical
area, this is the preservation plan for

Once goals have been developed they
need to be ranked in importance.
Ranking involves examining each goal
in light of a number of factors.
1. General social, economic, political
and environmental conditions and
trends affecting (positively and
negatively) the identification,
evaluation, registration and treatment-of
property types in the historic context.
Some property types in the historic
context may be more directly threatened
by deterioration, land development
patterns, contemporary use patterns, or
public perceptions of their value, and
such property types should be given
priority consideration.
2, Major cost or technical
considerations affecting the
identification, evaluation and treatment
of property t=e in the historic context
The identification or treatment of
some property type. may be technically
possible but the cost prohibitive; or
techniques may not currently perfected
(for example, the identification of
submerged sites or objects, or the

Ittin
isoite
expcte
It ithtonaaylnsane
tat
exectd
i may istaces
historic contexts will overlap
geographically. Overlapping contexts
are likely to occur in two
combinations--those that were defined
at the same scale (i.e.. textile
development in Smithtown 1850-1910
and Civil War in Smithtown 1855--1870)
and those defined at different scales
(i.e., Civil War in Smithtown and Civil
War in the Shenandoah Valley). The
contexts may share the same property
types. although the shared property
types will probably have different levels
of importance, or they may group the
same properties into different property
types, reflecting either a different scale
of analysis or a different historical
perspective,
As previously noted, many of the
goals that the formulated for a historic
context will focus on the property types
defined for that context. Thus it is
critical that the integration of goal.
include the explicit consideration of the
potential for shared property typ
membership by individual properties.
For example, when the same property

that area.

types are used by two contexts
reclonciling the goals will require
weighing the level of importance
assigned to each property type. The
degree to which integration of historic
contexts must involve reconciling
property types may'be limited by the
coordinated development of historic
contexts used at various levels.
InertowihM agm t
ItgainW
bMngmn
Frameworks
Preservation goals and priorities are
adapted to land units through
integration with other planning
concerns. This integration must involve
the resolution of conflicts that arise
when competing resources occupy the
same land base. Successful resolution of
these conflicts can often be achieved
through judicious combination of
inventory, evaluation and treatment
activities. Since historic properties are
irreplaceable, these activities should be
weighted to discourage the
doeruc
atilosiniicthh properie land
ihtepiayln
t ecmail
use.

Recommended Sources of Technical
Information
Resouc ProtectionPlanningProcess.
State and Plans Grants Division. 1900.
Washington, D.C. Available from Survey and
Planning Branch. Interagency Resources
Division, National Park Service. De~lrtment
of the Interior, Washington. D.C. 20240.
Outlines a step-by-step approach to
implementing the resource protection
Cs
planning Process.
Resource ProitectionPlanningPoesCs

Studies. Available from Surey and Planning
Branch. Interagency Resources Division.
National Park Service. Department of the
Interior. Washington, D.C. 20240. Reports
prepared by State Historic Preservation
Offices and other using the planning process.
Planning Theory Andreas Faludi. 1980.
Oxford. Pergamon Press. Constructs a model
of planning using concepts borrowed from
general systems theory.
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR'S
STANDARDS FOR IDENTIFICATION

Identification activities are
undertaken to gather information about
historic properties in an area. The scope
of these activities will depend on:
existing knowledge about properties;
goals for survey activities developed in
the planning process: and current
management needs.
Sbandard'L Identification of Historic
PropertisIUdraesoteDge oteDge
riIUdrae
Required To Make Decisions
Archival research and survey
activities should be designed to gather
the Information necessary to achieve
defined preservation goals. The
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objectives, chosen methods and
techniques, and expected results of the
identification activities are specified in
a research design. These activities may
include archival research and other
techniques to develop historic contexts,
sampling an area to gain a broad
understanding of the kinds of properties
it contains, or examining every property
in an area as a basis for property
specific decision,. Where possible, use
of quantitative methods is important
because it can produce an estimate,
ssesed of
maybe
whos
ay e asesedof
rliailiy
whoe reiablit
the kinds of historic properties that may
be present in the studied area.
Identification activities should use a
search procedure consistent with the
management needs for information and
the character of the area to be
investigated. Careful selection of
methods, techniques and level of detail
is necessary so that the gathered
information will provide a sound basis
for making decisions.
Standard11. Results of Identification
Activities are It egrated Into the
PreservationPlanningProcess
Results of identification activities are
reviewed for their effects on previous
planning data. Archival research or field
survey may refine the understanding of
one or more histonic contexts and may
alter the need for additional survey or
study of particular property types.
Incorporation of the results of these
activities into the planning process is
necessary to ensure that the planning
process is always based on the best
available information,
StandardII17 IdentificationActivities
Include Explicit Proceduresfor RecordKeeping and Information Distribution
Information gathered in identification
activities is useful in other preservation
planning activities only when it is
systematically gathered and recorded,
and made available to those responsible
for preservation planning. The results of
identification activities should be
reported in a format that summarizes
the design and methiods of the survey,
provides a basis for others to review the
results, and states where information on
identified properties is maintained,
However, sensitive information, like the
location of fragile resources, must be
safeguarded from general public
distribution,
Secretary of the Interior'sGuidelinesfor
,identification
InrdcinWithin
Intrducioncomprehensive
These Guidelines link the Standards
for Identification with more specific
guidance and technical information. The

Guidelines outline one approach to meet
the Standards for Identification,
Agencies, organizations and individuals
proposing to approach identification
differently may wish to review their
approaches with the National Park
Service.
The Guidelines are organized as
follows:
Role of Identification in the Planning
Process
Performing Identification
IfltCW'tiflS Identification Results
Reporting Identification Results
Recommrended Sources of Technical
Intonination
Role of Identification in the Planning
Poesthe
Identification is undertaken for the
purpose of locating historic properties
and Is composed of a number of
activities which include, but are not
limited to archival research, informant
interviews, field survey and analysis.
Combinations of these activities may be
selected and appropriate levels of effort
assigned to produce a flexible series of
options. Generally identification
activities will have multiple objectives,
reflecting complex management needs.
Within a comprehensive planning
process, identification is normally
undertaken to acquire property-specific
information needed to refine a particular
historic context or to develop any new
historic contexts. (See the Guidelines for
Preservation Planning for discussion of
information gathering to establish plans
and to develop historic contexts.) The
results of identification activities are
then integrated into the planning
process so that subsequent activities are
based on the most up-to-date
Identification activities are
information.
also undertaken in the absence of a
comprehensive planning process, most
frequently as part of a specific land-use
or development project. Even lacking a
formally developed preservation
planning process, the benefits of
efficent, goal-directed research may be
obtained by the development of
localized historic contexts, suitable in
scale far the project area, as part of the
background research which customarily
occurs before field survey efforts.
dnifcto
Performing Idniiainlikely
Research Design
Identification activities are essentially
research activities for which a statement
of objectives or research design should
be prepared before work is performed.
the framework of a
planning process, the
research design provides a vehicle for
integrating the various activities
performed during the identification
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process and for linking those activities
directly to the goals and the historic
context(s) for which those goals were
defined. The research design stipulates
the logical integration of historic
context(stand field and laboratory
methodology. Although these tasks may
be perfoniif ifidividually. they will not
contribute to the greatest extent
possible In increasing information on the
historic context unles, they relate to the
defined goals and to each other.
Additionally, the research design
provides a focus for the integration of
Interdisciplinary information. It ensures
that the linkages between specialized
activities are real, logical and address
defined research questions.
Identification activities should be guided
by the research design and the results
discussed in those terms. (See Reporting
Identification Results]
The research design should include
the following:
1. Objectives of the identification
activities. For example: to characterize
the range of historic properties in a
region; to identify the number of
properties associated with a context; to
gather information to determine which
properties in an area are significant.
The statement of objectives should
refer to current knowledge about the
historic contexts or property types.
bsd on backgronreachr
asesset opeu research. r
assmldcentsyofin
reviu resah eten
soul e arly doefinvesthephsiletendt
amutndkdsoifraintob
amountd adu
kidsofet inmto to bre
h ra
bu rprisi
gtee
2. Methods to he used to obtain the
information. For example: archival
research or field survey. Research
methods should be clearly and
specifically related to research
problems.
Archival research or survey methods
should be carefully explained so that
others using the gathered information
can understand how the information
was obtained and what its possible
limitations or biases are.
The methods should be compatible
with the past and present environmental
character of the geographical area under
study and the kinds of properties most
to be present in the area.
3. The expected results and the
reasons for those expections.
Expectations about the kind, number.
location, character and condition of
historic properties are generally based
on a combination of background
research, proposed hypotheses, and
analogy to the kinds of properties
known to exist in areas of similar
environment or history.
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Archival Research
Archival or background research is
generally undertaken prior to any field
survey. Where identification is
undertaken aspart of a comprehensive
planning process, background research
may have taken place as part of the
development of the historic cbntexts
(see the Guidelines for Preservation
Planning). In the absence of previously
developed historic contexts, aiehival
research should address specific issues
and topics. It should not duplicate
previous work. Sources should include,
but not be limited to, historical maps.
atlases, tax records, photographs,
ezhogrphis,
olkifedocmenatin.
eograhisoies fad
osudietastwell
oaltnd historial rferstdecea wrks
as saproriatesforithe reserc prblem
(See the Guidelines for Historical
Docuenttio
fo aditinal4.
Discussaion.)
radiioa
dicsio.5.
Field Survey
The variety of field survey techniques
available, in combination with the
varying levels of effort that may be
assigned, give great flexibility to
implementing field surveys. It is
important that the selection of field
survey techniques and level of effort be
responsive to the management needs
and preservation goals that direct the
survey effortdsrbto
aybe oosly
Surey ecniqes
grouped into two categories, according
to their results. First are the techniques
that result in the characterization of a
region's historic properties. Such
techniques might include "windshield"
or walk-over surveys, with perhaps a
limited use of sub-surface survey. For
purposes of these Guidelines, this kind
of survey is termed a "reconnaissance."
The setond category of survey
techniques is those that permit the
identification and description of specific
historic properties in an area; this kind
of survey effort is termed "intensive."
the terms "reconnaissance" and
"intensive" are sometimes defined to
mean particular survey techniques,
generally with regard to prehistoric
sites. The use of the terms here is
general and is not intended to redefine
the terms as they are used elsewhere.
Reconnaissance survey might be most
profitably employed when gathering
data to refine a developed historic
context-such as checking on the
presence or absence of expected
property types, to define spec'Ifir
property types or to estimate the
distribution of historic properties in an
area. The results of regional
characterization activities provide a
general understanding of the historic

-
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properties in a particular area and
permit management decisions that
consider the sensitivity of the area in
terms of historic preservation concerns
adthe resulting implications fo uue
land use planning. The data should
allow the fornulation of estimates of the
necessity, type and cost of further
identification work and the setting of
priorities for the individual tasks
involved. In most cases, areas surveyed
in this way will require resurvey if more
complete information is needed about
specific properties,
A reconnaissance survey should
document:
1. The kinds of properties looked for,
2- The boundaries of the area
surveyed;
3. The method of survey, including the
exeto uvycvrg:area
The kinds of historic properties
present in the surveyed area:
Specific properties that were
identified, and the categories of
information collected: and
0. Places examined that did not
containsiesrvisotseflwe
what
o kno prcsefl
t
e
Itni cssary
iticprpessrtie exskno areien wae
or when information sufficient for later
evaluation and treatment decisions is
needed on individual historic properties.
Intensive survey describes the
fpoete na ra
determines the number, location, and
condition of properties: determines the
tye fpoete culypeet
area:operis calassificatno
winthpes
individual properties; and records the
physical extent of specific properties.
An intensive survey should document:
1. The kinds of properties looked for
2. The boundaries of the area
sred-the
3. The method of survey, including an
estimate of the extent of survey
coverage;
4. A record of the precise location of
all properties identified: and
S. Information on the appearance,
significance, integrity and boundaries of
each property sufficient to permit an
evaluation of its significance.
Sampling
Reconnaissance or intensive survey
methods may be employed according to
a sampling procedure to examine lessthan-the-total project or planning area.
Sampling can be effective when
several locations are being considered
for an undertaking or when it is
desirable to estimate the cultural
resources of an area. In many cases,
especially where large land areas are
involved, sampling can be done in
stages. In this approach, the results of
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the Initial large area survey are used to
structure successively smaller, more
detailed surveys. This "nesting"
approach is an efficient technique since
it enables characterization of both large
and small areas witliseduced effort. As
with all investigative techniques, such
procedures should be designed to permit
an Independent assessment of results.
Various types of sample surveys can
be conducted. including, but not limited
to: random, stratified and systematic.
Selection of sample type should be
guided by the problem the survey is
expected to solve, the nature of the
expected properties and the nature of
the area to be surveyed.
Sample surveys may provide data to
estimate frequencies of properties and
types of properties within a specified
at various confidence levels.
Selection of confidence levels should be
based upon the nature of the problem
the sample survey is designed to
address.
Predictive modeling is an application
of basic sampling techniques that
projects or extrapolates the number.
classes and frequencies of properties in
surveyed areas based on those found
mn surveyed areas. Predictive modeling
can be an effective tool during the early
stages of planning an undertaking. for
targeting field survey and for other
management purposes. However, the
accuracy of the model must be venified:
predictions should be confirmed through
field testing and the model redesigned
and retestedif necessary.
Special survey techniques
Special survey techniques may be
needed in certain situations.
Remote sensing techniques may be
most effective way to gather
background environmental data, plan
more detailed field investigations,
discover certain classes of properties.
map sites, locate and confirm the
presence of predicted sites, and define
features within properties. Remote
sensing techniques include aerial.
subsurface and underwater techniques.
Ordinarily the results of remote sensing
should be verified through independent
field inspection before making any
evaluation or statement regarding
frequencies or types of properties.
IntegrtingIdentification Results
The results of identification efforts
must be integrated into the planning
process so that planning decisions are
based on the best available information.
The new iniormantion is first assessed
against the objectives of the
identification effort to determine
whether the gathered information meets
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Report an the Blue Ridge ParkwayFolkife
Folkife Center, 1981.
American
Piriect.
Regional
Sampling In Archeology. David

Hurst Thomas. University, of California,

Archeological Survey Annual Report. 1968-9,

11:87-I0W.
-

Reporting of the results of
Identification activities should begin
with the statement of objectives
prprdbefore undertaking the survey.
oeaho h
hudrepn
phrepr
soul
epotrepon toeac ofthe
The
major points documenting:
1. Objectives;
2. Area researched or surveyed:
3. Research design or statement of
objcties:Remote
4. Methods used, including the
If the methods
coverage,
Intensity ofdifer
heAnalysis.
romthoe
utlnedIn
differfrom
tose oulined n thereport.
statement of objectives.-the reasons
should be explained,
5. Results: how the results met the
objectives: result analysis, implications
and recommedatione: where the
compiled information is located.
A summary of the survey rsls
should be available for examination and
distribution. Identified properties should
then be evaluated for possible inclusion
in appropriate inventories.
Protection of information about
archeological sites or other properties
that may be threatened by
dissemination of that information is
necessary. These may include fragile

rproperties
poete orand
arhooia
archeoogicalproperies
such as religious sites, structures, or
objects, whose cultural value would be
compromised by public knowledge of
the property's location,
Recommended Sources of Technical
Information
InoratonNational
The Archeological Survey:,Methods and
Uses. Thomas F. King. Interagency
Archeological services, U.S. Departmient of

the interior. 1978 Washington, D.C. Available
through the Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington. D.C. 20402. GPO stock number
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designing and carrying out community
esac:Fn
fF
su r es
sTePoeso5iedRsac: iaeorc

the defined identification goals for the
. atons the
thn
adjstedi codn glys
. athols are
hijstriccodnexys thn
historic context narrative, the definition
the planning goals
types and
of propertyforevauaionan
tratmntareal
forevluaio
ad teamet ae ll
adjusted as necessary to accommodate
the new data.
Reportin Identification Results

/

Remote Sensing: A Handbook for
Archeologists and CulturalResource
Managers. Itoms*Rt.Lyons and Thomas

criteria. The criteria employed vary
depending on the inventory's use in
aaeet
aaeet
rsuc
Standard . Evaluation of the
stificanceof HistoricProperties Uses

EstablishedCriteria
a
-_
The evaluation of historic properties
employs criteria to determine which
poete
propler

r infcn.Ciei
e sifcsan Citerical

Eugene Avery. Cultural Reholsteefrefcurncisoicl
archeological, engineering
Management Division, National Park Service, architectural,
and cultural values, rather than on
U.S. Department of the interior, 1g7.
treatments. A statement of the minimum
Remote Sensing andNon-Destructive
information necessary to evaluate
Archeology. Thomas R. Lyons and James L
properties against the criteria should be
Elbert. editors. Remote Sensing Division.
ahrn
odrc ifrain
Southwest Cultural Resources Center.vdd
National Park Service, U.S. Department of the proividiedsodrc.ifrainahrn
acites
Interior and University of New Mexico. 1978.
Sensing Experiments in Cultural
Resource Studies: Non-Deautive Method

Because the National Register of
samjrfcso
itrcPae

of ArcheologicalExploration. Survey and
Thomas R. Lyons, assembler.
of the Chaco Center. Number One.
National Park Service, U.S. Department of the
Interior and University of New Mexico, 1978.
Sampling in Archeology. James W. Mueller.
editor. University of Arizona Press, 1975.
Tucson. Arizona.
Scholars as Contractors.William J.Mayer,
Oakes and Alice W. Portnoy. editors,
Resource
Cultural
Interior, 1079.Studies. US.
of the Management
Department
Sedimentary Studies of Prehistoric
ArcheologicalSies. Sherwood Caglisno.
Charles Pearson, Richard Weinstein, Diana
Wiseman, and Christopher McClendon.
Division of State Plans and Grants, National
Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior,
19a2. Washington. D.C. Available from

preservation activities on the Federal,
State and local levels, the National
Rgse rtrahv enwdl
Rgse rtrahv enwdl
adopted not only as required for Federal
purposes, but for State and local
inventories as well. The National
Historic Landmark criteria and other
criteria used for inclusion of properties
in State historic site files are other
examples of criteria with different
management purposes.

Coastal Environments Inc., 1260 Main Strt,

historicacntpet

Establishes
Rouge, Louisiana
Batonevaluates
for employing
a method 70602.
sedimentological analysis in distinguishing
site areas from non-site areas when
identifying submerged archeological sites on
the cointinental shelf.foevlaintkonprcur
Slate Survey Forms. Available from
Resource Management Division,
~~~~~interagency
Park Service, Department of the

standard!!rEvaluation of Sign ificance

Applies the CriteriaWithin Historic
Contexts
Properties are evaluated using a
h
hsoi otx htietfe
thatden

tiies

thtxrpetesrpet
sgicatptes
represent and defineexctdpory
individual
which
types against
properties may be compared. Within
this comparative framework, the cniteria
forealion taeoardtniiul
mengwihradtonivul
properties.

StandardIll. Evaluation Results in A
Interior, Washington. D.C. 20240.
Characterizes cultural resource surveyLitoInvtoyfSgiict
infcn
Ls rIvnoyo
documentation methods in State Historic

Preservation offices.

Properties That is Consulted In

Identifing. Donald C.Jackson and T. Allan

Priorities

Truss Bridge Types: A Guide to Dating and

Comp. American Association for State and
Local History. 1977. Nashville. Tennessee.

Assigning Registration and Treatment

PreservationPlanning.Anne Derry. H. Ward
Jandi. Carol Shull and Jan Thorman. National

Evaluation
Evaluation is the process of

determining whether identified

The evaluation process and the
subsequent development of an inventory
of significant properties is an on-going
ativity. Evaluation of the significance
of a property should be completed
before registration is considered and
before preservation treatments are
selected. The inventory entries should
contain sufficient information for
subsequent activities such as
registration or treatment of properties.

Washington. D.C. 2N=02 GPO stock nubr
(2-08-D-.General guidance about

properties meet defined criteria of
significance and therefore should be
included in an Inventory of historic
properties determined to meet the

including an evaluation statement that
makes dlear the significance of the
property within one or more historic
contexts.

024-01-1o.

Written primarily for the non-

archeologist, this publication presents
methods and objectives for archeological
surveys,
cultural Resources Evaluation of the

Northarl Gulffof Mexico ContinentalShelf.
National Park Service, U.S. Department of the
Interior. 1077.

GojidainesrforLcaolSuveyv A Basis for

Register Division. U.S. Department of the
Interior. 1978. Washington, D.C. Available
through the Superintendent of Docments.
uile
U.S. Government Printing Offie,

Technical leaflet ArM. Available from
AASLH, 70 Berry Road. Nashville.
Tennessee 37204. Information about
perforning surveys of historic bridges and
identifying the types of Poperties
encountered.

Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
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StandardIV Evaluation Results Are
Mode Available to the Public
Evaluation is the basis of registration
and treatment decisions. Information
about evaluation decisions should be
organized and available for use by the
general public and by those who take
part in decisions about registration and
treatment. Use of appropriate computerassisted data bases should be a part of
the information dissemination effort.
Sensitive information, however, must be
safeguarded from general public
distribution.
Secretary of the Interior's Guidelines -c
fr
Evaluation
Introduction

No. 190

IThursday,

September 29. 1983

or is not significant based on provided
information. This statement should be
part of the record.
Criteria: The purposes of evaluation
criteria should be made clear. For
example, the criteria may be used "to
evaluate properties for inclusion in the
county landmarks list," or "to implement
the National Register of Historic Places
program."
For Federal cultural resource
management purposes. criteria used to
develop an inventory should be
coordinated with the National Register
criteria for evaluation as implemented in
the approved State comprehensive
historic preservation plan.
Content of Criteria: Criteria should be
appropriate in scale to the purpose of
the evaluation. For example, criteria
designed to describe national
significance should not be used as the
basis for creating a county or State
inventory. Criteria should be categorical
and not attempt to describe in detail
every property likely to qualify. Criteria
outline the disciplines or broad
areas of concern (history, archeology,
architectural history, engineering and
culture, for example) included within the
scope of the inventory; explain what
kinds of properties, if any, are excluded
and the reasons for exclusion; and
define how levels of significance are
measured. if such levels ar
incorporated into the criteria. If the
criteria are to be used in situations
where the National Register criteria are
also widely used, it is valuable to
include a statement explaining the
relationship of the criteria used to the
National Register criteria, including how
scope of the inventory differs from
that defined by the National Register
criteria and how the inventory could be
use to identify properties that meet the
National Register criteria,

/ Notices

b. Compare Its features or
characteristics with those expected for
its property type: and
c. Define the physical extent of the
property and accurately locate the
property.
To facilitate distinguishing between
facts and analysis, the information
should be divided into categories.
Including identification and description
of pertinent historical contexts
description of the property and its
significance in the historical context;
and analysis of the integrity of the
property relative to that needed to
represent the context.
Usually documentation need not
include such items as a complete title
history or biography of every owner of a
property, except where that information
is important in evaluating its
significance. Information on proposed or
potential treatments or threats, such as
destruction of a property through
uncontrollable natural processes. is also
not needed for evaluation, unless those
effects are likely to occur prior to or
during the evaluation. thereby altering
the significant characteristic of the
property. If archeological testing or
structural analysis is needed for
evaluation. it should not proceeded
beyond the point of providing the
information necessary for evaluation
and should not unnecessarily affect
significant features or values of the
property.
When more information is needed:
Evaluation cannot be conducted unless
all necessary information is available.
(See Information Needed to Evaluate
Properties.) Any missing information or
analysis should be identified (e.g.
development of context or information
on the property) as well as the specific
activities required to obtain the
information (archival research, field

These Guidelines link the Standards
for Evaluation with more specific
guidance and technical information,
These Guidelines describe one approach
to meeting the Sthnidards for Evaluation,
Agencies, organizations, or individuals
proposing to approach evaluation
differently may wish to review thefr
appoac
te wih
Ntioal arkshould
Service,
The Guidelines are organized as
follows:
The Evalauation Process
Criteria
Application of Criteria within a Historic
Context
Inventory
Recommended Sources of Technical
Information
The Evaluation Process
dscib pinipes
Thee uielne
Threseauieines sinfcribe principle
igificanegaofo or
foreevalutingpothes
moren hstofrictroerieswthrgrdt.
givn
crterathe
st o
Groups of related properties should be
evaluated at the same time whenever
possible: for example, following
completion of a theme study or
community survey.suvyadtsigorlbaoy
Evaluation should not be undertaken
Information Needed to Evaluatesuvyadttigorlbaoy
testing). When adequate information is
Prpes:
eThe criteria should be
using documentation that may be out of
to record
importantwill
not
defining
roeedng
dat. Piorto ithevauaionaccmpaiedbya
not be
aio
that available,
fact so thatit is
evaluation
cop
nied
by statement
date.
Priorntopoedniiheauto
the current condition of the property
th miniu ifraonecessary to
evaluate
properties to insure that this
undertaken until the information can be
should be determined and previous
ifraonscletddungobtained.
In some cases needed
analyses evaluated in light of any new
idnfation aciis
collect s duin
ed
information is not obtainable, for
information.
ietfctoaciiisneddto
example, where historical records have
Evaluation must be performed by
locate specific historic properties.
been destroyed or analytical techniques
persons qualifid by education, training
Generally, at least the following will be
have not been developed to date
and experience in the application of the
needed:maeilinrcoogalst.Ifn
evatiol n mustheolelste. Ifnths
1. Adequately developed historic
criteria. Where feasible, evaluation
should be performed in consultation
contexts, including identified property
cases, it is important to acknowledge
with other individuals experienced in
types* (See the Guidelines forwhtifraonasotbanbl
applying the relevant criteria inlhe
Preservation Planning for discussion of
whtha
information
isn
wam
otia
geographical area under consideration:
development of historic contexts.)
afect the reliability of the evaluation.
for example, the State Historic
2. Sufficient information about the
Preservation Officer or local landmarks
appearance, condition and associative
Application of tMe Criteriawithin a
commission,
values of the property to be evaluated
HistoricContext
Evaluation is completed with a
to:
The first step in evaluation is
written determination that a propertyls
a. Classify it as to property type:
considering how the criteria apply to the
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properties
character of non-significant
a
for its type. When
requirements
is done
redundant identification work
context. This
prevent
to
historic
of
loss
particular
for
disqualified
is
property
by reviewing the previously developed
at a later time.
integrity, the evaluation statement
narrative for the historic context and
Maintenance: Inventory entries should
integrity
of
kinds
the
on
focus
should
would
determining how the criteria
maintained so that they accurately
be
those
type,
property
the
for
expected
apply to properties in that context,
what is known about historic
represent
the disqualified
based on the important patterns, events, that are absent forimpact
in the area covered by the
properties
absence
that
of
the
and
property,
persons and cultural values identified.
This will include new
inventory.
exemplify
to
ability
on the property's
(See the discussion of the historic
gained from research and
information
architectural, historical or research
context narrative in the Guidelines for
thi historic contexts,
about
survey
historic
particular
a
within
values
Preservation Planning.) This step
and previously
types,
property
context,
includes identification of which criteria
properties, as well as
evaluated
its
in
property
the
of
integrity
The
how
and
meet
each property type might
information about newly evaluated
current condition, rather than its likely
integrity is to be evaluated for each
properties. For individual properties.
condition after a proposed treatment.
property type under each criterion,
addition of kinds of significance, change
as
such
Factors
evaluated.
be
should
Specific guidelines for evaluating the
in the boundaries, or loss of significance
or
deterioration,
eligibility of individual properties should structural problems.
through demolition or alteration should
in
considered
be
should
abandonment
should
be established. These guidelines
be recorded.
affected
have
they
if
only
evaluation
the
outline and justify the specific physical
Uses and Availability: An inventory
or
characteristics or data requirements that the integrity of the significant features
be managed so that the
should
property,
the
of
characteristics
to
possess
an individual property rust
is accessible. Its usefulness
Ivnoyinformation
particular
the
retain itgtyfor
on the organization of
depends
b
anddeinenetroes
inperitye
information and on its abilty to
An inventory is a repository of
phhroey typeon additine th cesby
incorporate new information. An
information on specific properties
made to the evaluation framework.
inventory should be structured so that
significant.
as
evaluated
and
type
Consideration of property
entries can be retrieved by locality or by
should
inventory
The
Content
intergrity: After considering how the
historic context.
include:
criteria apply to the particular historic
Thavibltyoteinnor
historic
important
the
of
Summaries
1.
a
for
process
context, the evaluation
h viablt fth netr
contexts. These may be in the form of an information
property generally includes the
should be announced or a
historic
of
analyses
or
approved plan
be distributed. This
following steps:
should
summary
the
of
in the history
contexts importantcovered
of a list of properties
as to the
form
the
in
be
may
1. A property is classified
the
by
gegahclarea
appropriate historic context(s) and
infcn rasmayo
eautda
inventory:
property type(s). If no existing property
the historic contexts and the kinds of
2. Descriptions of significant property
type
type is appropriate. a new property
properties in the inventory. Inventories
types of these contexts, whether or not
is defined, its values identified, and the
ocl
to managers.
should be avilable
any specific properties have been
specific characteristics or data
planners, and the general public at lcl
identified.
requirements are outlined and justified.
State, regional, and Federal agency
3. Results of reconnaissance suvy
as an addition to the historic context If
lels
if
even
activities,
or other identification
necessary, a new historic context is
It is necessary to protect information
specific
on
information
of
level
te
defined for which values and property
aotacelgclstso
those
properties identified as part of
be
may
integrity
whose
types and their integrity requirements
properties
activities is not sufficient to evaluate
are identified and justified.
knowledge of
widespread
by
damaged
properties.
individual
2. A comparison is made between the
It may also be necessary
4. Information on individual properties their location.
existing information about the property
information on the location of
protect
to
evaluation,
in
used
was
that
and the integrity characteristics or data
properties such as religious sites,
Historic contexts are identified by
required for the property type.
structures, orobecswhose cultural
name, with reference to documents
a. If the comparison shows that the
would bcopomised by public
value
a
with
or
contexts,
those
property possesses these characteristics, describing
of the property's location
knowledge
context(s)
the
narrative statement about
then It is evaluated as significant for
Recommended Sources of Technical
where such documents do not exist
that historic context. The evaluation
Inomtn
of
Part
A description of the property.
includes a determination that the
Hwt pl h ainlRsse
photographic
a
be
may
description
this
typ.
its
for
property retains integrity
Hwt pl h ainlRgse
record.
the
that
shows
b.lIfthe comparison
Critera. Available through the National
A statement that justifies the
property does not meet the minimum
Register Branch, Interagency Resources
to
in relation
requirements. one of several conclusions significance of the property
Division, National Park Service, U.S.
should
statement
This
Its context(s).
is reached:
Department of the Interior, Washington.
of
integrity
the
of
include an analysis
(1) The property is determined not
D.C. 20240. Provides detaled technical
significant because it does not retain the th propety. of the property.
information about interpretation of the
Boundaries
integrity defined for the property type.
significance and integrity criteria used
was
A record of when a property
(23 The property has characteristics
of Historic
evaluated and included in the inventory, by the National Register
that may make it significant but these
program.
Places
and by whom.
differ from those expected for that
H-ow Tb Series. Available through the
Records on demolished or altered
property type in that context. In this
Register Branch, Interagency
National
as
evaluated
properties
and
properties
case, the historic context or property
Division. National Park
Resources
along
retained,
be
types should be reexamined and revised not significant shouldof areas surveyed.
U.S. Department of the Interior,
Service,
description
full
with
if necessary, based on subsequent
Washington. D.C. 2024. Discusses
for the planning information theme
research and survey,
application of the National Register
to
records provide about impacts
The evaluation should state how the
crit~ria for evaluation. Titles include:
and
location
the
about
and
properties
particular property meets the integrity
.
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may be appropriate depending on the
How To Establish Boundaries for
intended use of the register.
National Register Properties.
nombe
rlo
StnodII
How To Evaluate and Nominate
;'itmo nfraton is
Sun~ i't
NatioalPrpertie
PotentilRegster
AcsiltohePhicpblished
That Have Achieved Significance
Information should be readily
Within the Last 50 Years.
available to the public and to
How To Improve Quality of Photos for
government agencies responsible for the
National Register Nominations,
preservation of histonic properties and
How To Apply for Certification of
Significance Under Section 2124 of the for other planning needs.
Secretary of tha interior's Guidelines fr
Tax Reform Act of 1978.
ReitainAny
How To Apply for Certification of State
epinclude:
and Local Statutes and Historic
Introduction
Districts.
These Guidelines link the Standards
How To Quality Historic Properties
for Registration with more specific
Under the New Federal Law Affective
guidance and technical information,
Easements.
They describe one approach to meeting
Importance of Small Surface, and
DisturgedSites as Sources of Significant the Standards for Registration,
Agencies, organizations, or individuals
ArcheologicalData.Valerie Talmage
proposing to approach registration
and Olga Chester. Interagency
differently may wish to review their
Washington.
1977.
Service
Archeological
approach with the National Park
D.C. Available from the National
Service.
Technical Information Service. NTIS
Guidelines are organized as
Pubictin
umerPB 2099/S.The
flos
Discusses the role of small. surface, and
Puripose of Registration Programi
disturbed sites as sources of significant
Registration Procedures
information about a variety of
Documentation on Registered Properties
prehistoric activities. These types of
Public Availability
sites are frequently ignored in the
Recommended Sources of Technical
development of regional archeologica
reseoch deigns
of RiegistrationPrograms
resarc dsigs.Purpose
Registration of historic properties is
Secretary of the Interiors Standards For
the formal recognition of properties that
Registration
have been evaluated as significant
Registration is the formal recognition
according to written criteria.
of properties evaluated as significant.
Registration results in an official
Preservation benefits provided by
inventory or list that serves an
various registration programs range
administratjve function. A variety of
from honorific recognition to prohibition
benefits or forms of protection accure to
of demolition or alteration of included
a registered property. ranging from
programs
registration
Some
Properties.
honorific recognition to prohibition of
provide recognition and other broad
demolition or alteration.
benefits while other programs authorize
Some registration programs provide
more specific forms of protection.
recognition and other broad benefits or
Standard!I Registration i Conducted
entitlements, while other registrations of
procedures
ed
Stat
According To
properties may, in addition, authorize
more specific forms of protection. The
Registration of historic properties in.
application of the registration process
the National Register of Historic Places
should be a logical outgrowth of the
must be done in accordance with the
same planning goals and priorities that
National Register regulations published
guided the identification and evaluation
in the Code of Federal Regulations. 36
activities. Ali registration pograms
CFR W0.Registration for other lists or
should establish priorities for
purposes follow an established process
recognition of their authorized range of
that is understood by the public,
properties: provide for confidentiality of
particularly by thorn interests that may
sensitive Information: and establish a
be affected byrqlstraton.
means of appealing the registration or
Standardff. RegistrationInfomaton
non-registration of a property.
Locates. Describes andJustifies th
fistotio PrcedresGenerally,
ofahyscalIntgrit
Signficnceand
JCCU.
Significanroertysia Ineiy of-Rgsrta
Explicit procedures are essential
HistricProert
because they are the means by which
Registers are used for planning,
the public can understand and
research and treatment. They must
participate in the registration process.
contain adequate Information for users
Procedures for registration programs
to locati a property and understand its
should be developed by professionals in
significance. Additional information
_

-.

the field of historic preservation. in
consultation with those who will use or
affected by the program. Prior to
taking effect, procedures should be
or circulated for comment at
th governental level at which they
will be used. (Proiiduhs for registration
of properties in the National Register of
Historic Places and the National
Historic Landmarks list, for example,
are published in the Federal Register.)
registration program should
1. A professional staff to prepare or
assess the documentation:
2. A professional review, independent
of the nominating source, to provide an
impartial evaluation of the documented
significance:
3. Adequate notice to property
owners, elected officials and the public
about proposed registrations and the
effects of listing. if any; and
4. A means of public participation.
Professional Review: The registration
hudicuea needn
rcs
evaluation of the significance of the
property and of the quality and
thoroughness of the documentation
supporting that significance. Such
evaluation ensures that significance is
adequately justified and that
registration documentation meets the
technical requirements of the
registration process.
State and local preservation
programs. concerned with both public
and private properties, generally use a
review board, panel or commission. This
level of professional review has proven
to be effective in assessing the
sigifficance of properties considered for
registration.
Review boards and other forms of
independent review should include
professionals in the fields or diciplines
included In the criteria; representatives
of other fields or disciplines may be
desirable to reflect other values or
aspects of the register. Key personnel
must be qualified by education, training
or experience to accomplish their
designated duties. (See the Professional
Qualifications Standards.)
The scope of the independent review
should be clearly stated in the
registration procedures and should not
include issues outside the scope of the
applicable criteria for evaluation and
other areas specified in the procedures.
independent reviewers
should not be involved in any primary
research or analysis related to
properties under consideratlion: this
information should be gathered and
organized prior to review meetings.
Documentation presented to the
reviewers should be made available to
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previously described or can be provided
administrative or procedural error. An
the public prior to review meetings or
by a narrative discussion of the context.
whom
to
specify
appeal process should
public bearings. Registration of
(The development of contexts and their
an appeal may be made and how the
properties should not take place until
use in evaluating properties are
be
will
provided
Is
that
information
review of documentation has been
discussed in the Guidelines for
evaluated. The appeal procedures
completed.
Preservation Planning and the
any.
if
limit.
time
the
state
also
should
allows
Public Notice: Adequate notice
Guidelines-for Evaluation.] A significant
on
and
decision
a
on appealing
property owners, officials and other
property type and its characteristics are
consideration of information and
interested parties to comment on
Identified either through reference to the
appeal
the
by
decision
a
of
issuance
proposed registrations prior to action by
context(s) or by a narrative in
authority.
the independent reviewers. The degree
that describes
documentation
the
na estn 'oe
~ n~
of protection and control provided by.a
of a
justification
contexts.
rp~'shistoric
e'see
Douetdno
registration program may be a factor in
systematic
by
made
is
property
specific
Documentation requirements should
determining what constitutes adequate
comparison of its characteristics to
be carefully weige to provide the
notice. For example, adequate notice of
those required for the property type.
a
reach
to
needed
information atlly
proposed inclusion in honorific registers
Boundaries: The delineation and
registration decision and should be
may be less complex than that for
of boundaries for a
justification
certain
made
be
should
It
public.
made
registration that results in local controls
are important for
property
registered
that identification and evalution
on alteration or demolition of registered
future treatment activities. It is
the
record
and
obtain
activities
properties,
expecially critical when legal restraints
information necessary for regstration.
Notice to elected officials and the
or restrictions may result from the
insa
prepared
be
should
Documentation
distribute
to
public is necessary
registration of properties. Thus.
materials
on
and
format
standardized
information about potential registrations
boundaries should correspond as closely
to
easy
and
that are archivally stable
of concern to planning and development
as possible to the actual extent and
retrieve,
and
store
interests,
configuration of the property and should
a
of
location
precise
The
Location:
Adequate notice to property owners
be carefully selected to encompass, but
historic property must be clearly
may be, accomplished through means
Identified.noexedthetntftesiiict
by
ranging from individual notification
resourceesd. the eltectio of bousindfiaie
Street address, town or vicinity, and
naes
mail to publication of a public notice,
rsoudreflect The slinf
Propertie
provided.
be
county should
o
depending on the nature of thes
property.asect
shudfetthe
these
maps:
on
should also be located
drissoldntb
registration program and the number
thebrpety.b
USGS maps, county planning
ineti
bofderiptisouno
and character of the properties involved. may beor city base maps or real estate
chosnifrase
maps.
notification
owner
and
fneatds
tion
Public notices
thecs
ae
n
r
caon
maps. A uniform system of noting
rtiolofted
about proposed registrations should
land rs in eclusion of
location, such as UTM grid points or
public
of
times
dates'and
include the
meetings and review meetings. the kinds longitude and latitude, shouldhitrcpoey.Psntrprylns
sent propertylie
hsoric poety Prch
supplement mapping. It is recommended
of comments that are appropriate, and
ihutcrflanlsso
pocessonare
registration
each
tnlsofth
in the that
t
ith
areaoraefu
whnrethr
how comments will be considered
standardize the preferred choice of
a sprinle niormh
evaluation process. The notice should
proey
hstr
the
of
scope
the
to
appropriate
maps
also state where information can be
obtained about the registration program, process.hitrcpoey.Asnluifm
boundary description and acreage
Description: An accurate description
the criteria used to evaluate properties
should not be applied to a group or class
of
description
a
includes
of a property
for inclusion, and the significance of
opretis(antebellum plantations,
physical
both the current and historical
without examination of the
specific properties under consideration,
f 1or=mpe
extnofecpretyTh
tuor
the
of
condition
and
appearance
a
include
oundae shoulpeyutifed
The procedures should
property and notes the relevant property actaent
means of public participation in the form
historicsectdbuarsshldejsifd
typels) for the applicable
of submission of written comments or a
as appropriate to the historic property.
context(s). Discussion should include
a
or
public
the
to
open
meeting
review
Boundaries should be clearly and
and
-alterations, deterioration, relocation
public hearing,
described, using a verbal
precisely
other changes to the property since its
The procedures should state time
description. legal description.
boundary
period of sigifcance.
periods within which reviews, notices,
map. or lines drawn on
sketch
accurate
Significance: A statement of
comments. public hearings. te~8ew
whee neededo scifyathimiof the
a
significance should explain why
meetings and appeals will occur. Theto
whrneddtspcftelitsote
inclusion
for
property meets the criteria
time periods should be short enough
property being registered. When used,
been
has
it
which
to
register
the
in
allow for efficient recognition of historic
maps should show the location of
nominated,
properties but also allow adequate time
buildings, structures, sites or objects
least
This statement should contain at
for public comment and participation by
within the boundary.
elements:
3
those affected. Time periods may vary
Updating Information on Registered
historic
1. Reference to the relevant
depending on whether activities are
A change in the condition of
Properties:
context(s):
carried out at the local. State, or
features of a property
significant
the
property
relevant
of
2. Identification
natlolal level. These time schedules
in the official
change
a
require
may
types within the context andi their
should be widely circulated so that the
Alteration of a
record.
registration
and
characteristics;
process Is widely understood.
significant architectural feature, for
3. Justification that the property under
Appeal Process: A means of appeal
example, could mean that a property is
consideration has the characteristics
should be included in the registration
no longer significant for its architectural
iL.
qualify
process to allow for reconsideration of a required to historic contexts can bie
design.
Relevant
property's inclusion. Reasons for appeal
Additional signifficance of registered
the
to
reference
through
Identified
may range from existence of additional
may be identified through
properties
documents
other
or
plan
preservation
information about the property
of new historic contexts.
deyelopment
where the contexts have been
supporting or refuting its significance to
-historic
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Research may reveal that a property i%
significant in other historic contexts or
is significant at a higher level. For
example, a property previously
recognized as of local significance could
beb fund
of oatinal ignficace.
be
b fund
of atinal
o
ignficace.
A change in location or condition of a
registered property may mean that the
property is no longer significant for the
reasons for which it was registered and
the property should be deleted from the
registered hast.
Pubic vaiabiityproperties,
Pubic voiabikvvalues
Lists of registered properties should
be readily available for public use, and
information on registered properties
should be distributed on a regular basis.
Lists of properties registered nationally
are distributed through publication in
the Federal Register and to
Congressional Offices and State Historic
Preservation Offices. Comprehensive
information should be stored and
maintained for public use at designated
national, State and local authorities
open to the public on a regular basis.
Information should be retrievable by
the property name, and location, historic
con text or property type. The specific
location of properties that may be
threatened by dissemination of that
information must be withheld. These
may include fragile archeological
properties or properties such as religious
sites, structures, or objects whose
cultural value would be compromised by
public knowledge of the property
locationReomenedouce o Tchiclerode
IefomtinddSrcsoThnia
Infrmaionstabilization

H-ow to Complete National Register Forms.
National Register Division. National Park
Service. U.S. fleparmeni of the interior, 2977.
Washington. D.C. Available through the
Superintendent of Documrents. USh
Government Printing Office, Washnton.
D.C. 2042. GPO Stock Number 024-m65008-41. This publication is the standard
reference on the documentation requirements
of the National Register of Historic Places
program
How To Series. Available through the
National Register Branch. interagency
Resources Division. National Park Service.
Department of the Interior Z20M These
information sheets contain supplementary
information about interpreting the National
Register criteria for evaluation and
documentation requirements of the National
Register registration program Mile include.
Ro establroeis udrefoNaonl
Ro Egstaboelis Bonare fo atoa
How To Evaluate and Nominate Potential
National Register Properties That Have
Achieved Significance Within the Laist 50
Years.
How To Improve the Quality of Photographs
for National Register Nominations,
-
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How To Apply for Certification of
activities should be specified in the
Significance Under Section 2124 of the Tax
research design to ensure that the
Reform Act of 19Ms
resulting documentation produces a
How To Apply for Certification of state and
comprehensive record of historic
Local Statutes and Historic Districts,
poete na fiin
anr
How To Qualify Historic Properties Under
poete na fiin
anr
the New Federal Law Affecting Easements. Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Nt nDcmnainadTetet
Hsoia ouetto
Nt nDcmnainadTeamn
itrclDcmnso
of Historic Properies
Historical documentation provides
Documentation and treatment of
important information related to the
historic properties includes a variety of
significance of.a property for use by
techniques to preserve or protect
historians, researchers, preservationists,
architects, and historical archeologists.
or to document their historic
and information. While
Research is used early in planning to
documentation activities may be applied gather information needed to identify
and evaluate properties. MTese
to any potentially historic property,
generally only those properties that first activities are discussed in the Standards
have been evaluated as significant
and Guidelines for Preservation
against specified criteria (such as those
Planning and the Standards and
of the National Register) are treated.
Culdelinesfor Identification.) Historical
Some commonly applied treatments are
documentation is also a treatment that
preservation in place, rehabilitation,
can be applied in several ways to
restoration and stabilization; there ane
properties previously evaluated as
significant; it may be used in
other types of treatments also.
Documentation and treatment may be
conjunction with other treatment
applied to the same property; for
activities (as the basis for rehabilitation
example, archeological historical, and
plans or interpretive programs, for
example] or as a final treatment to
architectural documentation may be
preserve information in cases of
prepared before a structure is stabilized
threatened property destruction. These
or before foundations or chimneys or
Standards concern the use of research
other lost features are reconstructed.
Alternatives for treatment will usually and documentation as a treatment.
be available, and care should be applied StandardI. HistoricalDocumentation
in choosing among them. Preservation in Follow, a Research Design That
Place is generally preferable to moving a Responds to Needs Identified in the
property. Over time, the preferred
Pann rcs
treatment for a property may change: forPlnigPoe
Historical documentation is
example, an archeological site intended
undertaken to make a detailed record of
for preservation in place may begin to
the significance of a property for
so that a combination of
research and interpretive purposes and
archeological documentation and
may be required. If a
for conservation of information in cases
decision is made that a particular
of threatened property destruction.
property will not be preserved in place,
Documentation must have defined
the need for documentation must then
objectives so that proposed work may
be considered.
be assessed to determine whether the
he eso ouetto
euligdcmnainwl np ed
ienutiiedocintpaning procmes Ted
thre
. e Staoundaso
stndrsle
h
h lnigpoes
dniidi
o
h tnad
sadrs(e
Historical Documentation. Standards for research design or statement of
objectives is a formal statement of how
Architectural and Engineering
Documentation. and Standards for
the needs Identified in the plan are to be
addressed in a specific documentation
Archeological Documentation] as well
as the Standards for Historic
project. This is the framework that
Preservation Projects (Acquisition,
guides the selection of methods and
Preservation Stabilization. Protection,
evaluation of results, and specifies the
Rehabilitation. Restoration, and
relationship of the historical
Reconstruction) describe the techniques
documentation efforts to other proposed
of several disciplines to treat historic
treatment activities.
properties, and to document dr preserve
iformtion~ about their historical
vues. Te Intgin
ofpannn for
documetation an teamentwt their
execution Is accomplished in a
statement of objectives, or research
design. Because both the goals and
appropriate methodologies are likely to
be interdisciplinary in nature, the
relationship among these various

Standardsff. HistoricalDocumentation
Employs an AppropriateMethodology
to Obtai the Information Required by
The Research Design
Methods and techniques of historical
research should be chosen to obtain
needed information in the most efficient
way. Techniques should be carefuly
selected and the sources should be
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results. h
the proposed work with the
materials,
archival
is to
uses
design
research
the
doumetation
of
purpose
ethnohistores.
oter rseaches ca
reordd
sotha
oaltrtenqus
scope of the
proposed
iscoereand
the
define
inothrmto
cat
o
very
to define a set
ora htreear chcntinue.d intosecondary
prioerd
documentation work and
io
eesea r.
other sources make aro
the
and
during orcth
eerhcnan
on
sources
based
expectationst
of
Sdrd tlle eResutsofHstria
reordof revously identified
detile
irserationervalte prorc otesg
values or to investigate patulard
estabihdrsac.Gnalytersecheig
the
DocumentationAre Assessed Against
Into questions about
also ensures that research methods are
the Research Design and integrated
o a property or propertiessgnifcane
mcJS
laning
the
comnuaewtthtpqaly
technique that may
it is an investigative
and source of expected information
Of
associative,
document
is one product
to
employed
Docfleltaion
be
the
about
gatherd
The research design for a property
l
Inomation
e
res
informational
rhtcua.cluar
tef
eerhdsg
useful no th
. idenify infcefthe
ued as a shul
values of properis tmyb
are
is another. The research resultsdesign
recorin ori.Evaluate
structural
of
component
to
einvestigated
assssd ganst the research
rprtte)t
arhooiaarvcihiLtoeal
achittural.se rlvn
Historical,
z.
the
determine how well they meet the
elvn
iss
interpretation or to mitigate through
archeological Or cutua
objectives Of the research. Th ef results
loss of a propertyabout its
evaluated significance ofth
the
anticipated
to
urrnt
bdy
te
information
of
areintgrtedint
nservation
oren
iro c
krnowedgeaad riewe thefo
prpety
architectural or arceoogial
historical,
process.
threpsechronithoseaissues
and hrou
implications for the planning
geeal
Documentatio
significance.
nowedpoed okirltdt
h
n
a
The research design is reviewed to
results in both greater factual property
designs
knosledg
research
exstn
future
how
determine
knowledge about theinspecific
4. The amount and kindso
might be modified based on the activity
its values, and better
required to Produce reliable
information
conducted.and
of the prbperty in its
ndertanlding
itrcl
f
tobaith
ctndartdI. Thueut
historical analyses;
to
addition abouta5.Mtosobeudtobaith
knowledge
historical
factual in
and
Hitoiald
increasingcontext.
Reprted
ArTe
an)lo,
Docunatio
pic
he
Availble on
infsormation;inetged
and its significance in one
t~the
ublicproperty
Availble
8. Types of sources to beinetged
may
historical context, documentation
of personnel required;
to
types
accessible
be
or
to
must
Research results
to link the property
serve
also
results or findings based
be
Expected
7
should
prospective users. Results
its importance in other known or
define
knowledgeabuth
on available
communicate tthprfessional
yet-tobe defined historic contexts.
property and its context; and
incorporate,
should
omnmunity and the public in reports
Documentation
activity
B.Relationship of the proposed
summarizing the documentation
than duplicate, the findings of
rather
documentation to other
Of
historical
repository
be
and identifying the
research. Research may
previous
treatment activities: for
The
proposed
use
additional detailed information. must
to identify how a particular
undertaken
exml, eomendations on the
of an
work
the
goal of disseminating information
into
fits
interpretive
in
property
documentation
i the need to
hoeve,
be alaced
architect or builder to analyze teof
or other aspects of treatment
whose
programs
information
several
sensitive
among
protect
relationship
historical
to
such as anticipated architectural.
disclosure might result in damage
properties: or to document in geater
engineering or archeological
properties.
contexts of
the historical
documentation).
detail
for
kinds of questions
The
Guidelines
properties.
Interior's
on
depend
Secetryofthe
Ocuetto
will generally
Srtrcy
Histrica Docmenttioninvestigated
Research Methods
be chosen
what is already known or understood
Research methods should
For
Introduction
information needs, be
the
and what information is needed.
on
based
Standards
the
bridge
link
a
of
on and be recorded
These Guidelines
example. documentation
capabi
mre
forHisorcalDoumetaionwih
technological significance is well
researher could follow
whose
aoth
mre
soatatl
wih
ocuenttio
forHisorial
reia
sotat ohe
seifcgidance and technical
understood. but whose role in local
procedure. Sources
research
same
the
eifrion Thydecib n
would
other
history is noton the
be recorded so that
should
transportation
o
Stndade
information
the
meetingite
can locate or verify the
sumimarie and focus research on the
approactonocmetng
o
researchers
ad
htatin
Historical ocmetaio.Agencies.,
former topic
Inoatodicvrduigth
Hitoicl
The
inrmindscveduigth
associative values of the property.
Proposing
individuals
or
organizationshistorical documentationksektoase
search.of Sources The variety of
ekt oase
to approach
that research
Use
questionsdeed,
t thir
reie
wis
or archival search.
map
through
available written and graphic materials
may
differently may wiht eiwter
techniques
other
and
history
oral
and the number of individuals that can
in
approaches with the National Park
to issues addressed
relate
or
including but not
Sevc.also
structural documentation
example. salve as sources,
The Guidelines are organized as
deed and
archeological investigati=l for
limited to personal records,
follows:
Plats. Maps.
newspapers.
books,
title
history of
vital records.
the reasons for and
atlases, photographs.narratives.
to be the.
Historical Documentation Objectives
modification of a building
historical
censuses.
MethobDsig
subject of architectural or engineernig
interviews of individuals and secondary
Resaarcb
documentation,
Integmtirig Results
ailsol solecnieeecniee
source mails,
Reportling Results
Design1
Research
in developing the research design. Part
Recomimended Sources Of Technical
Historical documentation is guided by
of the development of the research
Information
of objectives, research
statement
design is deciding what kinds of source
before
ObectveSa
Docuenttio
in design or task directive Prepared
record
isbajetied
ontinti
Documentation
irot likel ahto
neifomateras
The researc
poination
performed.
ts
anthat
research
nheeerinfortones
the form of a report or other written
is a useful statement of how
nForxmation
thlate
design
pmost
reeac
context(s)
thel
enhance existing Ofwilbmotvuae.Frxmp.
document, of the historical
proposed work willpermits
comparison
data and
and significance of a Property,
archival
Historical research to create
'
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often secondary sources are most
*
evaluate the information found in the
valuable for gathering background
documentary sources investigated. Peer
information, while primary sources are
review or consultation with other
more useful to gather or confirm specific
knowledgeable individuals about the
facts. The documentation goals may not
information and the tentative
require exhaustive investigation of
conclusions can be an important part of
sources, such as deed records or
the analysis.
building permits. Research may be keptfomtfthmarsceiicjunlf
costeffctiv
crefl
bymakig
InegrtingResltsthe
decisions about when to use particular
The results of documentation must be
sources, thereby limiting the use of time- integrated into the planning process so
consumingfiechniques to when
that planning decisions are based on the
best available infonnaiton. The ne
absolutely necessary. Decisions about
information is first assessed against the
when to gather-information may also
affect the quality of information that can research design to determine whether
be gathered. When dealing with large
the gathered information meets the
project areas where loss of many
defined objectives of the research. Then
properties is anticipated, it is important
the relevant historic contexts, property
to gather information from local archival types, and treatment goals for those
sources and oral histories before project
contexts are all adjusted, as necessary,
activities destroy or disperse family or
based on the historical documentation
community records and residents.
results.
ofnsource materialscisacriticali se
ReportingResults
criica
of
surc
ineditors.
matrias i

analyzing the information gathered from
these sources. Maps, historical atlases
and insurance maps should be assessed
like written records for errors, biases
and omissions; for example, some map
sources may omit structures of a
temporary nature or may not fully depict
ethnic or minority areas. Likewise,
building plans and architectural
renderings may not reflect a structure as
it was actually built.
Analysis: Analysis should not only
focus on the issues defined in the
research design, but should also explore
major new issues identified during the
course of research or analysis. The
documentation gathered may raise
important issues not previously
considered, and further investigation
may be important, particularly when
contradictory information has been
gathered. It is important to examine the
implications of these new issues to
ensure that they are investigated in a
baldriced way.
Questions that should be considered.
in analyzing the information include:
1. Haes enough information been
gathered to anwser the questions that
were posed?
2. Do the answers contradict one
another? If so, it may be necessary to
search for more evidence. If no
additional eviaence is available,
judgements must be based on the
available sources, weighing their biases.
Conflicts of source materials should be
noted.
tealthough
In gnrlthmoeterfaih
knows about the general historical
period and setting, and limitations of the
source materials under investigation. the
better the individual is prepared to

preservation planning and by the
genera! public. Report formats may vary.
depending on the audience and the
anticipated uses of the documentation.
but professionally accepted rules of
report writing should be followed. If
reports are of a teffunlel nature, the
pertinent discipline may be the most
appropriate formatL Peer review of draft
reotisnemasfesunght
reotisnemasfesunght
state-of-the-art technical reports are
produced.
Recommended So2urces of Technical
Information
Folk/ife and Fieldwork. A Lotman s
Introduction to Field T1echniques. Peter
Bartis. American Folkhife Center,
Washingtoii. D.C., 1979.
Ord!inaryPeople and Everyday Life.
Perspectiveson the New Social Histo'3
James B. Gardnee and George Rolie Adams.
American Association for State and

Reports should contain:
Local History, Nashville. Tennessee. 19M3
1. Summaries of the purpose of the
The Process of Field Research Carl
documentation, the research design and
Pleischhauer and Charles K Wolfe. American
methods and techniques of
Folkife Center. Washington. D.C., 1981.
investigation.
Researching Heritage Buildings. Margaret
2. Sources of facts or analyses so that
Carter. Ministry of the Environment. Ottawa.
other researchers can locate the
Canada. 1983.
information in its original context.
Notation of any conflicts in source
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
materials and how the individual
Architectural and Engineering
performing the documentation
Documentation
interpreted these conflicts.Thsstnadcoerte
3. Sources consulted, including those
Thvesopen
tadadsocerttnhe
expected to contain useful information
dvlpeto
ouetto
o
historic buildings, sites, structures and
and those that contained no information
objects. This documentation, which
about the property(s).
4. Assessment of the accuracy, biases
usually consists of measured drawings.
and historical perspective of all sorcs
photographs and written data, provides
This information and that identified in
important information on a property's
No. 3 may be provided in an annotated
significance for use by scholars.
bibliography.
researphers, preservationists, architects
5. Discussion of major analyses and
engineers and others interested in
results, including conclusions regarding
preserving and understanding historic
all major research issues identified in
properties. Documentation permits
the research design, as well as
accurate repair or reconstruction of
parts of a property, records existing
important issues raised in the course of
research. The analysis should be
conditions for easements, or may
summarized in terms of its impact on
preserve information about a property
interpretating the property's significance
that is to be demolished.
and expanding or altering the
TeeSadrsaeitne
o s
knowledge about the property and its
in TeseoStandardsuaentetinde or se
context
7
inldeeloingth docnAinb
6. Researchers' interpretation ofBuligSre(AS)adteHsoc
ad (heHistric
Amica
gneing Recor(HB
historical events or trends. These
ColercinsEninerLibgRryofdCongrs
interpretations should be clearly
h bayo oges
Cletosi
identified.
Primary results should be preserved
HABS/HAER. in the National Park
and made accessible in some manner,
Service, have defined specific
they need not necessarily be
requiremtents for meeting these
contained in the report. At a minimum,
Standards for their collections. The
the report should reference the location
HAM/IHAR requirements include
of notes and analyses.
information important to development of
Results of historical documentation
documentation for other purposes such
should be made available for use in
as State or local archives
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StandardL Documentation Shall
Adequately Explicate and Illustrate
What is Significant or Valuable About
the Historic Building, Site, Structure or
Object Being Documented
The historic significance of the
ste r bTcthe
srutue
buldng
bidniidin stestrute oroet
evlutin pocss
idetiiedinth
should be conveyed by the drawings.
photographs and other materials that
comprise documentation. The historical,
architectural, engineering or cultural
values of the property together with the
purpose of the documentation activity
determine the level and methods of
documeptation. Documentation
prepared for submission to the Library
of Congress must meet the HABS/HAER
Guidelines.
StandardII.DocumentationShall be
PreparedAccurately From Reliable
Sources With Limitations Clearly
Stated to Permit Independent
Verification of the Information,
The purpose of documentation is to
preserve an accurate record of historic
properties that can be used in research
and other preservation activiti es. To
serve these purposes, the documentation
must include information that permits
assessment of its reliability,
Standard11. Documentation Shall be
Preparedon Materials That are Readily
Reproductible, Durable and in Standard
Sizes.

/
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may wish to review their approaches
with the National Park Service,
The Guidelines are organized as
follows:
Definitions
G08l of Documnentation
HAUS/HAER Collections
Standard 1: Content
S'randarci 11-Quality
Standard 111: Materials
Standard IV: Presentation
Architectural and Engineering Documentation
Prepared for Other Purposes
Recommended Sources of Technical
information
Definitions

These definitions are used in
conjunction with these Guidelines:
Architectural Data Form--a one page
HASS form intended to provide
identifying information for
accompanying HABS documentation.
Documnentation-measured drawings,
photographs, histories. inventory cards
or other media that depict historic
bet.
tutrso
buligsts
Field Photography-photography.
other than large-format photography,
intended for the purpose of producing
documentation, usually 35mm.
Field Records-notes of
field photographs
taken,information
measurements
and other recorded
intended
for the purpose of producing
documentation.
inventory Card-a one page form
which includes written data, a sketched
35m cotac prit ~
siteplananda
rn r'
5i otc
The size and quality of documentation siepa n
mounted on the form. The negative, with
materials are important factors in the
a separate contact sheet and index
preservation of information for fuur
shud b nlddwt h netr
be
should
use. Selection of materials
cadlot
for
expected
based on the length of time
Large Format Photographs-use
of
frequency
anticipated
the
storage.
sze fr sorae.photographs taken of historic buildings,
onvniet
anda
sites, structures or objects where the
negative is a 4 X 5". 5 X 7' or 8 X 10"
StandardIV DocumentationShall be
size and where the photograph is taken
Clearly and Concisely Produced
with appropriate means to correct
In order for documentation tp be
ritenperspective distortion.
useul orfutreresarc,
Measured Drawings-drswings
maerls moute egieah artnd
on HASS or HAER formats
produced
understandable, and graphic materials
depicting existing conditions or other
must contain scale information and
features of historic buildings,
loctin rfeencs.relevant
structures or objects. Measured
locaionrefrenes.sites,
Secretary of the Interior's Guidelines for drawings are usually produced in ink on
archivally stable material, such as
Architectural and Engineering
mylr.
Documentation
Photocopy-A photograph, with largeInrduto
negative, of a photograph or
Inioutinformat
drawing.
These Guidelines link the Standards
Select Existing Drawings--drawings
for Architectural and Engineering
of historic buildings, sites, structures or
Documentation with more specific
objects. whether original construction or
guidance and technical information,
later alteration drawings that portray or
They describe one approach to meeting
depict the historic value or significance.
the Standards for Architectural
Sketch Plan-a floor plan.cgenerally
Engineering Documentation. Agencies.
not to exacat scale although often drawn
organizations or individuals proposing
from measurements, where the features
to approach documentation differently
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are shown in proper relation and
proportion to one another.
Coailof Documentation
The Historic American Buildings
Survey (NABS1 and Historic American
Enigineeriij- R~fcord (HAER) are the
national historical architectural and
engineering documentation programs of
rmt
teNtoa akSrieta
doceNtation inrprieat intote
HAcuS/Hatio icoec ti in thebry
h irr
HB/ARcletosi
of Congress. The goal of the collections
is to provide architects, engineers.
scholars, and interested members of the
public with comprehensive
documentation of buildings, sites,
structures and objects significant in
American history and the growth and
development of the built environment.
The HABS/HAER Collections: HAHS/
HARR documentation usually consists
of measured drawings, photographs and
written data that provide a detailed
record which reflects aproperty's
significance. Measured drawings and
properly executed photographs act as a
form of insurance against fires and
natural disasters by permitting the
repair and, if necessary, reconstruction
of historic structures damaged by such
disasters. Documentation is used to
provide thes basis for enforcing
preservation easement. In addition.
dcmnaini fe h atmaso
docuenation softe throerat mhens of
roet;we
prseraino
property is to be demolished, its
documentation provides future
ovlal
rsacesacs
ifrationr taet oews woluale
nomto htohriewudb
HABE/HAER documentation is
developed in a number of ways. First
anmotualythNtialPr
Service employs summer teams of
student architects, engineers, historians
and architectural historians to develop
HABS/HAER documentation under the
supervision of Notional Park Service
professionals. Second,thNainlPr
Service produces HABS/HAER
documentation, in conjunction with
restoration or other preservation
treatment, of historic buildings managed
by the National Park Service. Third.
Federal agencies. pursuant to Section
110(b) of the National Historic
Preservation Act, as amended, record
those historic properties to be
demolished or substantially altered as a
result of agency action or assisted
action (referred to as mitigation
projects]. Fourth. individuals and
organizations prepare documentation to
HABS/HAER standards and donate that
documentation to the H-ABS/HAER
collections. For each of these programs,
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different Documentation Levels will be'
set.
The Standards describe the
fundamental principles of HABS/HAER
documentation. They are supplemented
by other material describing more
specific guidelines, such as line weights
for drawings. preferred techniques for
architectural photography. and formats
for written data. This technical
information is found in the HABS/HAER
Procedures Manual.
These Guidelines include important
information about developing
documentation for State or local
archives. The State Historic
Preservation Officer or the State library
should be consulted regarding archival
requirements if the documentation will
becoe
f teircolectons
prt
In
beestbihn
parchivs
the
impectortantn
qestlion ofdrailiste
and
ran
rerouci
rbility
hudaenderdi
repoduiblit
shul
relation to the purposesbeconidredin
of the
collection.
Documentation prepared for the
purpse
icluionin
f
he 1ABs/AER
cuoleincmuso
mee the requir
Aet
bolelo The
t mASHeR rqieet
fceo
the
Natonal ParkASrvieretais thet
Ntona
fus toraccep douetaionh fri
toccet
efse oocuenatin or
inclusion in the EL ES/HAER
docuentto
wh
eht
colects
doesnotemet asspAeciidblw
requirements,
Standard 1: Content
1. Requirement Documentation shall
adequately explicate and illustrate what
is significant or valuable about the
historic building, site, structure or object
being documented.
2. Criteria:Doctumentation shall meet
one of the following documentation
levels to be considered adequate for
inclusion in the rABs/HAEn
collections,
a. Documentation Level 1;
(1) Drawings: a full set of measured
drawings depicting existing or historic
conditions,
(2) Photographs: photographs with
large-format negatives of exterior and
interior views: photocopies with large
format negatives of select existing
drawings or historic views where
available.
(3) Written data: history and
description.
It.Documentation Level 11;
(1) Drawig: select existing drawings,
where available, should be
photographed with large-format
~
negatives or photographically
reproduced on mylar,
(2) Photographs: photographs with
large-format negatives of exterior and
interior views, or historic views, where
available,

(3) Written data: history and -office
description,
c. Documentation Level IIl:
(1) Drawings: sketch plan.
(2) Photographs: photographs with
large-format negatives of exterior and
interior views,
(3) Written data: architectural data
forM.
d. Documentation Level FV: HABS/
HAER inventory card.
3. Test Inspection of the
documentation by I-ABS/HARR staff.
4. Comnay The HABS/HAF.
office retains the right to refuse to
accept any documentation on buildings.,
site stutrsorojcslckncinfcain
stsrcue
rojcslcigsgiiac
historical significance. Generally,
buildings, sites, structures or objects
must be listed in, or eligible for listing in
the National Register of Historic Places
to be considered for inclusion in the
HAHS/HAER
The kind andcollections.
amount of
documentation should be appropriate to
the nature and significance of the
buildings, site, structure or object ben
documented. For example,
Documentation Level I would be
inappropriate for a building that is a
minor element of a historic district,
notable only for streetscape context and
scale. A full set of measured drawings
for such a minor building would be
ddlitl. f ny
information to the HABS/HAER
collections. Large format photography
(Documentation Level III) would usually
be adequate to record the significance of
this type of building.
Similarly, the aspect of the property
that is being documented should reflect
the nature and significance of the
building, site, structure or object being
documented. For example, measured
drawings of Dankrnar Adler and Louis
Sullivan's Auditorium Building in
Chicago should indicate not onl
facades, floor plans and sections. but
also the innovative structural and
mechanical systems that were
incorporated in that building. Large
format photography of Gunstoniall in
Fairfax County, Virginia, to take another
example, should clearly show William
Buckland's hand-carved moldings in the
Palladian Room, as well as other views,
HABS/HAER documentation is
usually in the farm of measured
drawings, photographs, and written
data. While the criteria in this section
have addressed only these media. documentation need not be limited to
them. Other media, such as films of
industrial processes can and have been
used to document historic buildings,
sites, structures or objects. If other
media are to be used, the HAilS/HAR

.

should be contacted before
recording.
The actual selection of the
appropriate documentation level will
vary, as discussed above. For mitigation
documentation prdjicttf. this level will
be selected by the National Park Service
Regional Office and communicated to
the agency responsible for completing
the documentation. Generally, Level I
documentation is required for nationally
significant buildings and structures.
defined as National Historic Landmarks
and the primary historic units of the
National Park Service.
nocsofcosohrta
wiladctateothersetino
ildcaeteslcino
another level of documentation. For
example, if a rehabilitation of a properly
is planned, the owner may wish to have
a full set of as-built drawings, even
though the significance may indicate
Level U documentation.
HB ee
esrddaig
HBSLvlmesrdraig
usually depict existing conditions
through the use of a site plan, floor
plns, elevations, sections and
construction details. HAER Level I
measured drawings will frequently
depict original conditions where
adequate historical material exists, so
as to illustrate manufacturing or
engineering processes.
Level U1documentation differs from
Level I by substituting copies of existing
drawings, either original or alteration
drawings, for recently executed
measured drawings. If this is done, the
drawings must meet HABS/HAER
requirements outlined below. While
existing drawings are rarely as suitable
as as-built drawings, they are adquate in
many cases for documentation purposes.
Only when the desirability of having asbuilt drawings is clear are Level I
measured drawings required in addition
to existing drawings. If existing
drawings are housed in an accessible
collection and cared for archivally. their
reproduction for HABS/HAER may not
be necessary. In other cases, Level I
measured drawings are required in the
absence of existing drawings.
Level III documentation requires a
sketch plan if it helps to explain the
structure. The architectural data form
should supplement the photographs by
explaining what is not readily visible.
Level IV documentation consists of
completed HAilS/HAR inventory
cards. This level of documentation,
unlike the other three levels, is rarely
considered adequate documentation for
the HAilS/HAER collections but is
undertaken to identify historic resources
in a given arga primr to additional, more
comprehensive documentation.
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Standard 11: Quality
1. Requirement: HABS and ER
documentation shall be prepared
reliable sources with
accurately from
clearly stated to permit
limitations
independent verification of information,
2. Criteria:,For all levels of
documentation, the following quality
standards shall be met.
a. Measured drawings: Measured
drawings shall be produced from
cuaemaueet.
reodd
reordeds accrthe meldngtasu rent
Portsions o the abuldi n ht werel not
acesbefrmaueetsolbo
be drawn on the measured drawings.
but clearly labeled as not accessible or
drawn from available construction
drawings and other sources and so
identified. No part of the measured
drawings shall be produced from
hypothesis or non-measurement related
activities. Documentation Level I
measured drawings shall be
accompanied by a set of field notebooks
in which the measurements were first
recorded. other drawings, prepared for
DoumnttinLeel 1 adII, hal
include a statement describing where
the original drawings are located,
b. Large format photographs: Large
format photographs shall clearly depict
the appearance of the property and
areas of significance of the recorded
building, site, structure or object. Each
view shall be perspective-corrected and
fully captioned.
c. Written history: Written history and
description for Documentation Levels 1
and 11 shall be based on primary sources
to the greatest extent possible. For
Levels Ill and IV, secondary sources
may provide adequate information; if
not. primary research will be necessary.
A frank assessment of the reliability and
limitations of sources shall be included.
Within the written history. statements
shall be footnoted as to their sources.
where appropriate. The written data
shall include a methodology section
specifying name of researcher,date of
research, sources searched, and
limitations of the project.
3. Test Inspection of the
documentation by HABS/HAER staff.
4. Commentary. The reliability of the
H-ABS/HAER collections depends on
documentation of high quality. Quality
is not'something that can be easily
Prescribed or quantified, but it derives
from.a process in which thoroughness
and accuracy play a large part. The
principle of independent verification
HAES/HAER documentation is critical
to the HABS/HAER collections.
i:
ateias
Stadad
Stadad Il:Matrilswill
1. Requirement HABS and HAfl
documentation shall be prepared on

materials that are readily reproducible
for ease of access; durable for long
storage; and in standard sizes for ease
of handling.
2- Criteria: For all levels of
documentation, the following material
standards shall be met:
a. Measured Drawings:
Readily Reproducible: Ink on
translucent material.
Durable: Ink on archivally stable
materials.
Standard Sizes: Two sizes: 19<X 4
or 24 X 38".
b. large Format Photographs:
Readily Reproducible: Prints shall
accompany all negatives.
Durable: Photography must be
archivally processed and stored.
Negatives are required on safety film
only. Resin-coated paper is not
accepted. Color photography is not
acceptable.
stnadSzs he ie:4~~5
X 7" a , 10".
c.';itnHsoyand Description:
la oyfr
itr
rte
~
Readily Reproducible:.la cp o
Durable: Archival bond required.
Standard Sizes: 8% X 11".
d. Field Recordls:
Readily Reproducible: Field
notebooks may be xeroxed. Photo
identification sheet will accompany 35
non negatives and contact sheets.
Durable: No requirement.
Standard Sizes: Only requirement is
that they can be made to fit into a 9 4 >
12" archival folding file.
3. Tesk-Inspection of the
documentation by HABS/HAFJR staff.
4. Commentary:-All HAfl/jflR
records are intended for reprodiuction;some 20,000 HABS/HAER records are
reproduced each year by the Library of
Congress. Although field records are not
intended for quality reproduction, it is
intended that they be used to
supplement the formal documentation.
The basic durability performance
standard for HA.BS/HAER records is 50W
years. Ink on mylar is believed to meet
this standard, while color photography,
for example, does not. Field records do
not meet this archival standard, but are
maintained in the HABS/HAER
collections as a courtesty to the
collection user.
talrequirements
Standard IVl: Prsnainof
1. Rbquirement HABS and HAER
documentation shall be clearly and
concisely produced.
2. Criteria:-For levels of
documentation as indicated below, the
following standards for presentation
be usd:
a. Measured Drawings: Level I
measured drawings will be lettered
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mechanically (i.e.. Leroy or similar) or in
a handprinted equivalent style.
Adequate dimensions shall be included
on all sheets. Level 111 sketch plans
should be neat and orderly.
bi. Largelforffiat photographs: Level I
photograph's shall include duplicate
photographs that include a scale. Level
BIand Il photographs shall include, at a
minimum, at least one photograph with
a scale, usually of the principal facade.
c. Written history and description:
Data shall be typewritten on bond,
follow ing accepted rules of grammar.
3. Test Inspection of the
documentation by HABS/HAER staff
Architecturaland Engineering
DocumentationPreparedfor Other
Purposes
Where a preservation planning
process is in use, architectural and
engineering documentation, like other
trieate aviis aenderytkent
acivthgolidnfedbte
preservation planning process.
Documentation is deliberately selected
as a treatment for properties evaluated
as significant and the development of
the documentation program for a
property follows from the planning
objectives. Documentation efforts focus
on the significant characteristics of the
property. as defined in the previously
completed evaluation. The selection of a
level of documentation and the
documentation techniques (measured
drawings, photography. etc.] is based on
the significance of the property and the
management needs for which the
documentation is being performed. For
example. the kind and level of
documentation required to record a
historic property for easement purposes
may be less detailed than that required
as mitigation prior to destruction of the
property. In the former case. essential
documentation might be limited to the
portions of the property controlled by
the easement, for example, exterior
facades; while in the latter case,
significant interior architectural features
and non-visible structural details would
also be documented.
The principles and content of the
HABS/HAER criteria may be used for
guidance in creating documentation
for other archives. Levels
documentation and the durability and
sizes of documentation may vary
depending on the intended use and the
repository. Accuracy of documentation
should be controlled by assessing the
reliability of all sources and making that
assessment available in the archival
record; by describing the limitations of
the Jinformation available from research
ano physical examination of the
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property: and by retaining the primary
Standard!. Archeological
data [field measurements and
Documentation Activities Follow an
notebooks) from which the archival
Explicit Statement of Objectives and
record was produced. Usefulness of the
Methods That Responds to Needs
documentation products depends on
Identified in the PlanningProcess
preparing the documentation on durable
Archeological rsarch and
materials that are able to withstand
docuimentation may be undertaken to
handling and reproduction, and in sizes
fulfil a number of needs, such as
overviews and background studies for
that can be stored and reproduced
without damage.
planning, interpretation or data recovery
Recomimended Sources of Technical
to mitigate adverse effects. The planning
Information
needs are articulated in a statement of
objectives to be accomplished by the
Recording Historic Buildings. HarleyJ.
archeological documentation activities.
McKee. Government Priting Offic. 1970.
Washington. D.C. Available through the
The statement of objectives guides the
selection of methods and techniques of
Superintendent of Documnents. U.S.
study and provides a comparative
Government Printing Office, Washington.
framework for evaluating and deciding
D.C. 20402. GPO number 024-005-=25-g.
the relative efficiency of alternatives.
IIABS/JL4ER ProceduresManual. Historic
Satisfactory documentation involves the
American Buildings Survey/Historic
use of archeological and historical
American Engineering Record. National Park
sources, as well as those of other
Service. 1980. Washington, D.C.
disciplines. The statement of objectives
PhotogrommetricRecording of Cultural
usually takes the form of a formal and
Resources. Perry E. Borchers. Technical
Presen ation Services. U.S. Department of the explicit research design which has
evolved from~ the interrelation of
Interior. 1977. Washinton. D.C.
Rectified Photographyand Photo Drawings planning needs, current knowledge,
for Historic Preservadon. 1. Henry Chambers. resource value and logistics
StandardHI. The Methods and
Technical Preservation Services. U.S.
Department of the Interior. 1975. Washington.
Techniques of Archeological
D.C.
Documentation are Selected To Obtain
Sceayof the Interior's standards for
the InfoanationfRequiredby the
Archeological Documentation
SaentoObcivsbalanced,
The methods and techniques chosen
Archeological documentation is a
series of actions applied to properties of for archeological documentation should
archeological interest. Documentation of be the most effective, least destructive,
most efficient and economical means of
such properties may occur at any or all
obtaining the needed information,
levels of planning, identification.
Methods and techniques should be
evaluation or treatment. The nature and
selected so that the results may be
level of documentation is dictated by
verified if necessary. Non-destructive
each specific set of circumstances.
Archeological documentation consists of techniques should be used whenever
appropriate. The focus on stated
actvites uchas reearh,
obsevtionuc ad rcrival ofseaoveobjectives should be maintained
goundermain and obraionboe
throughout the process of study and
groudanreain.
obervaiondocumentation.
(directly, through excavation, or
indirectly, through remote sensing] of
1II. The Results of
below-ground remains. Archeological
Archeological Documentationare
documentation is employed for the
Assessed Against the Statement of
purpose of gathering information on
Objectives andIntegratedInto the
individual historic properties or groups
PlanningProcess
of properties. It is guided by a
One product of archeological
framework of objectives and methods
documentation is the recovered data:
derived from the planning process, and
another is the information gathered
makes use of previous planning
about the usefulness of the statement of
decisions, such as those on evaluation of objectives itself. The recovered data are
significance. Archeological
assessed against the objectives to
documentation may be undertaken as an deternine how they meet the specified
aid to various treatment activities,
planning needs. Information related to
including research, interpretaltion.
archeological site types, distribution and
reconstruction, stabilization and data
density should be integrated in planning
recovery when mitigating archeological
at the level of identification and
losses resulting from construction. Care
evaluation. Information and data
should be taken to assure that
concerning itra-site structure may be
documentation efforts do not duplicate
needed for developing mitigation
previous efforts.
strategies and are appropriately
-Standard

integrated at tis level of planning. The
results of the data analyses are
integrated into the body of current
knowledge. The utility of the method of
approach and the particular techniques
which were used in-the investigation
(i.e. the research design) should be
assessed so that the 6bjectives of future
documentation efforts may be modified
accordingly.
StandardIV The Results of
Archeological Documentationare
Reported and Made Available to the
Public
Reutmstbacsileoabrd
Reutmstbacsileoabrd
range of users including appropriate
agencies, the professional community
and the general public. Results should
be communicated in reports that
summarize the objectives, methods.
techniques and results of the
documentation activity, and identify the
repository of the materials and
information so that additional detailed
information can be obtained, if
necessary. The public may also benefit
from the knowledge obtained from
archeological documentation through
ampehets,bocryses, efilets drmispay
andexits
outos byTlie, film orfuli
mdieatn
roduc
he goaeo t
atio
however, with the need to
protect sensitive information whose
disclosure might result in damage to
properties. Curation arrangements
sufficient to preserve artifacts,
specimens and records generated by the
investigation must be provided for to
assure the availability of these materials
for future use.
Secretary of the Interior's Guidelines for
ArchietlogicaI Documentation
introduction
These Guidelines link the Standards
for Archeological Documentation with
more specific guidance and technical
information. They describe one
approach to meeting the Standards for
Documentation. Agencies, organizations
or individuals proposing to approach
archeological documentation differently
may wish to review their approach with
the National Park Service.
The Guidelines are organized as
follows:
Arhogia
cuntso Ojtve
Arhogia
Documentation
Objctve
DMentatnla
Meptodsut
Reprtiongeut
RcmeddSucso ehia
Inomtn
1. Coliectibn of base-line data:
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2.Problem-oriented research directed
values. Within the overall goals and
that are required tbi address the
toward particular data gaps recognized
priorities established by the planning
specified documentation objectives.
in the historic context(s);
process, particular methods of
This may mean that other data classes
3.Preservation or illustration of
investigation are chosen that best suit
are deliberately neglected. If so. the
significance which has been identified
the types of study to be perforned.
reasons for such a decision should be
for treatment by the planning process; or
Relationship of archeological
carefully justified in terms of the
4. Testing of new investigative or
documentation to other types of
preservation plan.
conservation techniques, such as the
documentation or other treatments:
Archeological investigations seldom
effect of different actions such as forms
Archeological documentation is
are able to collect and record all
of site burial (aqueous or non-aqueous).
appropriate for achieving any of various
possible data. It is essental to determine
Many properties having archeological
goals, including:
the point at which further data recovery
components have associative values as
Documentation Plan
and documentation fail to improve the
well as research values. Examples
usefulness of the archeological
include Native American sacred areas
Research Design: Archeological
information being recovered. One
and historic sites such as battlefields,
documentation can be carried out only
purpose of the research design is to
Archeological documentation may
after defining explicit goals and aesiaetoelmsindvcendo
preserve information or data that are
methodology for reaching them. The
sestat wth liit infadvatnceadt
linked to the identified values that a
goals of the documentation effort
beuoes atplwhativoIn
sinfration
particular property Possesses.
directly reflect the goals of the
strategies should be selected based on
Depending on the property type and the
preservation plan and the specific needs
these general principles considering the
range of values represented by the
identified for the relevant historic
folloio
gfcos
property, it may be necessary to recover
contexts. In the case of problem oriented
wngfcos
1. Specific data needs;
archeological research, the plan usually
information that relates to an aspect of
takes the form of a formal research2.Tmanfudavibltoscr
the property's significance other than
the data; and
design, and includes, in addition to the
the specified research questions. It is
3. Relative cost efficiency of various
items below, explicit statements of the
possible that conflicts may arise
strategies.
problem to be addressed and the
between the optimal realizations of
research goals and other issues such as
methods or tests to be applied. The
Responsiveness to the concerns of
the recognition/protection of other types purpose of the statement of objectives is local groups (e.g., Native American
of associative values. The research
to explain the rationale behind the
groups with ties to specific properties)
design for the archeological
documentation effort; to define the
that was built into survey and
documentation should provide for
scope of the investigation; to identify the evaluation phases of the preservation
methods and procedures to resolve such
methods, techniques. and procedures to
plan, should be maintained in
conflicts, and for the close coordination
be used; to provide a schedule for the
archeological investigation, since such
of the archeological research with the
activities: and to permit comparison of
activity usually involves site
appropriate ethnographic, social or
the proposed research with the results.
disturbance. The research design. in
technological research.
The research design for an archeological addition to providing for appropriate
ethnographic research and consultation.
ArceoogialDocmetatondocumentationeffort follows the same
should consider concerns voiced in
guidelines as those for identification
Objctesgcllcmnoo
Objcties(see
the Guidelines for Identification)
previous phases. In the absence of
The term "archeological
but has a more property-specific
previous efforts to coordinate with local
documentation" is used here to refer
orientation.
or other interested groups, the research
specifically to any operation that is
The research design should draw
design should anticipate the need to
performed using archeological
upon the preservation plan to identify:
initiate appropriate contracts and
techniques as a means to obtain and
I. Evaluated significance of the
provide a mechanism for responding to
record evidence about past human
property(ies) to be studied;
sensitive issues, such as the possible
activity that is of importance to
2. Research problems or other issues
uncovering of human remains or
documenting history and prehistory in
relevant to the significance of the
discovery of sacred areas.
the United States. Historic and
property;,
The research design facilitates an
prehistoric properties may be important
3. Prior research on the topic and
orderly, goal directed and economical
for the data they contain, or because of
property type; and how the proposed
project However, the research design
their association with important
documentation objectives are related to
must be flexible enough to allow for
persons. events, or processes, or
previous research and existing
examination of unanticipated but
because they-represent architectural or
knowledge;
important research opportunities that
artistic values, or for other reasons.
4.The amount and kinds of
arise during the investigation.
Archeological documentation may be an information (data) required to address
Documentation Methods
appropriate option for application not
the documentation objectives and to
only to archeological properties, but to
make reliable statements, including at
Background Review: Archeological
abovEiground structures as well, and
what paint information is redundant and documentation usually is preceded by.
may be used in collaboration with a
documentation efforts have reached a
or integrated with historical research
wide range of other treatment activities,
paint of diminishing returns.
~
(i.e. that intensive background
Ifa property contains artifacts,
5. Methods to be used to find the
information gathering including
features, and other materials that can be information; and
identification of previous archeological
studied using archeological techniques.
S. Relationship of the proposed
work and inspection of museum
then archeological documentation may
archeological investigation to
collections; gathering relevant data on
be selected to achieve particulr goals
anticipated historical or structural
geology, botany. urban geography and
of the planning process-such as to
documentation, or other treatments,
other related disciplines; archival
address a specified Information need, or
The primary focus of archeological
research; informant interviews, or
to illustrate significant associative
documentation is on the data classes
recording of oral tradition, etc.).
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Depending on the goals of the
Archeological documentation, the
background historical and archeological
research may exceed the level of
research accomplished for development
of the relevant historic contexts or for
identification and evaluation, and
focuses on the unique aspects of the
property to be treated. This assists in
directing the investigation and locates a
broader base of information than that
contained in the property itself for
response to the documentation goals.
This activity is particularly important
for historic archeological properties
where information sources other than
the property itself may be critical to
th sinifcan asect ofthe
presrvi
property. (See the Secretary of the
Interior's Standards and Guidelines for
Historical Documentation for discussion
of associated research activities.)
Field Studies: The implementation of
the research design in the field must be
flexible enough to accommodate the
discovery of new or unexpected data
clastises or pperties, ochging fe
cpodits Awhaedeaapproach mayre
aopro pr twenodaigropwihlag
cmxproperties nfor groups f
in
epperies, aoing frages
termination of the program, based on
analysis of recovered data at the end of
each phase. Such an approach permits
the confirmation of assumptions
concerning property extent, content or
organization which had been made
based on data gathered from
identification and evaluation efforts, or
the adjustment of those expectations
and resulting changes in procedure. In
some cases a phased approach may be
necessary to gather sufficient data to
calculate the necessary sample size for
a statistically valid sample. A phased
documentation program may often be
most cost-effective, in allowing for early
termination of work if the desired
objectives cannot be achieved.
Explicit descriptive statements of and
justification for field study techniques
are important to provide a means of
evaluating results. In some cases,
especially those employing a sampling
strategy in earlier phases (such as
identification or evaluation], it is
ponssile to estimate parameters of
certain classes of data in a fairly
rigorous statistical manner. It is thus
desirable to maintain some consistency
in choice of sampling designs throughout
multiple phases of work at the came
property. Consistency with previously
employed areal sampling frameworks
also improves potential replication in
terms of later locating sampled and
unsampled areas. it often is desirable to
-
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estimate the nature and frequency of
data parameters based on existing
information or analogy to other similar
cases. These estimates may then be
tested In field studies.
An important consideration in
choosing methods to be used in the field
studies should be assuring full, clear,
and accurate descriptions of all field
operations and observations, including
excavation and recording techniques
and stratigraphic or inter-site
relationships.
To the extent feasible, chosen
methodologies and techniques should
take into account the possibility that
future researchers will need to use the
recovered data to address problems not
recognized at the time the data were
recovered. The field operation may
recover data that may not be fuly
analyzed. this data, as well as the data
analyzed. should be recorded and
preserved in a way to facilitate future
research.
A variety of methodologies may be
used. Choices must be explained,
including a measure of costeffectiveness relative to other potential
chices. Actual results can then be
measured against expectations, and the
information applied later in similar
caes
Destructive methods should not be
applied to portions or elements of the
property if nondestructive methods are
practical. If portions or elements of the
property being documented are to be
preserved in place, the archeological
investigation should employ methods
that will leave the property as
undisturbed as possible. However, in
cases where the property will be
destroyed by. for example, construction
following the investigation. it may be
most practical to gather the needed data
in the moat direct manner, even though
that may involve use of destructive
techniques.
Logistics In the field, Including the
deployment of personnel and materials
and the execution of sampling strategies.
should consider site significant
anticipated location of most Important
data, cost effectiveness, potential time
limitations and possible adverse
environmental conditions.
The choice of methods for recording
data gathered in the field should be
based on the-research design. Based on
that statement, it Is known in advance Of
field work what kinds of Information are
needed for analysis; record-keeping
techniques should focus on these data.
Field records should be maintained in a
manner that permits independent
interpretation in so far as possible.

Record-keeping should be standardized
in format and level of detail.
Archeological documentation should
be conducted under the supervision of
qualified professionals in the disciplines
appropriate to the data that are to be
recovered. When the general public is
directly involved in archeological
documentation activities, provision
should be made for training and
supervision by qualified professionals.
(See the Professional Qualifications
Standards.)
Analysis: Archeological
documentation is not completed with
field work, analysis of the collected
information is an integral part of the
documentation activity, and should be
planned for-in the research design.
Analytical techniques should be
selected that are relevant to the
objectives of the investigation. Forms of
analysis that may be appropriate.
depending on the type of data recovered
and the objectives of the investigation,
include but are not limited to: studying
artifact types and distribution:,
radiometric and other means of age
determination: studies of soil
sfratipraphy- studies of organic matter
such as human remains, pollen, animal
bones, shells and seeds; study of the
composition of soils and study of the
natural environment in which the
property appears.
Reporing Results
Report Contents: Archeological
documentation concludes with written
report(s) including minimally the
following topics:
1. Description of the study area;
z.Relevant historical documentationl
background research3. The research design;
tde satal
4 h il
n
impemthediludis ayactually
fro the research design and the reason
for the changes;
s.All field observations:
8. Analyses and results, illustrated as
appropriate with tables, charts, and
graphs7. Evaluation of the investigation in
terms of the goals and objectives of the
investigation, including discussion of
how well the needs dictated by the
planning process were served-,
& Recommendations for updating the
relevant historic contexts and planning
goals and priorities, and generation of
new or revised information needs;
9. Reference to related on-going or
proposed treatment activities, such as
structural documentation. stabilization,
etc.; and.
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10. Information on the location of
original data in the form of field notes,
photographs, and other materials.
Some individual property information,
such as specific locational data, may be
highly sensitive to disclosure, because of
the threat of vandalism. If the objectives
of the documentation effort are such
tht onaiin
rpot
cnfdetil
information such as specific site
locations or information on religious
practice. is necessary, it may be
appro date to prepare a separate report
forpuli distribution. The additional
report should summarize that
information that is not under restricted
access in a format most useful tote
tote
expected groups of potential users. Peer
review of draft reports is recommended
to ensure that state-of-the-art technical
reports are produced.
Availability: Results must be made
available to the full range of potential
users. This can be accomplished through
a variety of means including publication
of results in monographs and
professionals journals and distribution
of the report to libraries or technical
clearinghouses such as the National
Technical Information Service in
Springfield, Virginia.
Curation
Archeological specimens and records
are part of the documentary record of an
archeological site. They must be curated
for future use in research, interpretation,
preservation, and resource management
activities. Curation of important
archeological specimens and records
should be provided for in the
development of any archeological
program or project.
Archeological specimens and records
that should be curated are those that
embody the information important to
history and prehistory. They include
artifacts and their associated
documents, photographs, maps, and
field notes: materials of an
environmental nature such as bones,
shells, soil and sediment samples, wood,
seeds, pollen, and their associated
records: and the products and
associated records of laboratory
procedures such as thin sections. and
sediment fractions that result fromn the
anlsis of aceological data.
Stsactory cuation occr when:
1. Crtlon facilities have adequate
spacm. failities, and professional
peninel.'
Z.Archeological specimens are
mnaintined so that their information
values are not lost through deterioration,
and records are maintained to a
professional archival standard:
3. Curated collections are accessible
to qualified researchers within a

reasonable time of having been
requested; and
4. Collections are available for
interpretive purposes, subject to
reasonable security precautions.
Recommen ded Sources of Technical
mfonraon

Ahoandm
adokfrte
Archeologist Jeffrey L Eighmy, U.S.
Department of the Interior, Washington. D.C.,
190.
The Cumotion and Management of
Archeo'lgcaltollections: A Pliltrudyo
Cultural Resourc Management Sres. U.S.
Depa;t:n of th ItroSpteme 19
Human Bones andArheoogy. Douglas H.
Ubelaker.
Interagency
Archeological
Services, Heritage
Conservation
and
Recreation Service, U1.S. Department of the
Interior, Washingion. D.C., 1980. Available
fromn the Superintendent of Documents. U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402
Mannolfor Museums. Ralph H. Lewis,
National Park Service, U.S. Department of the
Interior. 2976.
Treatment of Archeological Properties: A

Handbook Advisory Council on Historic
Prsrain Washington D.C., 190
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Historic Preservation Projects
Generad Standardsfor Historic
preservationProjects
The following general standards apply
to all treatments undertaken on histonic
properties listed in the National
Register.
1.Every reasonable effort shall be
made to provide a compatible use for a
property that requires minimal
alteration of the building, structure, or
site and its environment, or to use a
property for its originally intended
purpose.
2.The distinguishing original qualities
or character of a building, structure, or
site and its environment shall not be
destroyed. The removal or alteration of
any historic material or distinctive
architectural features should be avoided
when possible.
3.All buildings, structures, and sites
shall be recognized as products of their
own time. Alterations which have no ir
historical basis and which seek to create
an earlier appearance shall beacurd
discouraged.
4. Changes which have taken place in
the course of time are evidence of the
history and development of a building,
structure, or site and its environent,
These changes may have acquired
significance in their own right, and this
significance shall be recognized and
respected.
5. Distinctive architectural features or
examples of skilled craftsmanship which
characterize a building. structure, or site
shall be treated with sensitivity.
,
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6. Deteriorated architectural features
shall be repaired rather than replaced.
wherever possible. In the event
replacement is necessary, the new
material should match the material
being replaced in composition, design.
color, textirelbnd other visual qualities.
Rpi rrpaeeto
isn
architectural features should be based
on accurate duplications of features.
substantiated by historic, physical, or
pictorial evidence rather than on
conjectural designs or the availability of
different architectural elements from
other buildings or structures.
7. The surface cleaning of structures
shall be undertaken with the gentlest
means possible. Sandblasting and other
cleaning methods that will damage the
historic building materials shall not be
undertaken.
S.Every reasonable effort shall be
made to protect and preserve
archeological resources affected by. or
adjacent to, any acquisition,
stabilization, preservation.
rehabilitation, restoration, or
reconstruction project.
Specific Standards for Historic
Preservation Projects
The following specific standards for
each treatment are to be used in
conjunction with the eight general
standards and, in each case, begin with
number 9. For example, in evaluating
acquisition projects, include the eight
general standards plus the four specific
standards listed under standards for
Acquisition. The specific standards
differ from those published for use in
Historic Preservation Fund grant-in-aid
projects (38 CPR Part 68) in that they
discuss more fully the treatment of
archeological properties.
Standards for Acquisition
9. Careful consideration shall be given
to the type and extent of property rights
wihaerqie
oasr
h
whiheereuirofte hitorssuresothe.
Thpreservation oetoicesource.
termitesevatinoctivoest rish
b
deteuieteeatpoeryrgt.ob
10. Properties shall be acquired in fee
simple when absolute ownership is
required to insure their preservation.
11. The purchase of less-than-feesimple ifiterests, such as open space or
facade easements, shall undertaken
when a limited interest achieves the
preservation objective.
12. Every reasonable effort shall be
made to acquire sufficient property with
the historic resource to protect its
historical, archeological, architectural or
cultyrral significance.
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Standard for Protection
deterioration of a property through a
9. Before applying protective
program of ongoing maintenance,
measures which are generally of a
It. Use of destructive techniques, such
tmoaynature and imply futureas archeological excavation, shall be
temporac rsrainwrknaayi
limited to providing sufficient
ohetoric presrationpte
workan anlyi
s
information for research, interpretation
ofthe acpetall
r aniiatdteat. t
and management needs.
10. Protection shall safeguard the
Standards for Rehabilitation
physical condition or environment of a
9.Cneprr
einfratrtos
property or archeological site from
and additions to existing poperties
further deterioration or damage caused
shall not be discouraged when such
by wea ther or other natural, animal, or
alterations and additions do not destroy
humn itrsiossignificant
historic architectural, or
11. If any historic material or
cultural material and such design is
architectural features are removed, they compatible with the size, scale, color,
shall be properly recorded and, if
material, and character of the property,
possible, stored for future study or
neighborhood, or environment.
reuse.
10. Wherever possible. new additions
Standards for Stabilization
or alterations to structures shall be done
9. tabliztio
shll eesablsh he
in such a manner that if such additions
stutu Stabilito a roetyis thog
or alterations were to be removed in the
tereinfrcemntalt of aloadberygrug
future, the essential form and integrity
mhemersforbyaeting
odbeterioing
of the structure would be unimpaired.
leading to structural failure.
Standards for Restoration
Stabilization shall also reestablish
9. Every reasonable effort shall be
weather resistant conditions for a
made to use a property for is originally
property.
intended purpose or to provide a
10. Stabilization shall be
compatible use that will require
accomplished in such a manner that it
minimum alteration to the property and
detracts as little as possible from the
its environment,
property's appearance and significance.
10. Reinforcement required for
When reinforcement is required to
structural stability or the installation of
reestablish structural stability, such
protective or code required mechanical
work shall be concealed wherever
systems shall be concealed wherever
possible so as not to intrude upon or
possible so as not to intrude or detract
detract from the aesthetic and historical
from the property's aesthetic and
or archeological quality of the property,
historical qualities, -ecept where
except where concealment would result
concealment would result in the
in the alteration or destruction of
alteration or destruction of historically
historically or archeologically
significant materials or spaces.
significant material or spaces. Accurate
il. Restoration work such as the
documentation of stabilization
demolition of non-contributing additions
procedures shall be kept and made
that will result in pround or structural
available for future needs,
disturbance shall be preceded by
11. Stabilization work that will result
sufficient archeological investigation to
in ground disturbance shall be preceded
determine whether significant
by sufficient archeological investigation
subsurface or structural features or
to determine whether significant
artifacts will be affected. Recovery,
subsurface features or artifacts will becuration and documentation of
affected. Recovery, curation and
archeological features and specimens
documentation of archeological features shall be undertaken in accordance with
and specimens shall be undertaken in
appropriate professional methods and
accordance with appropriate
tcnqe.used
profssinalmethds
nd echnque.
qhave
Stnrdfsor Peoserantio nius
Standards for Reconstruction
Stadars
Pesevaton9.
fr
Reconstruction of a part or all of a
9. Preservatipn shall maintain the
property shall be undertaken only when
existing form, integrity, and materials of
such work is essential to reproduce ai
a building, structure, or site.
significant missing feature in a historic
Archeological sites shall be preserved
district or scene, and when a
undisturbed whenever feasible and
contemporary design solution is not
practical. Substantial reconstruction or
acceptable. Reconstruction of
restoration of lost features generally are
archeological sites generally is not
not included in a preservation
appropriate.
undertaking.
i0. Reconstruction of all or a part of a
10. Preservation shall include
hitoi prprysalb prpit
techniques of arresting or retarding the
when the reconstruction is essential for

understanding and interpreting the value
of a historic district or when no other
building, structure, object, or landscape
feature with the same associative value
has survived and sufficient historical or
archeological documentation exists to
insure an accurate reproduction of the
original.
11. The reproduction of missing
elementas sacomplihe wthew
cmstiansal duicater texuean
oteviulqatesfthmsin
element. Reconstruction of missing
architectural or archeological features
shall be based upon accurate
duplication of original features
substantiated by physical or
douetrevdneahrtanpn
onetarydeidnce
orther ilitha upn
different architectural features from
other buildings.
12. Reconstruction of a building or
structure on an original site shall be
preceded by a thorough archeological
investigation to locate and identify' all
subsurface features and artifacts.
Recovery, curation and documentation
of archeological features and specimens
shall be undertaken in accordance with
professional methods and techniques.
13. Reconstruction shall include
measures to preserve any remaining
original fabric, including foundations,
subsurface, and ancillary elements. The
reconstruction of missing elements. The
reconstruction of missing elements and
features shall be done in such a manner
that the essential form and integrity of
the original surviving features are
uniimpaired.
serataii of the interior Guidelines for
istoric preservation projects
The guidelines for the Secretary of the
Interior's Standards for Historic
Preservation Projects, not included here
because of their length. may be obtained
separately from the National Park
Serivce.
Professional Qualifications Standards
The following requirements are those
by the National Park Service, and
been previously published in the
Code of Federal Regulations, 36 CFR
Part 61. The qualifications define
minimum education and experience
required to perform identification,
evaluation, registration. and treatment
activities. In some cases, additional
areas or levels of expertise may be
needed, depending on the complexity of
the task and the nature of the historic
properties involved. In the following
defin iions a yea ofM-tm
rfsina
exprienne not consist
of a continuous year of fulltime work but
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*periods

may be made up of discontinuous
of full-time or part-time work
adding up to the equivalent of a year of
full-time experience,
History
Thbe minimum professional
qualifications in history are a graduate
degree in history or closely related field:
or a bachelor's degree in history or
closely related field plus one of the
following1. At least two years of full-time
experience in research, writing,
teaching. interpretation, or other
demonstrable professional activity with
an academic institution, historic
organization or agency, museum, or
other professional institution: or
2. Substantial contribution through
research and publication to the body of
scholarly knowledge in the field of
history.
Archeology
The minimum professional
qualifications in archeology are a
graduate degree in archeology,
anthropology, or closely related field
plus:
1. At least one year of full-time
professional experience or equivalent
specialized training in archeological
research, administration or
management:
2. At least four months of supervised
field and analytic experience in general
North American archeology; and
3. Demonstrated ability to carry
research to completion.
In addition to these minimum
qualifications, a professional in
prehistoric archeology shall have at
least one year of full-time professional
experience at a supervisory level in the
study of archeological resources of the
prehistoric period. A professional in
historic archeology shall have at least
one year of MIl-time professional
experience at a supervisory lWell in the
study of archeological resources of the
historic period.
ArchitecturalHistory
The minimum professional
qualifications in architectural history
are a graduate degree in architectural
history. art history, historic
preservation. or closely related field,
with coursework in American
architectural history: or a bachelor'e
desree in architectural history. art
history, historic preservation or closely
related field plus one of the following:
1. At least two years of full-time
experience in research. writing, or

teaching in American architectural

history or restoration architecture with
an academic institution, historical
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significance within specific historic
contexts.
Inventory-a list of historic properties
determined to meet specified criteria of
significance.
NotionalRegister Critera-the
established criteria for evaluating the
eligibility of properties for inclusion in
the National Register of Histonic Places
Preservation(treotment)-tbe act or
process of applying measures to sustain
the existing form. integrity and material
of a building or structure, and the
existing form and vegetative cover of a
site. It may include initial stabilization
work, where necessary, as well as
ongoing maintenance of the historic
building materials.
-agruigo
petTy
oupn ofeto
e basd
idvapropert
invdulpoetsbadonaetf
shared physical or associative
characteristics.
Protection (treotmentO-the act or
process Of applying measures designed
to affect the physical condition of a
property by defending or guarding it
from deterioration, loss or attack, or to
cover or shield the property from danger
or injury. In the case of buildings and
structures, such treatment is generally of
a temporary nature and anticipates
future historic preservation treatment: in
the case of archeological sites, the
protective measure may be temporary or

organization or agency, museum, or
other professional institution; or
2. Substantial contribution through
research and publication to the body of
scholarly knowledge in the field of
American architectural history.
Architecture,
The minimum professional
qualifications in architecture are a
professional degree in architecture plus
at least two years of full-time
experience in architecture; or a State
license to practice architecture.

.

Historic Architecture
'The minimum professional
qualifications historic in architecture are
r
a professional degree in architecture or
a State license to practice architecture,
plus one of the following:
1. At least one year of graduate study
in architectural preservation. American
architectural history, preservation
planning, or closely related field: or
2. At least one year of full-time
professional experience on historic
preservation projects.
Such graduate study or experience
shall include detailed investigations of
historic structures, preparation of
historic structures research reports, and
preparation of plans and specifications
for preservation projects.
srain
PrsrainTerinology
Acquisition-the act or process of
acquiring fee tide or interest other than
fee tidle of real property (including
acquisition of development rights or
remainder interest),
Comprehensive HistoricPreservation
Planning-theorganization into a logical
sequence of preservation information
pertaining to identification, evaluation,
registration and treatment of historic
properties, and setting priorities for
accomplishing preservation activities.
Historic Context--a unit created for
planning purposes that groups
information about historic properties
based on a shared theme, specific time
period and geographical area.
HistoricProperty-adistrict, site,
building, structure or object significant
in American history, architecture,
engineering, archeology or culture at the
national, State, or local level,
Integrity-the authenticity of a
prys hisoi identity. evidenced
by the surmvaofycal
characerstics that existedurnth
property's historic or prehistoric period.
Intensive Survey-a systematic.
detailed examination of an area
designed to gather information about
historic properties sufficient to evaluate
them against predetermined criteria of
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.permanent.

.

ReconnaissanlceSurvey--an
examination of all or part of an area
accomplished in sufficient detail to
make generalizations about the types
and distributions of historic properties
that may be present.
Reconstruction (treatment)-the act
or process of reproducing by new
construction the exact form and detail of
a vanished building, structure, or object.
or any Part thereof, as it appeared at a
specific period of time.
Rehabilitation(treatrnenl)-theact or
process of returning a property to a state
of utility through repair or alteration
which makes possible an efficient
contemporary use while preserving
those portions or features of the
property which are significant to its
historical, architectural and cultural
values.
Research design-a statement of
proposed identification, documentation,
investigation, or other treatment of a
historic property that identifies the
project's goals, methods and techniques.
excedesladterltisipo
the expected results to other proposed
activities or treatments.
Restoration-theact or process of
accurately recovering the form and
details of a property and its setting as it
appeared at a particular period of time
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by means of the removal of later work.
or by the replacement of missing earlier
work.
Sample Survey-survey of a
representative sample of lands within a
given area in order to generate or test
predictions about the types and
distributions of historic properties in the
entire area.
Stabilization (treatment)-the act or
process of applying measures designed
to reestablish a weather resistant
enclosure and the structural stability of
an unsafe or deteriorated property while
maintaining the essential form as it
exists at present.
Stat ement of objectives-see
Research design
Dated September 28. 1983
Russell E. Dickenson.
Director. N'ationalPark Service.
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